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1.0

Planning Process
Disasters caused by natural hazards have become more costly. The impact of these losses
has a much greater magnitude when considered at the local level rather than from the
state or national perspective. Budgets, staff and resources in general are fewer and farther
between at the local level. The County and communities within Bayfield County have
historically worked well together, and will into the foreseeable future. The Bayfield
County All-Hazard Mitigation Plan addresses natural hazards that impact the County and
identifies mitigation strategies to minimize those hazards.
Mitigation is defined as sustained actions taken to reduce or eliminate long-term risk to
human life and property from hazards and their effects. Hazard mitigation planning is the
process of developing a set of actions designed to reduce or eliminate long-term risk to
people and property from hazards and their effects. Mitigation, or prevention, can
decrease the impact and therefore the consequences and costs of a natural hazard event.
Mitigation is an important component of the emergency management cycle that includes
mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery. It is the only phase of emergency
management planning that is dedicated to breaking the cycle of damage, reconstruction,
and repeated damage. Mitigation planning focuses on coordination of resources and
actions that produce benefits by undertaking planned mitigation actions that will reduce
human suffering and the demands for funding of reconstruction after future disasters.
Participating jurisdictions in this plan are the City of Bayfield, City of Washburn, Red
Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa, Village of Mason, Bayfield County, and the
towns within the county. Plan adoption by each of these jurisdictions is documented in
Annex C of this document.
Partnerships with local, state and federal agencies were identified and developed during
the development and update of this plan. Several of the mitigation strategies included in
the previous version of this plan have been completed. These are documented in the
Mitigation Strategies table. New strategies to consider and implement were also added to
this table, as participants have identified new priorities and areas of improvement since
the original writing of this plan.
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DISASTER MITIGATION ACT OF 2000
The Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000, Public Law 106-390) was signed into law on
October 30, 2000 and amended the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency
Assistance Act. This act established the requirement for local and tribal governments to
prepare an All Hazards Mitigation Plan to be eligible for funding from Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) through the Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grant
Program, Flood Mitigation Assistance Program and the Hazard Mitigation Program. The
act further established the requirement that natural hazards such as tornadoes, floods,
wild fires, and severe thunderstorms need to be addressed in the risk assessment and
vulnerability analysis parts of an All Hazards Mitigation Plan. The act also required local
and tribal governments to have a Hazards Mitigation Plan in place in order to utilize
funding through the Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grant.
The Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 defines the local All Hazards Mitigation Plan as
follows:
“A local mitigation plan is the representation of the jurisdiction’s commitment to reduce
risks from natural hazards, serving as a guide for decision makers as they commit
resources to reducing the effects of natural hazards. Local plans will also serve as the
basis for the State to provide technical assistance and to prioritize project funding.”
The Disaster Mitigation Act further defines that a Pre-Disaster Mitigation Plan should
address the following five areas:
1. Planning Process
2. Planning Area
3. Risk Assessment
4. Mitigation Strategy
5. Plan Maintenance Process and Adoption
Bayfield County has following this organizational structure as the format for the Hazards
Mitigation Plan.
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
Bayfield County Emergency Management was notified by Wisconsin Emergency
Management in November of 2011 that the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) had approved a Planning Grant in the amount of $40,000 through the Hazard
Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP) for Bayfield County.
The first county planning committee meeting took place on January 4, 2012 with a
defined goal of updating Bayfield County’s All Hazard Mitigation Plan. The Local
Emergency Planning Committee or LEPC served as the oversight committee for the
development of the Bayfield County Hazard Mitigation Plan. The LEPC is a committee
appointed by the County Board that includes representation from jurisdictions within the
county, including response agencies, elected officials, and community groups. All LEPC
meeting are open to the public and posted in announcements at the courthouse. The
listing of the membership of the LEPC follows:
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Verne Gillis, Chair, Town of Kelly
Robert P. Miller, Vice-Chair, Bayfield County Fire Association & Mason Fire Dept.
Jan Victorson, Information Coordinator, Bayfield County Emergency Management
Paul Susienka, Bayfield County Sheriff
Mike BeBeau, Xcel Energy
Terri Kramolis, Bayfield County Public Health
Carrie Linder, Human Services/Aging and Disability Resource Center
Jacob Maas, Red Cliff Tribal Environmental Health
Gary Victorson, Bayfield County EMS Council, Iron River Ambulance, Bayfield County
Coroner
Jim Whyte, Memorial Medical Center
Mark Scribner, CenturyLink
Mark Abeles-Allison, Bayfield County Administrator, Mitigation Planning Committee
Scott Galetka – Land Records Administrator, Mitigation Planning Committee
Scott Kluver, City of Washburn
Tom Kovachevich, City of Bayfield
John Nedden-Durst – North Country Independent Living
Dennis Pocernich – County Board
Alan Ralph – The Bottom Line
Scot Eisenhauer – Iron River Police Department
Bill Sloan – Town of Bell, Mitigation Planning Committee
The LEPC reviewed portions of the plan, assisted in development of the risk assessment
matrix and finalized the rating of those identified risks. Throughout the course of the past
year, the LEPC has met several times, typically at least once per month, to discuss
updates to the plan, including demographics, event occurrences, vulnerability and risk
assessment modifications, and updating the mitigation strategies. Below is a matrix of the
LEPC meetings.
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Date

Group

Accomplishments

January 4, 2012

LEPC

Kick-Off

January 25, 2012

LEPC

Section 1 and 2 review.

January 30, 2012

Wisconsin Towns
Assoc. (WTA) Bayfield County

Introduced Mitigation Plan and requested local input.

March 12, 2012

LEPC

Discussion of risks and vulnerabilities.

April 18, 2012

LEPC

Risks, vulnerabilities and mitigation actions discussed.

May 10, 2012

LEPC

Mitigation actions reviewed.

June 4, 2012

WTA

Updated on Mitigation Plan process.

June 26, 2012

Applicants meeting

Damaged jurisdictions to discuss funding options and
mitigation efforts.

July 30, 2012

WTA

Flood Damage Aids program information discussed.

August 9, 2012

FEMA Applicants
briefing

Presentation on mitigation and mitigation planning by
WEM.

August 16, 2012

LEPC

Reviewed Sections 2 and 3 – discussed survey options.

September 24, 2012

WTA

Mitigation Plan and Emergency Response Guidebook
discussed.

September 27, 2012

LEPC

Reviewed revised Section 2 and 3.

October 1, 2012

FEMA, Bayfield
County and Red Cliff

Discussed FEMA requirements for tribal participation in
local plans.

October 24, 2012

LEPC

Discussed Hazard Mitigation Strategies

October 31, 2012

FEMA, Bayfield
County and Red Cliff

Tribal Hazard Mitigation Workshop.

November 15, 2012

LEPC

Discussed Hazard Mitigation Strategies.

November 26, 2012

WTA

Reviewed mitigation strategy table and received local input.

December 11, 2012

LEPC

Review Draft of Plan.

January 28, 2013

WTA

Reviewed Draft of Plan.

The All Hazard Mitigation Plan Update was presented and discussed at several meetings
of the Bayfield County Unit of the Wisconsin Towns Association. Several participating
towns had recently completed Comprehensive Plans, and information from these was
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taken into consideration where appropriate in this plan update. The Towns Association
was used to provide ongoing information and updates to elected officials throughout the
development of the All Hazards Mitigation Plan and planning process.
As the planning process continued to evolve, individual communities and representatives
were sought for participation and information on matters that directly impacted them.
LEPC meeting invitations were widely distributed, and as always, these meetings are
open to the public, with input from the public welcome. Meetings are posted in
announcements at the courthouse. When these meetings were not convenient for those
parties whose information was vital to the plan update, individual meetings or discussions
were held to gather this information. These were typically done in-person after other
meetings. Most of the comments received came from stakeholders involved in the overall
planning process.
The Bayfield County Fire Association met almost monthly throughout the planning
process and provided input related to risk analysis and mitigation strategies. Key
representatives also served on the Bayfield County LEPC and provided valuable input to
the plan update, particularly as it related to vulnerabilities and mitigation strategies.
Other groups or committees that have offered input throughout the planning process
including completing and/or discussing the risk assessment matrix, are EMS service
providers, the Sheriff’s Department, Emergency Management and Child Support
Committee, the Bayfield County Board of Supervisors, Bayfield County Highway
Committee, local public works staff, and individual fire and ambulance departments.
Neighboring Counties, Ashland, Douglas and Sawyer, were all sent copies of the draft
plan and asked to provide comments. Dave Sletten (Douglas County) had no
recommended modifications, but did comment on the aging trend of the Bayfield
County’s population, and requested information on updated fire risk maps. Keith Kessler
(Douglas County) also commented on the wildland fire risk rating and command posts.
No comments were received from Ashland (Dorothy Tank) or Sawyer (Brian Cody)
Counties.
JURISDICTIONAL INVOLVEMENT
The specific jurisdictions participating in this plan are the City of Bayfield, City of
Washburn, Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa, Village of Mason and Bayfield
County which covers the towns within the county. All plan on adopting the Bayfield
County All-Hazard Mitigation Plan upon approval by Wisconsin Emergency
Management and the Federal Emergency Management Agency. A summary of their
involvement follows.
City of Bayfield – The City of Bayfield was represented at nearly all LEPC Committee
meetings. In addition, input was received during the planning process through city staff
and local meetings within the City. The City of Bayfield’s current Comprehensive Plan
was used to determine the demographics and future land use plans for the City.
City of Washburn – The City of Washburn was represented at nearly all LEPC
Committee meetings. Input was received during the planning process through city staff.
Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa – The Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior
Chippewa has had input on the mitigation plan through membership on the LEPC.
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Specific mitigation strategies were developed in consultation with the Red Cliff Planner.
Additional one-on-one meetings were held with Red Cliff staff, as well as additional
meetings with FEMA representatives to discuss specific requirements for tribal inclusion.
Village of Mason – The Village of Mason was represented at Bayfield County Fire
Association, Bayfield-Ashland Counties EMS Council, and LEPC meetings. Elected
officials and Village staff also provided input during the planning process.
Bayfield County including towns – The twenty-five towns within Bayfield County
participated in the development of the plan at public meetings of the Ashland-Bayfield
Counties Unit of the Wisconsin Towns Association.
EXISTING PLANS
Existing plans were reviewed and incorporated into the All-Hazard Mitigation Plan as
appropriate. Part II – Defining the Planning Area – draws on information developed for
Comprehensive Plan adopted by the Bayfield County Board of Supervisors in 2012, with
additions as necessary. Twenty-eight of the twenty-nine jurisdictions within the county
have adopted Land Use Plans. Information from those plans was integrated into the
Mitigation Plan as appropriate. The All-Hazard Mitigation Plan will augment the current
County, Town, City and Tribal Land Use Plans already in place. Portions of the
Mitigation Plan will be incorporated into other plans as the applicability is identified.
This will primarily be completed during updates of the existing planning documents.
A listing of plans and documents that provided information (and also incorporated
information from the previous Hazard Mitigation Plan) for the Bayfield County All
Hazard Mitigation Plan follows:
Barnes Drummond Community Wildfire Protection Plan
Bayfield County Hazard Analysis
Bayfield County Emergency Operations Plan
Bayfield County Land Use Plan
Bayfield County Aging Unit – 3-Year Plan
Bayfield County Shoreland Zoning Ordinances
Emergency Action Plan
Drummond Lake Dam Emergency Action Plan
Murray Dam Emergency Action Plan
Namakagon Dam Hazard Analysis
Comprehensive Plans for:
Barksdale, Town of
Bayfield, City of
Bayfield, Town of
Bayview, Town of
Bell, Town of
Cable, Town of
Clover, Town of
Delta, Town of
Mitigation Plan
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Drummond, Town of
Eileen, Town of
Grand View, Town of
Iron River, Town of
Kelly, Town of
Keystone, Town of
Lincoln, Town of
Mason, Town of
Namakagon, Town of
Pilsen, Town of
Russell, Town of
Washburn, City of
Washburn, Town of
Red Cliff Reservation Land Use Plan
Red Cliff Reservation Transportation Plan
Red Cliff Reservation Emergency Operations Plan
National Weather Service Historical Climate Data
The Bayfield County All Hazard Mitigation Plan has incorporated risk analysis and
mitigation strategies for all jurisdictions within the county. Those jurisdictions include
the county (covering the twenty-five towns), the City of Bayfield, the City Washburn,
Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa, and the Village of Mason. Persons from each
of these jurisdictions offered input as the plan was being developed, including identifying
local risks, comparing those risks with county risks, identifying mitigation strategies, and
reviewing portions of the plan in draft form. In addition, each of these jurisdictions will
be provided copies of the approved plan for their adoption. Resolutions will be included
in Annex C to this plan.
CONTACT INFORMATION
Jan Victorson, Coordinator, Bayfield County Emergency Management Bayfield County
Courthouse Annex 117 E Sixth Street PO Box 423 Washburn WI 54891 715-373-6113

2.0
2.1

2.2
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Bayfield County Pre-Disaster Mitigation Plan
Description of the Planning Area
History
Bayfield County was created in 1854 and is named after British Naval Lieutenant Henry
Bayfield, who first surveyed this area of the Great Lakes Region. Historically, Bayfield
County’s economy has been based on lumbering, fishing, and quarrying but has since
become renowned as one of the Midwest’s premiere tourism destinations.
Geography
Bayfield County, located in northwestern Wisconsin (approximate geographic center
46.30 degrees Lat, 90.17 degrees Long), is bounded on the west by Douglas County,
south by Sawyer County and on the east by Ashland County. Bayfield County is the
second largest county in geographic size in Wisconsin, encompassing 1,476.4 square
miles. The county’s spatial extent ranges from 30 miles east/west to nearly 60 miles
BAYFC 119503
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north/south. Bayfield County has 86.2 miles of mainland shoreline on Lake Superior, the
largest freshwater lake in the world. Four of the Apostle Islands (Eagle, Sand, York, and
Raspberry) are also part of the county. In addition to Lake Superior, the county has a very
diverse and extensive network of lakes (966), rivers, streams, and an abundant natural
resource base.
Bayfield County is comprised of 25 unincorporated towns, two cities, one village, and
one Indian reservation. Several small communities serve as the population centers for
many towns, especially those along the Lake Superior shore.
2.2.1

Bayfield County Municipalities (Population)
Town of Barksdale (723)
Town of Oulu (527)
Town of Barnes (769)
Town of Pilsen (210)
Town of Bayfield (680)
Town of Port Wing (368)
Town of Bayview (487)
Town of Russell (1,279)
Town of Bell (263)
Town of Tripp (231)
Town of Cable (825)
Town of Washburn (530)
Town of Clover (223)
Village of Mason (93)
Town of Delta (273)
City of Bayfield (487)
Town of Drummond (463)
City of Washburn (2,117)
Town of Eileen (681)
Town of Keystone (378)
Town of Grand View (468)
Town of Lincoln (287)
Town of Hughes (383)
Town of Mason (315)
Town of Iron River (1,123)
Town of Namakagon (246)
Town of Kelly (463)
Town of Orienta (122)

2.2.2

Unincorporated Communities
Barnes
Benoit
Cable
Cornucopia
Drummond
Grand View

2.2.3

Herbster
Ino
Iron River
Moquah
Port Wing

Indian Reservation
Red Cliff (1,123)
In 1854, the Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians entered into its last
treaty with the United States. The Red Cliff reservation was created as part of this treaty.
Approximately 2,560 acres of land was allotted to great Chief Buffalo for his descendants
to reside on. Due to the rapid growth, more space was needed. As a result, in 1863 a
sequence of Presidential executive orders were issued to expand the boundaries, which
encompassed 14,166 acres by 1895.
While the US Census collects some information from the reservation, it was determined
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs in 2011 that there are 1,922 Red Cliff members who
reside within Bayfield County, and 1,344 tribal members who reside on the Reservation.
Nationwide, there are 6,342 members enrolled in the Red Cliff Tribe.
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Nearly 54 percent of the Red Cliff members living within Bayfield County are under the
age of 40, as shown below.
Age Group

Number

Percent

0-17

418

21.7

18-29

403

21.0

30-39

250

13.0

40-49

235

12.2

50-54

100

5.2

55-59

79

4.1

60-64

60

3.1

65-82

127

6.6

83+

250

13.0

TOTAL

1,922

100.0

Source: Red Cliff Early Childhood Community Assessment

Today, the Red Cliff reservation and trust lands cover approximately 7,900 acres,
including 22 miles of Lake Superior shoreland. There are 46.11 miles of streams and
rivers within the Red Cliff Reservation boundary.
As of 2011, the unemployment rate according to the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) was
56% for the Red Cliff reservation. This was down from 71% in 2005.
Much of the above information was made available from the Red Cliff Early Childhood
Center – Full Community Assessment completed in 2011-2012. This source was also
used for education and household related information.
2.3

Geographic Province
Bayfield County is located in the glaciated region of Wisconsin and falls in two
geographic provinces, the Northern Highland Province (north and south) and the Lake
Superior Lowland Province. These provinces differ in diversity of flora and fauna,
underlying geologic conditions, topography, soil conditions, and to some extent climate.
This description of the planning area addresses several elements through narrative and a
series of maps and charts including:
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Transportation
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2.4

Population
Population is an important contributing factor to both the pattern of settlement and
development of a municipal unit. Significant increases or decreases in the number of
inhabitants, along with the characteristics of income, education, and age, will impact
economic development, land use, transportation, and use of public and private services.
Examining past changes and present conditions in the population enhances the ability to
prepare for and understand the future.

2.4.1

Historical Summary
Since its creation by the state legislature in 1865, Bayfield County (originally LaPointe
County) has experienced periods of population growth and decline. In its first 20-some
years of existence, the county’s total population did not exceed 600 inhabitants. The
introduction of railroads into the county in the 1880s, coupled with the development of
mining and timber resources in the area, brought in numerous settlers, resulting in a
period of growth peaking in 1920. Table 2-1 below displays the county’s historical
population from 1850 to 1940.
Table 1
Bayfield County Historical Population, 1850 - 1940

1850
489

1860
353

1870
344

1880
564

1890
7,390

1900
14,392

1910
15,987

1920
17,201

1930
15,006

1940
15,827

Source: 1850-1890 – State of Wisconsin Census (discontinued after 1895)
1900-1940 – US Census

2.4.2

Present Conditions
From 1950 to 1960 the county’s population decreased by 13.4 percent and from 1960 to
1970 it decreased by only 1.9 percent. From 1970 to 1980 the population rose by 186
(18.3%) inhabitants. The population steady increased, gaining 1,191 persons from 1980
to 2000. However, from 2000 to 2010, the County’s population only grew by one person.
Table 2-2 displays population projections for the county generated by the Wisconsin
Department of Administration (DOA) through 2035. It should be noted the DOA’s
population projections are mathematical population estimates based on historical growth
rates fertility, mortality, and migration rates. Other forces or dynamics that may affect
future trends may include new developments or infrastructure such as subdivisions or
public sewer and water that accommodate population growth, unforeseen business
growth, or increases in the number of retirees locating in the county.

Table 2
Bayfield County Historical Population and Population Projections, 1950 - 2035
1950
13,760

1960
11,910

1970
11,683

1980
13,822

1990
14,008

2000
15,013

2010
15,014

2020
17,146

2030
17,835

2035
17,967

Source: 1950-2010 – US Census
2020-2035 – Wisconsin Department of Administration, Demographic Services

2.4.3

Mitigation Plan
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Countywide Population Trends
Figure 1 illustrates past and projected population trends for the county (green) and the
following subsets of the county: all unincorporated units (blue), and the incorporated
units (red). From 1950 to 1970, the county’s population declined substantially. Beginning
in 1970, the county and unincorporated units show a continual increase through 2010
BAYFC 119503
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while the incorporated areas show a slight decline. The Village of Mason has steadily
decreased since 1960. Projections to the year 2030 indicate that these trends are to
continue with unincorporated areas to remain on a steady increase (see Tables 3 and 4).
Figure 1 – Population Change of Municipal Divisions

Bayfield County Population: Historical and
Projections
20,000
18,000
16,000

Population

14,000
12,000
Towns

10,000

Cities and Village

8,000

Bayfield County
6,000
4,000
2,000
0
1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030
Year
Source:

US Census and Wisconsin Department of Administration

Table 3 indicates the population of each civil division and their change in population
from 1950 to 2010. Of the county’s 28 civil divisions, 11 units sustained a loss of
population while the entire county reported a net gain of 9.2 percent for the period.
Sixteen of Bayfield County’s 25 towns indicated growth, with all unincorporated areas
averaging a 17.6 percent increase since 1950. This period, 1950 to 2010, marked the
beginning of the trends identified above; increased seasonal home construction,
conversion of seasonal homes to permanent residences, and an influx of individuals
seeking aesthetically pleasing places to live. It should also be noted that during this
period, the housing collapse and economic recession began (approximately 2008). This
affected the housing market significantly, as well as employment and financial
characteristics.
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Table 3
Bayfield County Historical Population, 1950-2010
1950

1960

1970

573
226
551
330
301
680
430
147
425
654
450
174
850
485
365
320
445
205
187
725
266
588
526
198
370
10,471

585
194
474
296
238
622
274
160
368
618
387
128
711
371
339
254
351
125
116
649
265
487
419
196
318
8,945

574
311
503
297
205
738
277
150
349
599
370
174
716
336
314
206
304
224
108
505
193
385
475
138
282
8,733

Red Cliff Reservation

NA

NA

NA

Mason

140

100

119

1,153
2,070
3,363
13,834

969
1,896
2,965
12,010

874
1,957
2,950
11,802

1980

1990

2000

2010

Number

Percent

762
493
607
343
247
831
254
205
442
664
440
290
991
354
344
280
304
286
109
547
222
525
791
145
386
10,862

756
473
603
402
237
817
213
215
417
665
419
334
901
383
320
294
296
276
114
513
203
434
978
182
490
10,935

801
610
625
491
230
836
211
235
541
640
483
408
1,059
377
369
293
326
285
101
540
203
420
1,216
209
541
12,050

723
769
680
487
263
825
223
273
463
681
468
383
1,123
463
378
287
315
246
122
527
210
368
1,279
231
530
12,317

150
543
129
157
-38
145
-207
126
38
27
18
209
273
-22
13
-33
-130
41
-65
-198
-56
-220
753
33
160
1,846

26.2%
240.3%
23.4%
47.6%
-12.6%
21.3%
-48.1%
85.7%
8.9%
4.1%
4.0%
120.1%
32.1%
-4.5%
3.6%
-10.3%
-29.2%
20.0%
-34.8%
-27.3%
-21.1%
-37.4%
143.2%
16.7%
43.2%
17.6%

857

1,078

2,513

1,123

NA

102

72

93

-47

-33.6%

686
2,285
3,073
14,110

611
2,280
2,963
15,085

487
2,117
2,697
15,107

-666
47
-666
1,273

-57.8%
2.3%
-19.8%
9.2%

Towns

Barksdale
Barnes
Bayfield
Bayview
Bell
Cable
Clover
Delta
Drummond
Eileen
Grand View
Hughes
Iron River
Kelly
Keystone
Lincoln
Mason
Namakagon
Orienta
Oulu
Pilsen
Port Wing
Russell
Tripp
Washburn
TOTAL

Change: 1950 to 2010

Tribal Lands

686
Villages

102
Cities

Bayfield
Washburn
TOTAL
BAYFIELD COUNTY

778
2,080
2,960
13,924

Source: US Census Bureau and Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa
Note: The Town of Cable figures for 1950, 1960, 1970 and 1980 include the Village of Cable. This dissolved into the Town of Cable in
1984.
*Red Cliff Reservation numbers are calculated as part of the towns it lies within, primarily the Town of Russell and Town of Bayfield.
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2.4.4

Projected Changes Through 2030
Table 4 indicates population projections for the civil divisions through the year 2030.
Bayfield County is expected to retain a stable population through 2030, with a projected
total net increase of 21.9 percent for the unincorporated towns and a projected net total
decline of 22.6 percent for the incorporated Village of Mason. The Cities of Bayfield and
Washburn are projected to see a combined increase of 4.7 percent.
Table 4
Bayfield County Population Projections, 2010-2030
2010

Barksdale
Barnes
Bayfield
Bayview
Bell
Cable
Clover
Delta
Drummond
Eileen
Grand View
Hughes
Iron River
Kelly
Keystone
Lincoln
Mason
Namakagon
Orienta
Oulu
Pilsen
Port Wing
Russell
Tripp
Washburn
TOTAL
Red Cliff Reservation
Mason
Bayfield
Washburn
TOTAL
BAYFIELD COUNTY

2015
Towns
723
864
769
786
680
821
487
602
263
242
825
834
223
247
273
282
463
593
681
651
468
611
383
467
1,123
1,241
463
466
378
384
287
309
315
339
246
309
122
93
527
539
210
245
368
402
1,279
1,559
231
240
530
598

2020

2025

2030

884
840
874
641
245
835
255
295
616
651
649
489
1,298
489
391
313
345
315
91
540
255
393
1,666
252
621

899
889
920
675
246
832
262
308
637
648
682
510
1,348
509
397
315
348
320
88
538
264
383
1,764
261
640

908
931
959
704
245
823
266
317
651
642
711
526
1,387
525
400
316
350
322
84
533
270
370
1,847
269
654

12,317

14,243

14,683

2,513
93
487
2,117
2,697
15,014

13,724

Change: 2010-2030
Number
Percent

15,010

185
162
279
217
-18
-2
43
44
188
-39
243
143
264
62
22
29
35
76
-38
6
60
2
568
38
124
2,693

25.6%
21.1%
41.0%
44.6%
-6.8%
-0.2%
19.3%
16.1%
40.6%
-5.7%
51.9%
37.3%
23.5%
13.4%
5.8%
10.1%
11.1%
30.9%
-31.1%
1.1%
28.6%
0.5%
44.4%
16.5%
23.4%
21.9%

NA

NA

NA

NA

Tribal Lands
NA
NA
Villages
77
75
Cities
587
574
2,254
2,254

74

72

-21

-22.6%

556
2,241

536
2,217

2,918
16,719

2,871
17,628

2,825
17,907

49
100
128
2,893

10.1%
4.7%
4.7%
19.3%

2,903
17,221

Source: US Census Bureau and Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa
Note: The Town of Cable figures for 1950, 1960, 1970 and 1980 include the Village of Cable. This dissolved into the Town of
Cable in 1984.
*Red Cliff Reservation numbers are calculated as part of the towns it lies within, primarily the Town of Russell and Town of
Bayfield.
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2.4.5

Red Cliff Indian Reservation
The Red Cliff Indian Reservation, which is located at the northeast tip of Bayfield
County in the Town of Russell, comprises approximately half of the total acres in the
Town of Russell. Native Americans of the Red Cliff band inhabit three-fourths of the
Town of Russell, which has the largest population of any town in the county at 1,279
residents in 2010. Since 1950, the Town of Russell increased by 753 people and is
projected to increase 44.4 percent by the year 2030.

2.4.6

Existing Population Density
Figure 2 illustrates the population density throughout Bayfield County in 2010. As is
shown, much of Bayfield County has a low population density—at ten persons per square
mile or less—with higher densities found along the inland lakeshore areas and along
major roadways.
Figure 2 – 2010 Population Density by Jurisdiction
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2.4.7

Change from 2000 to 2010
Table 3 illustrates population changes in the individual municipal divisions of the county
for the periods from 1950 to 2010. During this period, 17 municipal divisions
experienced growth. The largest increases took place in the Towns of Barnes, Russell,
and Hughes. The same 50-year period saw declines in the City of Bayfield, Village of
Mason and Towns of Bell, Clover, Kelly, Lincoln, Mason, Orienta, Oulu, Pilsen, and Port
Wing. Projections through 2030, illustrated in Table 2-4, indicate many of these trends to
continue.

2.5
2.5.1

Age Distribution and Demographics
Summary of Changes in Population Age
In the decade from 2000 to 2010, the US Census reports a gain of 1,273 inhabitants for
Bayfield County; a 19 percent increase in population. However, this increase was not
uniform to all age groups within the county. The greatest changes for specific age groups
(in absolute numbers) for the decade were the increase in persons aged 55 to 64 and 65 to
74. Table 2-5 details the demographic changes encountered by Bayfield County for the
decade between 2000 and 2010.
Table 5
Bayfield Age Change, 2000 - 2010
Age Category
Under 5
5 to 14
15 to 24
25 to 34
35 to 44
45 to 54
55 to 64
65 to 74
75 to 84
85 and over
Selected age categories
All inhabitants over 75
All inhabitants over 65
All inhabitants 45 to 64
All inhabitants under 24
All inhabitants under 14

Change
Number Percent
-130
-16.4%
-549
-25.2%
-213
-13.9%
-930
-24.6%
-792
-33.3%
184
7.5%
991
54.4%
526
39.2%
60
7.2%
62
21.6%
122
648
1,175
-892
-679

10.9%
26.3%
27.5%
-19.8%
-22.9%

Source: Calculated from US Census Bureau, 2000 & 2010

One can see in the following chart how the age ranges differ between Bayfield County’s population and
that of Wisconsin’s as a whole. The median age in Wisconsin is 38.4, while Bayfield County has a
median age of 49.4.
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Age Distribution ‐ Bayfield County and Wisconsin
‐ 2010
20.0%
18.0%

Percent of Population

16.0%
14.0%
12.0%
10.0%
8.0%

Bayfield County

6.0%

Wisconsin

4.0%
2.0%
0.0%

Age Range

Source:

US Census

The Wisconsin Department of Administration projects that the population in Bayfield County will
continue to be significantly older than Wisconsin well into the future. The projection for 2035 is shown in
the following chart.
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Age Distribution Projection ‐ Bayfield County and
Wisconsin ‐ 2035
18.0%
16.0%
Percent of Population

14.0%
12.0%
10.0%
8.0%
Bayfield County

6.0%

Wisconsin

4.0%
2.0%
0.0%

Age Range
Source:

US Census

2.6

Factors Affecting Population and Demographic Change
Bayfield County is experiencing trends common to other counties in the northern portion
of Wisconsin:






A growing population of elderly (age 85 and over) inhabitants who remain, have
family or other ties to the area;
An influx of 45 to 54 year olds who are generally well educated, without children or
with few children, and seek a tranquil setting to reside or start businesses;
An increase of retired individuals (55 and over) who have spent their working career
elsewhere and are now establishing a residence in the county or converting their
summer home or seasonal dwelling into a permanent residence;
A decrease in infants born into or moving with families into the county;
An overall decrease in persons between the ages of 15 and 34; as this age group is
most likely to seek employment and educational opportunities elsewhere.

These demographic changes are by no means uniform throughout all municipal units of
the county, as several municipal units deviate from the overall county trends.
2.7

Mitigation Plan
Bayfield County

Population Summary
Two central trends are evident in examining the projections through 2030. First, towns
that are remote or lack the traditional amenities for recreation or seasonal home
construction (desirable lakefront property, ideal secluded building sites, proximity to
BAYFC 119503
Page 17

recreational sites and activities) are projected to grow more slowly or experience a
declining population. Secondly, civil divisions that have these amenities are projected to
sustain a higher continued population growth.
2.8

Mitigation Plan
Bayfield County

Income Levels
County-wide, the median household income rose nearly 30 percent from 2000 to 2010.
Most of the rural towns saw growth, while the Village of Mason and the City of Bayfield
saw rather significant declines. Median household income is the median sum of money
received in a calendar year by all household members 15 years of age and older,
including household members not related to the householder, people living alone, and
other nonfamily household members. Because many households consist of only one
person, average household income is usually less than average family income.
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Table 6
Median Household Income – 2000 to 2010
2000 ‐ 2010 Change
2000

2010

Number

Percent

Towns
Barksdale

$45,714

$65,694

$19,980

43.7%

Barnes

$28,250

$50,284

$22,034

78.0%

Bayfield

$39,342

$41,637

$2,295

5.8%

Bayview

$46,500

$62,578

$16,078

34.6%

Bell

$29,688

$50,417

$20,729

69.8%

Cable
Clover

$31,250
$27,875

$31,759
$30,750

$509
$2,875

1.6%
10.3%

Delta

$37,679

$61,250

$23,571

62.6%

Drummond

$37,500

$47,188

$9,688

25.8%

Eileen

$44,844

$55,921

$11,077

24.7%

Grand View

$25,000

$42,250

$17,250

69.0%

Hughes

$37,125

$51,625

$14,500

39.1%

Iron River

$28,796

$36,000

$7,204

25.0%

Kelly

$33,125

$55,893

$22,768

68.7%

Keystone

$40,500

$50,375

$9,875

24.4%

Lincoln

$27,917

$42,847

$14,930

53.5%

Mason

$34,231

$56,250

$22,019

64.3%

Namakagon

$20,625

$44,688

$24,063

116.7%

Orienta

$33,333

$42,188

$8,855

26.6%

Oulu

$35,625

$47,361

$11,736

32.9%

Pilsen

$45,000

$36,944

‐$8,056

‐17.9%

Port Wing

$30,000

$31,985

$1,985

6.6%

Russell

$25,114

$24,071

‐$1,043

‐4.2%

Tripp

$35,000

$51,250

$16,250

46.4%

Washburn

$46,500

$46,645

$145

0.3%

‐$1,113

‐0.05%

‐$6,042

‐18.4%

Tribal Lands
Red Cliff Reservation

$24,412

$23,299

Villages
Mason

$32,917

$26,875

Cities
Bayfield

$32,266

$29,167

‐$3,099

‐9.6%

Washburn

$33,257

$43,036

$9,779

29.4%

BAYFIELD COUNTY

$33,390

$43,176

$9,786

29.3%

Source: US Census
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A similar pattern can be seen when looking at median family incomes. A family consists
of two or more people related by birth, marriage, or adoption residing in the same
housing unit. Overall, the County saw this category grow approximately 36 percent, with
the largest increases coming in the towns.
Table 7
Median Family Income – 2000 to 2010
2000 ‐ 2010 Change
2000
2010
Number Percent
Towns
Barksdale

$48,875

$75,333

$26,458

54.1%

Barnes

$32,500

$63,438

$30,938

95.2%

Bayfield

$42,750

$46,250

$3,500

8.2%

Bayview

$54,167

$63,750

$9,583

17.7%

Bell

$41,000

$65,972

$24,972

60.9%

Cable

$36,250

$51,806

$15,556

42.9%

Clover

$31,250

$48,500

$17,250

55.2%

Delta

$44,375

$62,404

$18,029

40.6%

Drummond

$41,544

$71,563

$30,019

72.3%

Eileen

$52,404

$62,083

$9,679

18.5%

Grand View

$27,014

$50,417

$23,403

86.6%

Hughes

$45,938

$61,094

$15,156

33.0%

Iron River

$36,597

$50,313

$13,716

37.5%

Kelly

$37,857

$63,036

$25,179

66.5%

Keystone

$41,625

$64,063

$22,438

53.9%

Lincoln

$31,250

$39,000

$7,750

24.8%

Mason

$44,792

$58,333

$13,541

30.2%

Namakagon

$22,188

$49,063

$26,875

121.1%

Orienta

$46,250

$41,875

‐$4,375

‐9.5%

Oulu

$45,750

$53,000

$7,250

15.8%

Pilsen

$47,813

$41,250

‐$6,563

‐13.7%

Port Wing

$37,500

$41,771

$4,271

11.4%

Russell

$27,308

$24,886

‐$2,422

‐8.9%

Tripp

$35,938

$52,750

$16,812

46.8%

Washburn

$51,382
$55,313
Tribal Lands

$3,931

7.7%

Red Cliff Reservation

$25,000
$23,875
Villages

‐$1,125

‐0.05%

Mason

$34,593
$66,250
Cities

$31,657

91.5%

Bayfield

$36,500

$31,591

‐$4,909

‐13.4%

Washburn

$40,781

$61,364

$20,583

50.5%

BAYFIELD COUNTY

$39,774

$53,882

$14,108

35.5%

Source: US Census
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Per capita income grew more uniformly, with the county seeing over a 45 percent
increase from 2000 to 2010. The only community to see a decline in per capital income
was the Town of Orienta.
Table 8
Per Capita Income – 2000 to 2010
2000 ‐ 2010 Change
2000

2010

Number

Percent

Towns
Barksdale

$19,680

$33,384

$13,704

69.6%

Barnes

$16,406

$28,619

$12,213

74.4%

Bayfield

$17,890

$23,126

$5,236

29.3%

Bayview

$24,083

$27,680

$3,597

14.9%

Bell

$18,683

$36,216

$17,533

93.8%

Cable

$16,985

$21,695

$4,710

27.7%

Clover

$15,355

$31,072

$15,717

102.4%

Delta

$19,697

$33,494

$13,797

70.0%

Drummond

$16,773

$21,273

$4,500

26.8%

Eileen

$19,530

$25,669

$6,139

31.4%

Grand View

$14,052

$26,933

$12,881

91.7%

Hughes

$17,373

$27,911

$10,538

60.7%

Iron River

$16,449

$21,609

$5,160

31.4%

Kelly

$15,525

$24,599

$9,074

58.4%

Keystone

$15,638

$19,726

$4,088

26.1%

Lincoln

$13,530

$22,541

$9,011

66.6%

Mason

$13,814

$21,802

$7,988

57.8%

Namakagon

$17,576

$31,567

$13,991

79.6%

Orienta

$19,775

$18,679

‐$1,096

‐5.5%

Oulu

$15,017

$18,061

$3,044

20.3%

Pilsen

$17,895

$20,292

$2,397

13.4%

Port Wing

$17,355

$19,755

$2,400

13.8%

Russell

$10,387

$12,719

$2,332

22.5%

Tripp

$12,653

$21,069

$8,416

66.5%

Washburn

$17,892
$23,980
Tribal Lands

$6,088

34.0%

Red Cliff Reservation

$9,497
$12,015
Villages

$2,518

26.5%

Mason

$12,742
$24,512
Cities

$11,770

92.4%

Bayfield

$18,377

$23,296

$4,919

26.8%

Washburn

$15,331

$25,431

$10,100

65.9%

BAYFIELD COUNTY

$16,407

$24,028

$7,621

46.4%

Source: US Census
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2.9
2.9.1

Household Characteristics
Households
An analysis of the households in the county helps to establish a generalized
understanding of the lives of the county’s inhabitants and an insight into community life.
Understanding household composition and condition is essential in assessing future needs
of the county’s inhabitants.
The US Census identified 6,686 households in Bayfield County in 2010, an increase of
7.7 percent from 2000. Of all households, 4,368 (65.3%) are reported as family
households and 1,932 (34.7%) are reported as non-family households.
Table 9
Bayfield County Household Characteristics, 2010

Total Households

Total
6,686

Percent of
Households
100.0%

Family Households

4,368

65.3%

Non Family Households
Male Householder
Female Householder

2,318
1,027
923

34.7%
15.4%
13.8%

Average Household Size
Average Family Size

2.23
2.71

N/A
N/A

Source: U. S. Census Bureau, 2010
Note:
Percentages are not cumulative; they are representative subsets
of the total percentage of households.

2.10

2.10.1

Housing
Adequate housing is a cornerstone of every community. The ability of a county to
address the demand for housing is key to its economic viability and the well being of its
inhabitants. By studying changes in the number of housing units and other housing
characteristics, we are able to gain insight into changes taking place within the county.
Changes in housing characteristics and numbers can and do signal changes occurring
within local municipalities and the county.
Total Housing Units
Total housing units in Bayfield County have been steadily increasing since 1980.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, total housing units in 1980 were recorded at 9,642
units. In the ten years from 1980 to 1990, 1,276 housing units were added, compared to
only 722 from 1990 to 2000. From 2000 to 2010, 1,359 housing units were added. A total
of 3,357 housing units were added to the county in the 30-year period from 1980 to 2010
for a total of 12,999 housing units, representing a 34.8 percent increase.
As mentioned earlier, the period from 2000 to 2010 saw a more significant increase in
total housing units than from 1990-2000. A detailed breakdown of total housing units by
local unit of government for 1980 to 2010 is shown in Table 7. Total housing unit change
by local unit of government ranged from negative 6.5 percent (Village of Mason) to
153.5 percent (Town of Orienta).
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2.10.2

Projected Change in Housing
For the period 1980 to 2010, Bayfield County exhibited a 34.8 percent increase in total
housing units. The County is expected to see additional housing units in the coming
decades, as the population continues to increase.
Table 10
Bayfield County Total Housing Units, 1980-2010

Barksdale
Barnes
Bayfield
Bayview
Bell
Cable
Clover
Delta
Drummond
Eileen
Grand View
Hughes
Iron River
Kelly
Keystone
Lincoln
Mason
Namakagon
Orienta
Oulu
Pilsen
Port Wing
Russell
Tripp
Washburn
TOTAL

1980

1990
2000
Towns

284
1,049
364
192
343
672
255
253
645
239
449
311
857
141
145
150
137
536
101
237
85
282
319
96
156
8,298

318
1,307
344
206
364
753
263
362
621
274
502
393
915
165
139
178
153
625
151
263
91
314
413
114
201
9,429

243

343

353
1,486
491
283
412
697
364
328
645
275
529
343
973
168
186
191
151
532
201
267
104
356
506
130
227
10,198

2010

1980 - 2010 Change
Number
Percent

371
1,564
644
310
514
778
416
378
693
308
587
373
1,011
221
202
226
165
596
256
304
135
365
574
159
254
11,404

87
515
280
118
171
106
161
125
48
69
138
62
154
80
57
76
28
60
155
67
50
83
255
63
98
3106

30.6%
49.1%
76.9%
61.5%
49.9%
15.8%
63.1%
49.4%
7.4%
28.9%
30.7%
19.9%
18.0%
56.7%
39.3%
50.7%
20.4%
11.2%
153.5%
28.3%
58.8%
29.4%
79.9%
65.6%
62.8%
37.4%

429

472

229

94.2%

35

43

-3

-6.5%

Tribal Lands

Red Cliff Reservation

Villages

Mason

46

35
Cities

Bayfield
Washburn
TOTAL

392
906
1,344

460
994
1,489

403
1,004
1,442

482
1,070
1,595

90
164
251

23.0%
18.1%
18.7%

BAYFIELD COUNTY

9,642

10,918

11,640

12,999

3,357

34.8%

Source: US Census Bureau and Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa
*Red Cliff Reservation numbers are also included in the Town of Russell’s totals.
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Table 11
Land Area & Total Housing Units per square mile, 1980-2010
1980 - 2010 Change
Number
Percent

Area
(sq. mi.)

1980

1990
Towns

2000

2010

Barksdale
Barnes
Bayfield
Bayview
Bell
Cable
Clover
Delta
Drummond
Eileen
Grand View
Hughes
Iron River
Kelly
Keystone
Lincoln
Mason
Namakagon
Orienta
Oulu
Pilsen
Port Wing
Russell
Tripp
Washburn

55.2
117.8
89.2
41.5
59.7
69.4
59.6
69.8
137.3
35.2
104.4
52.2
31.5
36.7
35.8
35.5
35.7
65.1
54.1
35.4
34.9
46.7
49.9
34.8
85.1

5.1
8.9
4.1
4.6
5.8
9.7
4.3
3.6
4.7
6.8
4.3
6
27.3
3.8
4.1
4.2
3.8
8.2
1.9
6.7
2.5
6.1
6.4
2.8
1.8

5.7
11.1
3.9
5
6.1
10.9
4.4
5.2
4.5
7.8
4.8
7.6
29.1
4.5
3.9
5
4.3
9.6
2.8
7.4
2.6
6.7
8.3
3.3
2.4

6.4
12.6
5.5
6.8
6.9
10.1
6.1
4.7
4.7
7.8
5.1
6.6
31
4.6
5.2
5.4
4.2
8.2
3.7
7.5
3
7.6
10.2
3.7
2.7

6.7
13.3
7.2
7.5
8.6
11.2
7
5.4
5
8.7
5.6
7.1
32.1
6
5.6
6.4
4.6
9.1
4.7
8.6
3.9
7.8
11.5
4.6
3

1.6
4.4
7.2
2.9
8.6
1.5
7
1.8
0.3
1.9
1.3
1.1
4.8
2.2
1.5
2.2
0.8
0.9
4.7
1.9
1.4
7.8
5.1
1.8
1.2

31.4%
49.4%
175.6%
63.0%
148.3%
15.5%
162.8%
50.0%
6.4%
27.9%
30.2%
18.3%
17.6%
57.9%
36.6%
52.4%
21.1%
11.0%
247.4%
28.4%
56.0%
127.9%
79.7%
64.3%
66.7%

Red Cliff Reservation

22.7

10.7

18.9

20.8

10.1

94.4%

Mason

0.7

92

70

60.5

60.5

65.8%

Tribal Lands

15.1
Villages
70
Cities

Bayfield
Washburn
BAYFIELD COUNTY

0.9
3.9

560
232.3

657.1
254.9

575.7
257.4

560.3
274.5

0.3
42.2

0.1%
18.2%

1,477.90

6.5

7.4

7.9

8.8

8.8

135.4%

Source: US Census
*Red Cliff Reservation numbers are also included in the Town of Russell’s totals.

2.10.3

Occupied Housing Units
The U.S. Census identifies 6,686 occupied housing units in Bayfield County in 2010. Of
these, 5,457 (81.6%) are found in the county’s unincorporated areas. At present, the
county maintains an overall average of 8.8 housing units per square mile.

2.10.4

Owner Occupied Units
Just less than one-half of all housing units in Bayfield County are owner occupied. The
U.S. Census identified 5,465 (42.0% of all housing units) as owner occupied in 2010,
representing a 6.6 percent increase for the county from 2000. The Census identifies 2.26
persons per owner-occupied housing unit in 2010.
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2.10.5

Renter Occupied Units
The U.S. Census reports 1,221 renter occupied units in the county in 2010, comprising
18.3 percent of all occupied housing units, and an increase of 13.1 percent from 2000
Census. The Census identifies 2.06 persons per rental unit in 2010.

2.10.6

Seasonal Housing Units
Table 9 displays seasonal housing units in Bayfield County from 2000 to 2010. Seasonal
housing units are increasing throughout every municipal division in the county, with the
exception of the Town of Eileen, which saw a one-unit decrease.

2.10.7

Seasonal/Recreational Housing
The 2010 U.S. Census identifies 6,313 vacant housing units in Bayfield County; and of
these, 5,582 (42.9% of total housing units) were designated for seasonal, occasional,
and/or recreational use.
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Table 12
Bayfield County Occupied Housing Units 1980-2010

Barksdale
Barnes
Bayfield
Bayview
Bell
Cable
Clover
Delta
Drummond
Eileen
Grand View
Hughes
Iron River
Kelly
Keystone
Lincoln
Mason
Namakagon
Orienta
Oulu
Pilsen
Port Wing
Russell
Tripp
Washburn
TOTAL

1980 - 2010 Change
Number
Percent

1980

1999
2000
Towns

2010

247
209
202
119
113
330
106
82
185
213
170
113
414
110
112
91
109
128
44
190
70
189
217
55
134
3,952

275
220
220
148
105
346
90
93
205
234
178
136
434
134
113
115
109
132
48
172
67
176
309
67
159
4,285

306
397
306
204
139
412
116
119
224
278
221
169
526
177
159
129
114
132
62
207
99
187
461
91
222
5,457

59
188
104
85
26
82
10
37
39
65
51
56
112
67
47
38
5
4
18
17
29
-2
244
36
88
1,505

23.9%
90.0%
51.5%
71.4%
23.0%
24.8%
9.4%
45.1%
21.1%
30.5%
30.0%
49.6%
27.1%
60.9%
42.0%
41.8%
4.6%
3.1%
40.9%
8.9%
41.4%
-1.1%
112.4%
65.5%
65.7%
38.1%

347

392

213

119.0%

26

34

-5

-12.8%

261
934
1,229

-64
140
71

-19.7%
17.6%
6.1%

303
278
261
197
115
381
99
107
231
249
222
166
485
140
146
118
112
149
52
192
84
194
406
78
189
4,954

Tribal Lands

Red Cliff Reservation

179

259
Villages

Mason

39

33
Cities

Bayfield
Washburn
TOTAL

325
794
1,158

306
891
1,230

289
938
1,253

BAYFIELD COUNTY

5,110

5,515

6,207

6,686

1,576

30.8%

Source: US Census Bureau
*The 1980 figure also includes the data for the Village of Cable which dissolved in the Town of Cable in 1984.
**Red Cliff Reservation numbers are also included in the Town of Russell’s totals.
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Table 13
Bayfield County Seasonal Housing Units 1980-2010

Barksdale
Barnes
Bayfield
Bayview
Bell
Cable
Clover
Delta
Drummond
Eileen
Grand View
Hughes
Iron River
Kelly
Keystone
Lincoln
Mason
Namakagon
Orienta
Oulu
Pilsen
Port Wing
Russell
Tripp
Washburn
TOTAL

1980 - 2010 Change
Number
Percent

1980*

1999
Towns

2000

2010

12
788
60
16
206
171
131
158
393
9
228
156
329
8
18
36
9
292
46
11
9
20
24
21
3
3,154

22
1,051
97
49
244
293
159
259
384
15
290
216
430
17
20
53
21
371
97
49
13
89
52
29
13
4,333

29
1,160
200
77
284
284
252
200
397
19
294
165
403
18
35
64
35
374
140
52
18
137
83
45
28
4,793

44
1,141
288
96
345
314
278
245
438
8
341
191
437
32
30
89
40
421
192
82
29
159
74
59
27
5,400

32
353
228
80
139
143
147
87
45
-1
113
35
108
24
12
53
31
129
146
71
20
139
50
38
24
2,246

266.7%
44.8%
380.0%
500.0%
67.5%
83.6%
112.2%
55.1%
11.5%
-11.1%
49.6%
22.4%
32.8%
300.0%
66.7%
147.2%
344.4%
44.2%
317.4%
645.5%
222.2%
695.0%
208.3%
181.0%
800.0%
71.2%

65

51

9

21.4%

7

4

4

n/a

Tribal Lands

Red Cliff Reservation

42

43
Villages

Mason

0

3
Cities

Bayfield
Washburn
TOTAL
BAYFIELD COUNTY

2
3
5

65
29
97

91
31
129

110
68
182

108
65
177

5400.0%
2166.7%
3540.0%

3,159

4,430

4,922

5,582

2,423

76.7%

Source: US Census
*Please note: The 1980 Census did not designate a specific category for Seasonal Housing Units. The 1980 figures are the
number of Year-Around Housing Units subtracted from the Total Housing Units and may not be the most accurate gauge of
Seasonal Housing Units in Bayfield County. There are included here as a point of reference only.
**Red Cliff Reservation numbers are also included in the Town of Russell’s totals.

2.11
2.11.1
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Housing Density
Total Housing Density
Figure 3 and Figure 4 indicates Bayfield County’s position in total housing unit density
for the 60-year period from 1940 to 2000. The data reveals the pattern of housing
development per square mile for Bayfield County. Housing density has increased since
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1940 as second home construction has flourished and permanent residents have moved
out into the rural areas.
2.11.2

Housing Unit Density
Map 3.2 and 3.3 illustrates housing unit density from both the 2000 and 2010 federal
Census. The maps clearly reveal the pattern of development within the incorporated units
along lakeshore and riverfront property and along the major highway corridors. Of note,
sizeable areas of the county have eight or fewer housing units per square mile.
Figure 3 – Housing Density
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2.12
2.12.1

Housing Stock
Age of Housing Stock
The 2010 American Community Survey (ACS) reports that 27 percent of all housing
units in Bayfield County were constructed between 1990 and 2010, while 53.4 percent
were constructed between 1940 and 1980, and 19.6 percent constructed before 1939.
Table 11 indicates in more detail the age of the county’s housing stock.
Table 14
Age of Bayfield County Housing Stock
Year Structure Built
2000 to 2010
1990 to 1999
1980 to 1989
1970 to 1979
1960 to 1969
1950 to 1959
1940 to 1949
1939 or earlier
Total

Structures
Number Percentage
1,406
10.9%
2,069
16.1%
1,504
11.7%
2,366
18.4%
1,203
9.4%
947
7.4%
836
6.5%
2,511
19.6%
12,842
100.0%

Source: US Census Bureau

2.12.2

Drinking Water Access
Based on 1990 U.S. Census data of the county’s 10,918 total housing units in 1990, 2,359
(21.6%) have access to water through either public or private water works, 7,596 (69.6%)
using an individual drilled well, 297 (2.7%) using an individual dug well, and 666 (6.1%)
using some other source of water. Most of Bayfield County’s rural areas do not have
access to municipal water systems and rely on individual wells for their water supply.
This data has not been collected in more recent Censuses; however a significant majority
of housing units are still on private wells.

2.12.3

Sewer Access
Based on 1990 U.S. Census data, of the county’s 10,918 total housing units, 2,548
(23.3%) have access to a public sewer, 7,247 (66.4%) make use of a septic tank or private
outside waste treatment system, while 1,096 (10.0%) identified some other means of
waste disposal. As of 2012, the Bayfield County zoning office tracks septic tank usage. In
October of 2012, the County was tracking 7,150 septic systems and 1,664 holding
systems. Most rural towns in the county do not have access to sewage and wastewater
systems and rely on holding tanks, drain fields, and private septic systems for waste
disposal. At present, all incorporated municipal units of government in Bayfield County
have sewer and wastewater systems in place and, in several instances, extend their
systems to adjoining, unincorporated units of government. Table 12 summarizes sewer
and wastewater treatment systems currently in use in Bayfield County.
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Table 15
Sewer and Wastewater Treatment Systems in Bayfield County
Municipal Systems
Location
City of Washburn
City of Bayfield
Village of Mason
Town of Port Wing
Clover Sanitary District
Bell Sanitary District
Iron River Sanitary District
Pikes Bay San. District and Town of Bayfield
Grand View Sanitary District
Drummond Sanitary District
Cable Sanitary District
Telemark Resort (Cable)
Great Lakes Visitor Center
Red Cliff San. District (Town of Russell)

Type of System
Collection & Treatment
Collection & Treatment
Collection & Treatment
Collection & Treatment
Collection & Treatment
Collection & Treatment
Collection & Treatment
Collection & Treatment
Collection & Treatment
Collection & Treatment
Collection & Treatment
Activate & Treatment
Collection & Treatment
Collection & Treatment

Source: Department of Natural Resources, Wastewater Management Division

2.12.4

Heating Fuel
According to 2010 Census data, of the county’s 6,990 occupied housing units, 75.6
percent are identified as using utility gas, bottled, tank, or LP gas as their primary source
of heat. Table 13 illustrates in detail the type heating fuel in use by Bayfield County’s
occupied housing units.
Table 16
Heating Fuel of Bayfield County Housing Stock 2010
House Heating Fuel
Utility Gas
Bottled, Tank, or LP Gas
Electricity
Fuel Oil, Kerosene
Coal or Coke
Wood
Solar Energy
Other Fuel
No Fuels Used
Total

Occupied Units
Number
Percentage
1,814
26.0%
2,765
39.6%
699
10.0%
429
6.1%
0
0.0%
1,225
17.5%
13
0.2%
36
0.5%
9
0.1%
100.0%
6,990

Source: US Census Bureau

2.12.5
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Structural Characteristics
According to the 2010 American Community Survey (ACS), of the 12,842 total units,
10,827 (84.3%) are identified as 1-unit detached, 100 (0.8%) as 1-unit attached, 480
(3.8%) as having 2 to 4 attached units, 239 (1.9%) as having 5 to 9 attached units, and
186 (1.5%) as having 10 or more attached units. Additionally, 1,010 units (7.9% of total
units) are identified as mobile home, trailer, or other housing type.
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2.12.6

Select Housing Characteristics
According to 2010 ACS, of the total 12,842 housing units, 163 (2.3%) were identified as
lacking complete plumbing facilities, while 141 (2.0%) were identified as lacking
complete kitchen facilities.

2.12.7

Housing Value
According to 2010 Census data, 3,103 homes were mortgaged, while 2,613 were not
mortgaged. The median monthly payment for mortgaged units is $1,168 and $416 for
non-mortgaged housing units. The median value of an existing owner-occupied home
was identified at $157,300. Tables 14 through 18 offer a more detailed view of home
value and monthly owner costs for mortgaged and non-mortgaged homes in Bayfield
County as well as data on gross rental costs.
Table 17
Home Value of Owner-Occupied Units - 2010
Home Value
Less than $50,000
$50,000 to $99,999
$100,000 to $149,999
$150,000 to $199,999
$200,000 to $299,999
$300,000 to $499,999
$500,000 to $999,999
$1,000,000 or more
Total

Units
417
1,067
1,159
1,036
1,107
575
320
35
5,716

Percentage
7.3%
18.7%
20.3%
18.1%
19.4%
10.1%
5.6%
0.6%
100.0%

Source: US Census Bureau

Table 18
Mortgage Status and Selected Monthly
Owner Costs - 2010
Monthly Housing Cost
Less than $300 per month
$300 to $499 per month
$500 to $699 per month
$700 to $999 per month
$1,000 to $1,499 per month
$1,500 or more per month
Total

Units
31
101
361
687
1,048
875
3,103

Percentage
1.0%
3.3%
11.6%
22.1%
33.8%
28.2%
100.0%

Source: US Census Bureau
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Table 19
Gross Rent (Renter Occupied Units) - 2010
Monthly Rental Cost
Less than $200 per month
$200 to $299 per month
$300 to $499 per month
$500 to $749 per month
$750 to $999 per month
$1,000 or more per month
No Cash Rent
Total

Units
45
186
203
394
167
40
239
1,035

Percentage
4.3%
18.0%
19.6%
38.1%
16.1%
3.9%
n/a
100.0%

Source: US Census Bureau, 2000 (Table DP-4)

Table 20
Monthly Owner Costs as a Percentage of
Household Income - 2010
Percent of Household
Income Spent on Housing
Costs
Less than 20.0%
20.0% to 24.9%
25.0% to 29.9%
30.0% to 34.9%
35.0% or more
Not Computed
Total

Number
1,176
457
397
217
853
3
3,100

Percent
37.9%
14.7%
12.8%
7.0%
27.5%
n/a
100.0%

Source: US Census Bureau

Table 21
Gross Rent as a Percentage of
Household Income - 2010
Percent of Household
Income Spent on Rental
Costs
Less than 15.0%
15.0 to 19.9%
20.0% to 24.9%
25.0% to 29.9%
30.0% to 34.9%
35.0% or more
Not Computed
Total
Source: US Census Bureau

2.12.8
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Number
205
78
179
169
143
233
267
1,007

Percent
20.4%
7.7%
17.8%
16.8%
14.2%
23.1%
n/a
100.0%

Summary
As indicated by the 2010 census, 26 percent of housing units in Bayfield County are
valued at $100,000 or less. Over 34 percent of owner occupied households are spending
30 percent or more of their total income on monthly housing costs, while 37.3 percent of
renters are spending 30 percent or more of their income on rental units, indicating a
potential need for less expensive rental units.
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2.12.9

2.12.10

Housing Trends
As is indicated in the population section of this plan, Bayfield County is expected to have
an increasing population through the year 2030, while at the same time sustaining an
increase in total housing units. The central factors addressing this include seasonal home
construction, demographic changes, and the availability of economic opportunities.
Demographic Changes Affecting Housing
In the years between 2000 and 2010, Bayfield County saw a consistent population. The
impacts affecting housing are minimal.

3.0

Bayfield County Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan – Risk and
Vulnerability

3.1

Response Capabilities
A county’s ability to respond to an emergency situation or event is based on service
areas, facilities and equipment. Although this plan is to address hazard mitigation, an
understanding of response times and abilities is critical in protecting the citizens of
Bayfield County. The existing facilities and equipment in the county are intended to
address local needs and support regional needs. Bayfield County is considered a mutual
aid county and provides and receives support from adjacent counties. The following
summary and description serves as an inventory of the response facilities for Bayfield
County.

3.2

Fire Services
Fire protection within Bayfield County is generally handled by 15 departments. Wildfires
are typically handled by the WDNR. Dispatch services are generally provided by
Bayfield County. The departments include:
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Ashland Fire Department – Serves some towns in Bayfield County. Full-time staffed
as well as on-call members. Services also include HazMat, Ice Rescue, and mutual
aid services.
Barnes Volunteer Fire Department – Approximately 15 volunteers that respond to 2530 calls per year.
Bayfield Volunteer Fire Department – Approximately 24 members that respond to
25-30 calls per year.
Brule Volunteer Fire Department – Serves a portion of the southern edge of Bayfield
County.
Clover Volunteer Fire Department – Approximately 13 volunteers.
Cornucopia Volunteer Fire Department – Provides fire protection along the northern
edge of Bayfield County.
Drummond Volunteer Fire Department – Approximately 21 volunteers that provide
services to the Town of Drummond.
Herbster Volunteer Fire Department – Provides fire protection to a portion of the
northern part of Bayfield County.
Grand View Volunteer Fire Department - Approximately 19 volunteers out of two
stations.
Iron River Volunteer Fire Department – Provides fire protection to a large portion of
Bayfield County’s eastern side.
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Mason Volunteer Fire Department – Provides fire protection for much of the
southeast portion of Bayfield County.
Namakagon Volunteer Fire Department – Provides fire protection to southeastern
Bayfield County with approximately ten volunteers.
South Shore Volunteer Fire Department (Port Wing) – Provides fire protection to a
large portion of Bayfield County’s northwest corner.
Red Cliff – Provides fire protection to northern-most area of County.
Washburn Volunteer Fire Department – Provides fire protection to the City of
Washburn, as well as the Towns of Washburn, Barksdale and Bayview.
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3.2.1

Law Enforcement Centers
There are several law enforcement departments that serve Bayfield County and its
communities. At the state level, the State Patrol primarily monitors and enforces traffic
regulations on the State Highways. Incorporated communities throughout Bayfield
County rely on local law enforcement agencies and departments to protect their
communities. Unincorporated communities, however, rely on the Bayfield County
Sheriff’s Department. A great deal of communication and coordination occurs with
Bayfield County for this service, in these communities. The Bayfield County Sheriff’s
Department is responsible for providing 24-hour service to an area that covers 1,500
square miles.
Some of the towns have their own Town Constable, who can write citations and enforce
local ordinances.

3.2.2

Rescue
There are nine ambulance services within Bayfield County that provide emergency
medical response.
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Ashland – The Ashland Fire and EMS Department has multiple ambulances and
paramedic van units. They very frequently respond for intercept services.
Barnes – The Barnes Ambulance Service shares and building with the Barnes
Volunteer Fire Department. There are about ten volunteers that help run this
department. The ambulance service averages about 50 calls per year.
Bayfield – The Bayfield Volunteer Emergency Medical Technicians share space with
the Fire Department. There are ten volunteer EMTs and four volunteer drivers. There
are two fully-equipped ambulances.
Great Divide – This ambulance service, located out of Cable, serves most of the
southern portion of Bayfield County. On average, they respond to 70 calls per year.
They have two ambulances available for service calls. They are the only paramedic
unit in Bayfield County.
Iron River – The Iron River Ambulance service covers most of the northwestern
portion of Bayfield County.
Mason – The Mason Volunteer Ambulance service provides rescue services to much
of the southeast portion of Bayfield County.
South Shore – The South Shore Ambulance service, run out of Herbster, serves the
areas of Cornucopia, Herbster, Port Wing, Orienta, and their associated townships.
Red Cliff – The Red Cliff Ambulance has approximately 20 volunteers and provides
rescue services to much of the northern portion of Bayfield County.
Washburn – The Washburn Area Ambulance service is owned and operated by the
City, but also provides service to several of the towns surrounding the City of
Washburn.
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3.2.3

Medical Facilities
As the population of Bayfield County ages, medical facilities are becoming increasingly
important assets to local communities. There are no hospitals in Bayfield County. People
needing services provided by hospitals can use Memorial Medical Center in Ashland, the
Hayward Area Memorial Hospital in Hayward, or St. Mary’s in Superior. Helicopters are
available for extreme emergencies. There are a few various local medical providers in
communities throughout the County, and the Bayfield County Health Department
provides immunizations and prenatal care coordination.

3.2.4

Assisted Living Facilities
Senior care facilities are becoming an increasingly important regional asset to meet the
changing needs of our aging population in a manner that permits residents to age with
dignity. Many area residents who grew up and have spent a large portion of their lives in
Bayfield County will wish to remain here during their retirement years. In addition, the
rural atmosphere has led northern Wisconsin to attract a lot of transplant retirees. These
individuals occasionally need assisted living facilities. Without an adequate supply of
facilities to accommodate these individuals, Bayfield County could lose that segment of
their population.
There are five assisted living facilities in Bayfield County. These are categorized into
groups, which are briefly discussed below.
Adult Day Cares (ADC) provide services for a portion of a day in a group setting. These
facilities are not licensed, but may be certified.
Adult Family Homes (AFH) provide residence care for up to four adults who are not
related to the operator.
Community-Based Residential Facilities (CBRF) are residential facilities serving five or
more adults with treatment, care, and services that are beyond the room and board level.
Residential Care Apartment Complexes (RCAC) are independent living facilities for five
or more adults. These may be attached to portions of nursing homes or community based
residential facilities.
Nursing Homes (NH) provide constant care to residents that have significant difficulty
completing daily living activities.
Address

Type

Capacity

Mishomis House

37390 Bradum Road, Bayfield

CBRF

12

Oaks at Northern Lights

702 Bratley Drive, Washburn

CBRF

17

68290 N District Street, Iron River

CBRF

8

Chequamegon Area Assisted Living

320 Superior Avenue, Washburn

RCAC

12

Northern Lights Health Care Center

706 Bratley Drive, Washburn

NH

75

Facility Name

Willow Manor
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3.2.5

County Annex/Courthouse
The Bayfield County Courthouse and Annex are critical facilities in that they establish
communication methods for emergency responders throughout the County. This facility
allows for the provision of government services. A back-up power supply is one of the
primary projects identified for this plan update.

3.2.6

Heavy Equipment Inventory
A comprehensive list of all of the heavy equipment available throughout the County has
not yet been compiled. However, every municipal jurisdiction has heavy equipment,
including machines needed for roadwork, grading, and digging. It may be of interest to
compile a list of the equipment jurisdictions have available and would be willing to offer
in emergency situations. This inventory should include all towns, the village, Red Cliff
tribal government, and both cities, Bayfield County, and private contractors.

3.3

Risk Assessment
The development of a risk assessment is a process that involves identifying hazards,
profiling each hazard, evaluating each hazard in terms of frequency and probability, and
then assessing a planning area’s vulnerability to each hazard in terms of magnitude,
severity exposure and consequences. The Bayfield County All Hazards Mitigation Plan
addressed such a risk assessment as follows:






Identify natural hazards that can affect Bayfield County
Provide descriptions of those natural hazards identified
Provide information on previous occurrences of each hazard event
Estimate the probability of future effects from each hazard
Describe and rate the county’s vulnerability to each hazard

Natural Hazards are evaluated according to the Natural Hazard Identification and
Assessment Matrix. That list includes:










Coastal Erosion
Inland Erosion
Dam Failure
Extreme Cold
Extreme Heat
Flooding: Flash
Flooding: Lake
Flooding: River
Flooding: Stormwater










Severe Weather: Damaging Winds
Severe Weather: Hail
Severe Weather: Lightning
Tornado
Wild Fire
Winter Storms: Blizzard
Winter Storms: Heavy Snow
Winter Storms: Ice

All jurisdictions share equal risk to those stated hazards unless otherwise noted.
The Natural Hazard Identification and Assessment Matrix developed for Bayfield County
was patterned after the Matrix presented in the “Resource Guide to All Hazards
Mitigation Planning in Wisconsin”. A copy of the Matrix is included as Table 19. Each
hazard was listed and participants were asked to assign a risk rating of 1 – low, 2 –
medium, or 3 – high for each of the risk assessment criteria listed in the table. The criteria
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by which the hazards were rated included frequency of occurrence, probability of
occurring in the future, past hazard events causing injuries, sickness, and/or death,
damage to business, funds expended on past recovery, population still vulnerable, homes
still vulnerable, business still vulnerable and critical infrastructure vulnerable to each
hazard. The total number for each hazard represented which hazards present the highest
risk for this planning area.
Participants in the assessment process included the Sheriffs Committee of the Bayfield
County Board of Supervisors, Sheriff, Chief Deputy, City of Bayfield Zoning, City of
Washburn Zoning, County Zoning, Red Cliff Tribe, Local Emergency Planning
Committee (LEPC) members, County Land Records, and Town Elected Officials.
The hazards were grouped according to major categories and will be addressed as
follows:









Erosion
Dam Failure
Extreme Temperatures
Flooding – Flash, Lake, River, Stormwater
Severe Weather – Damaging Winds, Hail, Lightning
Tornadoes
Wildfires
Winter Storms – Blizzard, Heavy Snow, Ice

It is important to note, that throughout the discussions of Bayfield County’s hazards and
risks, that several times it was mentioned that due to the improved forecasting, and
greater access to information (via NOAA radios, television, smartphones, etc.), the
damage, both to lives and property, has been reduced. As these processes and the
technologies that make access to information better and faster continue to evolve, we
anticipate that the impact of hazards will continue to decline.
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Table 22
Natural hazard Identification and Assessment Matrix – Bayfield County
For each hazard (column one) assign a risk rating of 1 – low, 2 – medium, or 3 high for each of the risk assessment criterion (columns two through eleven).
1 Hazard Identification

NATURAL
HAZARDS
WINTER HEAVY
SNOW
WINTER
BLIZZARD
FLOODING: FLASH
STORMS:
DAMAGING WINDS
WINTER ICE
STORM
STORMS:
LIGHTNING
WILD FIRE
STORMS: HAIL
INLAND EROSION
EXTREME COLD
TORNADO
EXTREME HEAT
FOG
COASTAL EROSION
DAM FAILURE
FLOODING: RIVER
FLOODING:
STORMWATER
LANDSLIDES
FLOODING: LAKE

Mitigation Plan
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2 Hazard
Frequency

3 Hazard
Probability

4 Health and
Public Safety

Frequency of
past hazard
occurrences
123

Probability of
hazard
occurring in
the future 1
23

Degree of past
hazard events
causing
injuries,
sickness
and/or deaths
123

2

3

2
2
2

5 Home
Damage

6 Business
Disruption

7 Public
Expenditures

9 Magnitude
of Homes At
Risk

10 Magnitude
of Businesses
At Risk

Amount of
local, state,
and federal
funds
expended on
past hazard
recovery
activities 1 2 3

8 Magnitude
of Population
At Risk
Amount of
population
still vulnerable
to injury,
sickness,
and/or death
from hazard
123

Degree of past
hazard events
causing
damage to
homes 1 2 3

Degree of past
hazard events
causing
damage to
business interruption of
business trade
123

Amount of
homes still
vulnerable to
damage from
hazard 1 2 3

Amount of
businesses still
vulnerable to
damage or
interruption of
business trade
123

Critical
Infrastructure
vulnerable
123

2

1

2

2

3

2

3

2

22

3
3
2

2
1
2

1
1
2

2
3
2

2
3
3

3
1
2

2
1
2

2
3
2

2
3
2

21
21
21

2

2

2

1

2

2

3

2

2

2

20

2
2
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
3
1
3
3
1
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
1

2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1

2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

20
18
16
16
16
15
15
12
11
11
11
11
11
10

11 Critical
Infrastructure

12 Risk
Assessment
Rating Total
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3.4

Coastal Erosion
DESCRIPTION: The Wisconsin Coastal Management Program has identified the erosion
of coastal bluffs, banks and beaches as a primary type of natural hazard affecting
Wisconsin’s great lakes shores. Temporary fluctuations in water levels due to storm
events or storm-induced surges producing elevated wave activity are the principal cause
of coastal bluff erosion. The level of shoreline recession is dependent upon many factors,
including nature of the substrate, stabilizing vegetative cover, and shoreline alteration.
Demand for coastal property in Bayfield County, among many other northern Wisconsin
counties is constantly high. However, the real estate market has dropped from the initial
plan was written. Pressure to convert existing undeveloped land in the cities of Bayfield
and Washburn as well as the county to residential/recreational uses is very high. Coastal
development threatens the sensitive natural environment by destroying fragile habitats,
reducing habitat connectivity (fragmentation), disrupting coastal processes, creating more
impervious surface cover, and adding pollutants to the system. Development of the
coastal environment also detracts from the natural setting and aesthetic qualities, which
attract tourist and vacationers to Bayfield County.
Highly erodible sand and red clay soils are characteristic of much of the southern Lake
Superior basin and are responsible for the greatest impact to water quality within the
Lake Superior Watershed. Land use practices within the basin that increase peak flows of
water off the landscape increase instream erosion through channel incising and slumping
of destabilized streambanks, resulting in bank erosion and downstream sedimentation.
Disturbed soils coupled with high volume and velocity of water flowing off the landscape
creates a severe instream erosion hazard, especially following major rainfall events and in
the spring snowmelt. Instream sedimentation, as well as sediment accumulation in Lake
Superior, poses a threat to native plant and animal life. As the sediment builds up in the
basin, it impedes the natural function of the system inhibiting fish spawning and
restricting plant growth. Guidelines have been developed since the last writing of this
plan by the Wisconsin DNR and partners for Wisconsin’s portion of the Lake Superior
basin to identify and/or modify land use practices that accelerate runoff rates and increase
peak water flows that accelerate the instream erosion process, contribute to increased
sedimentation. Some of the methods include forest management, managing vegetation
composition, harvesting forest products, protecting headwaters, managing stable slopes,
managing aspen and beaver, designing and installing forest roads and stream crossings.
For more information, please see “Managing Woodlands on Lake Superior’s Red Clay
Plain – Slowing the Flow of Runoff.”
Managing and protecting coastal resources requires the use of engineering practices and
land management tools such as setbacks and construction best management practices.
The following methods for coastal erosion hazard reduction were listed in the 1990
National Research Council’s report entitled “Managing Coastal Erosion”:
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Beach Nourishment – A practice involving the excavation of sand from one location
and deposition in another.
Sand Bypassing – Coastal features such as harbors and navigation channels can
disturb the movement of sediment. Sand bypassing restores the natural flow of
sediment downdrift of human-constructed barriers through the use of fixed or floating
pumping systems.
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Dune Construction – Dunes act as erosion barriers by holding reserve sands to
protect shoreline from wave and flood events. The construction of artificial dunes to
replicate this process can reduce the impact of these coastal hazards.
Groins – Constructed structures aligned perpendicular to the shoreline. Designed to
minimize the sediment transport along the shore.
Seawalls – Physical structures constructed on eroding shorelines.
Breakwaters – Offshore structure designed to absorb wave energy while promoting
sediment disposition on the protected side.

Additional building and land use management tools may be implemented as part of a
public coastal protection policy or implemented on a voluntary basis by shoreland
owners. These tools include:












Setbacks – Placement of structures at sufficient distance from the shoreline in order
to preserve the physical stability of the shore and to protect the structure from loss to
erosion.
Vegetative Cover (shoreline buffer) – Vegetative zones provide a “cushion” between
the land and water. Vegetation provides erosion protection by stabilizing shorelines
and banks and provides habitat for wildlife.
Shoreland Septic Systems – Location of shoreland septic systems is critical as soil
and water conditions near the shore may impact the ability of the system to
effectively treat effluent causing damage to the environment and posing a health risk
to humans.
Development of Landscape Plans – Site plans designed to assist landowners with
property development. Plans identify steep slopes, local drainage patterns, existing
vegetative cove, locations for development (building footprints, driveway), well sites,
natural features and wildlife habitat.
Bluff Stabilization Techniques – Techniques to limit runoff from high bluffs and
prevent bluff slumping due to erosion of the underlying soil. These techniques
include retaining vegetative cover and limiting the amount of impervious cover (road,
driveways, sidewalk). Both practices serve to reduce runoff velocity, thereby limiting
soil erosion. Outletting rain gutters and diverting surface runoff away from the bluff
will also serve to limit erosion.
Lawn Care and Maintenance – Lawn and gardens within the shorland zone must be
properly planned and maintained in order to prevent contamination of surface waters.
Slope problems (sloping to the water) and existing impervious cover at the site
should be considered when establishing new lawns and gardens. Also the use of
pesticides and fertilizers should be minimized.

OCCURRENCES: A study conducted in 2001 by the Wisconsin Coastal Management
Program indicated the significant impact that the coastal erosion process has had along a
portion (28 miles) of Lake Superior shoreline in Bayfield County. The results of this
2001 study reaffirm results of studies conducted during the 1970’s indicating that coastal
erosion processes have had a significant impact on the coastline of Bayfield County.
According to this 2001 study, an estimated five million cubic yards of shoreline were lost
from 1938 to 1990. This loss translates into an annual loss of nearly 3,600 cubic yards per
shoreline mile per year. This level of shoreline erosion was graphically depicted in recent
aerial photography that was completed in conjunction with the mitigation planning
process.
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VULNERABILITY: LOW. The low vulnerability ranking of coastal erosion may seem
inconsistent with the available information. Coastal erosion is a high risk throughout
Bayfield County, with the highest risk area identified as the shoreline of Lake Superior.
The economic impact of coastal recession alone is notable. Nearly 1,200 coastal land
parcels exist in Bayfield County. Although these parcels comprise only one percent of the
total land area in the county they account for nearly ten percent of the county’s total
private land value. The loss of land and potentially structures in these areas reduces the
overall county tax base. In addition, costly remediation procedures place overwhelming
economic burdens on local governments. The fact that coastal erosion is a slow moving
hazard and few immediate actions are needed to protect the public is the determining
factor in ranking the vulnerability to coastal erosion as low.
3.5

Inland Erosion
DESCRIPTION: Inland erosion involves bank slumping, and the general erosion of
inland land characteristics. Agriculture operations can be severely impacted by inland
erosion, as land rich in nutrients for crop growth can be eroded into streams and rivers.
The erosion of inland features can occur during heavy rainstorms and ice melts. When
land is eroded from these events, it can wash downstream and clog culverts and other
stormwater routing mechanisms. This can lead to further stormwater problems, such as
ponding and flooding.
OCCURRENCES: Inland erosion occurs every year, specifically as it relates to ice melt
and heavy rain events. However, these events do not typically cause significant threats to
injury or sickness, nor significant damage to businesses, homes, or people. What they do
impact, however, is roads – which can create accessibility concerns, primarily for access
to key businesses.
VULNERABILITY: LOW. The low vulnerability ranking of inland erosion is primarily
due to the low potential impact to homes, people and businesses. The primary concern is
if land erodes to the point where it is clogging culverts, such that water begins to cover
roadways and make travel hazardous. Even then, quick actions, even if they are
temporary solutions, can often be taken to restore the normal function of the culvert or
other tool malfunctioning. Agricultural communities are at a greater vulnerability as land
erosion impacts the acreage available for pasture and cropland. Risk to buildings is
minimal, however dollar losses in acreage damaged could be several hundred thousand.

3.6

Dam Failure
DESCRIPTION: A dam failure involves the uncontrolled release of stored water due to
the breaching of a water control structure, resulting in rapid downstream flooding. A dam
can fail because of excessive rainfall or melted snow, poor construction or maintenance,
flood damage, weakening caused by burrowing animals or vegetation, surface erosion,
vandalism or a combination of these factors.
For emergency planning purposes, dam failures are categorized as either rainy day or
sunny day failures. Rainy day failures involve periods of excessive precipitation leading
to an unusually high runoff. This high runoff increases the reservoir of the dam and if not
controlled, the overtopping of the dam or excessive water pressure can lead to dam
failure. Normal storm events can also lead to rainy day failures if water outlets are
plugged with debris or otherwise made inoperable. Sunny day failures occur due to poor
dam maintenance, damage/obstruction of outlet systems or vandalism. This type is the
worst case of failure because the breach is unexpected and there may not be sufficient
time to properly warn downstream residents.
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The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR) regulates dams that are not
regulated by the federal government. The federal government has jurisdiction over most
large dams in Wisconsin that produce hydroelectricity. Bayfield County dams do not
produce hydroelectricity and therefore are regulated by the DNR with 40 dams listed on
the Dam Safety Program database.
The Wisconsin DNR assigns hazard ratings to large dams within the state. When
assigning hazard ratings, two factors are considered: existing land use and land use
controls (zoning) downstream of the dam. Dams are classified in three categories that
identify the potential hazard to life and property downstream should the dam fail. A high
hazard indicates that a dam failure would most probably result in the loss of life. A
significant hazard indicates a dam failure could result in appreciable property damage. A
low hazard exists where dam failure would result in only minimal property damage and
loss of life in unlikely. This hazard rating has nothing to do with the physical attributes,
quality or strength of the dam itself but rather on the potential for loss of life or property
should the dam fail. Three dams in Bayfield County are assigned the hazard rating of
significant. Of those three dams, Emergency Action Plans are in place for one.
A dam with a structural height of over six feet and impounding 50 acre-feet or more, or
having a structural height of 25 feet or more and impounding more than 15 acre-feet is
classified as a large dam. Of the 40 dams listed in Bayfield County nine dams are
considered large. All others are classified as small.
A dam failure analysis identifies the hydraulic shadow or the area of land downstream
from a dam that would be inundated by water upon failure of the dam. This information
may be used to develop an Emergency Action Plan (EAP) for the dam. This EAP
includes provisions for notifying emergency authorities for assistance and warning
affected downstream residents if the potential for failure exists.
A listing of Bayfield County dams and specifics of each, including size, type, owner,
hydraulic and structural heights, impoundment surface area and maximum impoundment
as well as hazard ratings follows as Table 20.
OCCURRENCES: “On the night of September 1, 1985, a vicious flood nearly
overtopped the 66 foot tall Orienta Falls electrical power-generating dam on the Iron
River in Bayfield County. The events were chronicled the next morning in photographs
taken by employees of Northern State Power (NSP) who circled helplessly in a
helicopter, watching as the raging waters overwhelmed the earth embankment and
bulldozed away the dam’s powerhouse walls. It wasn’t just the dam that was destroyed,
according to The Evening Telegram, a local newspaper. At least three bridges came down
as well, including the one at the mouth of the Iron River on Highway 13, where it joined
Lake Superior. Telephone service was cut, many road and culverts were washed away
and though no one died, two families downstream were evacuated for fear the whole dam
would go. The flood brought down the Orienta Dam, but changing times prevents its
repair. NSP couldn’t justify spending half a million dollars to rebuild a dam that
generated only meager profits. The river was returned to its natural state and as a result
improved trout fishing. However, some residents long for the scenic beauty of the
flowage or small lake the dam had provided.” (Katherine Esposito, Wisconsin Natural
Resources Magazine, April 1999.)
FUTURE PROBABILITY: Based on the currently available information related to dam
inspections Bayfield County projects that there will be one dam failure every ten years.
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VULNERABILITY: LOW. Most dams in Bayfield County are not of significant risk.
There are very few structures downstream that would be impacted by a dam failure.
Those structures downstream are mostly small cabins that are not inhabited year around.
Therefore the vulnerability to dam failure is ranked as low. Our vulnerability is increased
somewhat because of the undefined location of many of the privately owned dams.
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Table 23
Bayfield County Dams
Town/Location

Official Name (Popular Name)

Size

Type

Birch Run
Fish Hatchery
Carlson, Carl

Small
Small
Small

Public
Public
Private

McCutcheon

Small

Private

Olson, Ed
Williams

Small
Small

Barksdale

Bretting
Demboski

Owner

Hydrauli
c Height
(feet)

Structure
Height
(feet)

Impoundment
surface area
(acres)

Max
Impound
(acres/ft)

Hazard
Potential

Inspected

6.0
4.0

12.0
7.0

1.0
1.0

8.0
5.0

Low
Low

08-1968
08-1970

6.0

8.0

1.0

5.0

Private
Private

WDNR
WDNR
Carlson
Frank McCutcheon Jr. &
Ruth
Stanford Stephenson
R.M. Williams

5.0
11.0

8.0
13.0

1.0
1.0

5.0

Small
Small

Private
Private

Tad Bretting
Jessie Demboski,

4.5
13.0

5.5
25.0

.1
1.0

.1
5.0

Low

Large
Small
Large

Public
Private
Private

Bayfield County
Morrison Family Trust
Scott Lundberg

16.0
4.0
3.0

16.0
16.0
6.1

902.0
2.0
1030.0

6000.0
10.0
4000.0

Significant

09-2009

Barnes

Middle Eau Claire Lake
Morrison Family
Upper Eau Claire Lake (Big
Robinson Lake)

Low

06-2010

Clover

Bratley No 1
Bratley No 2

Small
Small

Private
Private

Alvin E. Bratley
Alvin E. Bratley

7.0
12.0

11.0
17.0

2.0
1.0

13.0
4.0

Delta

Carsons Pond
Delta Lake
Don Johnson
Murray (Eagle or Flynn Lake)

Small
Small
Small
Large

Private
Public
Public
Public

Hazel Hills Corp
Bayfield County
WDNR
Bayfield County

3.0
7.0
9.5

4.0
8.0
13.0

6.0
59.0
10.0
650.0

250.0
40.0
22,000.0

Low

05-1978

Low

08-1998

Small

Public

USDA – Forest Service

5.0

5.0

2.0

10.0

Low

09-1993

Small

Public

USDA – Forest Service

3.0

6.0

10.0

20.0

Low

09-1990

Drummond

Bearsdale North (Bearsdale
Lower)
Bearsdale South (Bearsdale
Upper)
Drummond (Rust Flowage)
Drummond Lake
Johnson Springs
Lake Owen (Lake Owen Outlet)
Shunenberg

Large
Large
Small
Large
Small

Public
Public
Public
Public
Public

WI DOT
Bayfield County
USDA – Forest Service
USDA – Forest Service
USDA – Forest Services

19.0
12.0
4.0
9.0
4.2

24.0
17.0
11.0
12.0
6.7

62.0
112.0
11.0
1323.0
3.0

450.0
1500.0
45.0
4900.0
37.0

Significant
Low
Low
Low
Low

12-2010
09-2010
09-1993
01-1999
09-1993

Eileen

Pavich
Tutor

Small
Small

Private
Private

Steve Pavich
Clayton Tutor

4.0
7.0

6.0
9.0

1.0
1.0

3.0
3.0

Hughes

Iron Lake

Small

Public

Town of Hughes

1.0

2.0

248.0

2000.0

Low

06-1966

Bayfield
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Table 23 (Continued)
Town/Location

Official Name (Popular Name)

Size

Type

Owner

Iron River

Brost
Iron River Light and Power (Iron
River)
Upson (A.R. Antonson)

Small
Large

Private
Public

Louis J. Brost
Town of Iron River

Small

Private

Keystone

Koval.
Susienka

Small
Small

Private
Public

George Koval, Jr.
Town of Keystone

Lincoln

Walther, Gerald

Small

Private

Mason

Skaj

Small

Namakagon

Johnston Dam (Johnston
Surprise)
Namakagon

Pilsen

Structure
Height
(feet)

Impoundment
surface area
(acres)

Max
Impound
(acres/ft)

10.0
23.0

12.0
29.0

1.0
76.0

1.0
1891.0

High

07-1995

6.0

12.0

2.0

5.0

Low

07-1980

6.0
4.0

8.0
8.0

1.0
2.0

2.0
10.0

Walther, Gerald

8.0

10.0

1.0

1.0

Private

Martin P. Skaj

8.0

9.0

1.0

2.0

Large

Public

5.0

10.0

15.0

120.0

Low

Large

Public

USDA – Forest
Service
Town of Namakagon

9.0

3208.0

19,700.0

Significant

Johanik, Thomas

Small

Private

Thomas Johanik

2.0

8.0

1.0

2.0

Port Wing

Johnson, Robert (Evens,
Michael)

Small

Private

Michael Evens

8.0

9.0

1.0

3.0

Red Cliff

Red Cliff

Small

Private

Red Cliff Band of
Lake Superior
Chippewa

6.6

8.6

6.1

29

Tripp

Raivala, Arnie

Small

Private

Arnie Raivala

8.0

12.0

1.0

6.0
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(feet)

4.0

Hazard
Potential

Inspected

09-2010

Low
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3.7

Extreme Temperatures
Extreme Heat – During extended periods of very high temperatures or high temperatures
with high humidity, individuals can suffer a variety of ailments including heat exhaustion and
heat stroke. Heat stroke in particular is a life-threatening condition that requires immediate
medical attention. In addition to posing a public health hazard, periods of excessive heat
usually result in high electrical consumption for air conditioning and fans which can cause
power outages and brown outs.
The National Weather Service initiates alert procedures, advisories or warnings, when the
Heat Index is expected to have a significant impact on public safety. The expected severity of
the heat wave determines whether advisories of warnings are issued. A common guideline for
the issuance of excessive heat alerts is when the Heat Index is expected to equal or exceed
105 degrees F and a nighttime minimum Heat Index of 80 degrees F or above for two or more
consecutive days.

Heat Index Chart

Source: National Weather Service

OCCURRENCES: Documentation related to extreme temperatures was only available from
the National Weather Service of Duluth since 2001.
August 5, 2001 – Bayfield County experienced excessive heat, an extreme heat situation with
temperatures in the 90s, dew points in the 70s and heat indices up to 105 degrees. Warnings
were issued with citizens being encouraged to seek shelter in cool places including air
conditioned buildings.
Summer, 2012 – Many northern Wisconsin and upper Midwest counties saw extreme heat
during the months of June and July.
Extreme Cold – When winter temperatures drop significantly below normal, staying warm
and safe can become a challenge. Extremely cold temperatures often accompany a winter
storm when power outages and icy roads may already be of concern. Although staying
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indoors as much as possible can help reduce the risk of car crashes and falls on the ice, you
may also face indoor hazards. Many homes will be too cold – either due to a power outage or
because the heating system is not adequate for the weather. When people use space heaters
and fireplaces to stay warm, the risk of household fires increases as does the risk of carbon
monoxide poisoning.
Wind chill is based on the rate of heat loss from exposed skin caused by combined effects of
wind and cold. As the wind increases, heat is carried away from the body at an accelerated
rate, driving down the body temperature. Animals are also affected by wind chill. The
following wind chill chart shows not how cold it is but how cold it feels outside. A
temperature of zero degrees Fahrenheit combined with a wind of 20 miles per hour has an
equivalent cooling effect of -22 degrees F.

Wind Chill Chart

Source: National Weather Service

Exposure to cold temperatures, whether indoors or out, can cause other serious of lifethreatening health problems. Infants and the elderly are particularly at risk, but anyone can be
affected. To keep yourself and your family safe, you should know how to prevent coldrelated health problems and what to do if a cold-weather health emergency arises.
Frostbite is damage to body tissue caused by the tissue being frozen. Frostbite causes loss of
feeling and a white or pale appearance in the extremity, such as fingers, toes, ear lobes, or the
tip of the nose. If symptoms are detected, get medical help immediately! If you must wait for
help, slowly rewarm the affected areas. However, if the person is also showing signs of
hypothermia, warm the body core before the extremities.
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Hypothermia is a condition in which the body temperature is lowered due to prolong
exposure to cold. Warning signs of hypothermia include uncontrollable shivering, memory
loss, disorientation, incoherence, slurred speech, drowsiness, and apparent exhaustion. Take
the person’s temperature if possible. If the body temperature is below 97 degrees F (35
degrees C) seek medical care immediately. If medical care is not available, begin warming
the person slowly. Warm the body core first. If needed, use your own body heat to help. Get
the person into dry clothing and wrap them in a warm blanket covering the head and neck. Do
not give the person alcohol, drugs, coffee, or any hot beverage or food; warm broth is a better
choice. Do not warm extremities first. This can move the cold blood toward the heart and can
lead to heart failure.
OCCURRENCES: The National Weather Service of Duluth recorded 186 hours below zero
from January 12-20, 1994. This set a record for the longest cold snap on record.
Record cold hit Bayfield County in February, 1996. February 2 was the coldest morning and
a number of cold temperature records fell throughout the area with -33 recorded in the
Bayfield area, -40 recorded near Port Wing, and -37 recorded near Mason. Northwest winds
of 10 to 15 miles per hour combined with the cold temperatures created wind chills of -60 to 75. In anticipation of the dangerously cold weather it was announced the night before that
schools in Bayfield County would be closed the next day. At the Duluth National Weather
Service the temperature stayed below zero for 143 consecutive hours.
January 13-16, 2005 – Bayfield County, along with all of northwestern Wisconsin
th
experienced extreme cold combined with extreme wind chill that began on January 13 when
the high temperature for the day occurred
at midnight, then fell through the day. Many
th
schools closed on Friday, January 14 , due to very cold wind chills. Sporting events were
canceled and recreation areas, including ski hills and skating rinks, were closed. Wind chills
that morning were in the -30s and -40s with frost bite times less than 10 minutes. Cold
temperatures and wind chills continued through the weekend. By Monday morning h
temperatures were in the -20s and -30s but the winds were calm. By Tuesday, the 18th , the
temperature finally broke zero, with highs ranging from the mid teens to the mid 20s
recovering well from the morning lows in the -20s.
FUTURE PROBABILITY: Based on documentation from the National Weather Service of
Duluth and other information available Bayfield County will be impacted by an extreme
temperature event at least once every three years.
VULNERABILITY: MEDIUM. Extreme temperatures will affect all areas of Bayfield
County. Residents and visitors to this area are probably caught more off guard by a period of
extreme heat than by the extreme cold as Lake Superior due to the nature of this area.
Extreme heat may also impact our radio infrastructure as none of our tower buildings are airconditioned.
3.8

Flooding
DESCRIPTION: Flooding occurs when a river, stream, lake or other body of water overflows
its banks onto normally dry land or there is an excessive pooling of surface water. These
events can be slow to develop or happen very quickly. Flash floods are usually the result of
excessive precipitation or rapid snowmelt and can occur suddenly with awesome power.
Flood related hazards in Bayfield County arise from a complex set of hydrologic and
hydraulic interactions, including excessive precipitation, rapid snowmelt, ice or debris jams
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in waterway channels or a combination of those factors. These result in river flooding, stream
flooding, coastal flooding and erosion, band slumping, inland lake flooding, flash flooding,
flooding from and storm water runoff and ponding. The effects of flooding can be devastation
and cause extensive property damage. Town roads are particularly susceptible to damage
occurring from flash flooding. Many times, this damage is due to culverts being undersized,
damaged, or clogged from debris, or ditches overflowing. Although the probability of serious
injury and loss of life is usually low, flooding increases the likelihood of long-term health
hazards from water borne disease, mold, mildew, insect infestation and contaminated
drinking water. Long-term damage to the environment may also result from flooding of sites
containing hazardous materials or waste.
Major flooding tends to occur either in the spring when melting snow adds to runoff from
rain or in summer and early fall after intense rainfalls. Flooding which occurs in the spring
due to snowmelt and/or a prolonged period of heavy rain is characterized by a slow build-up
of flow and velocity in rivers and streams over a period of days. This build-up continues until
the river or stream overflows its banks, for as long as a week or two. The water then slowly
recedes inch by inch
to its original level.
The expected
occurrence and
location of this type
of flooding is fairly
predictable and
normally there is
sufficient time for
the orderly
evacuation of
people and property.
The map entitled
“Bayfield County
Flood Hazard
Areas” depicts those
predictable flood
hazard areas as well
as areas within the
county that areas of
undesignated flood
hazard and are not
included on any
published FIRM.
Flash flooding,
which usually
results from surface
runoff after intense
rains, poses an
additional threat to
Bayfield County.
This is an extremely
dangerous form of
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flooding because it is not very predictable. It can occur very quickly, precluding evacuation
to higher ground to prevent loss of life and/or damage to property. Small and normally calm
rivers and streams will rise very rapidly when surrounding soil and terrain are unable to
accommodate intense precipitation. Raging torrents of water can rip through waterways,
surging well beyond normal banks and sweeping away everything in their path. Houses,
structures, bridges, culverts and boulders can be tossed and rolled by a flash flood. The
strength of the water current, carrying debris and surging through an area, can cause serious
injuries and death. It can also interrupt power, disable fuel sources, make roads impassable,
hamper response efforts and strand people in their homes. The map entitled “Bayfield County
Primary Coastal Wetlands” is included because of the graphic depiction of those rivers and
streams that may cause flash flooding through the county therefore illustrating the areas of
the county most vulnerable to flash flooding.
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OCCURRENCES: There have been several occurrences of major flood damage in Bayfield
County. Three of those occurrences resulted in public assistance through a Presidential
Disaster Declaration.
Flash flooding occurred in the City of Bayfield in 1942. Storm sewers and ravines could not
handle the volume of water. Caskets literally were washed down onto the streets of the City.
Clean up was expensive and damage was generally in the cemetery area and the areas around
roads that traversed these filled ravines. A Presidential Disaster Declaration was received
which provided for low interest loans.
In September of 1985, Bayfield County, along with Ashland and Douglas Counties, incurred
almost $3 million in public and private damages as a result of flash flooding that occurred
due to heavy rains over Labor Day weekend. A Presidential Disaster Declaration was
received.
During the summer of 1999, Bayfield County received public and private assistance through
Presidential Disaster Declaration DR-1284 as a result of damages from flash flooding and
downed trees that resulted from a series of heavy rainstorms with damaging winds that took
place from July 4 through July 30. The resulting flash flooding washed out roads, culverts
and bridges, which cut off communities from each other during the peak of summer tourist
season. Getting the main roads passable was difficult as most of our towns have one and two
person road crews. Often roads were damaged a second and third time by the multiple storms.
The Floodwater also damaged homes and private wells. Many residents were isolated because
they could not use roads submerged by standing and rushing waters. Projects that qualified
for public assistance totaled more than $1.5 million.
In April of 2001, flooding damage was again significant enough in Bayfield County that
public assistance was received through Presidential Disaster Declaration DR-1369. Heavy
winter snowfall combined with heavy spring rains while the ground was still frozen and
before full snow melt led to spring flooding. Projects that qualified for public assistance
totaled more than $1.4 million.
In July of 2005, four towns in Bayfield County, Eileen, Kelly, Keystone, and Lincoln,
experienced the devastating effects of seven and eight inches of heavy rainfall. Many town,
county and state roads were impassable. Culverts that had never been damaged before were
destroyed and/or completely washed away; blacktopped roadbeds were undermined and
damaged; gravel roads were scoured and washed away; and usual tiny streams overflowed
their banks leaving fields of vegetation bent to the ground by the force of the waters. The
storm was so localized that there were few reports of significant damage in other areas of the
county or the state. Damage estimates for these four towns were well over $120,000 equating
to over $70 per person in those jurisdictions. Damage to county and state roads was above
that amount.
The report from the National Weather Service/Duluth: “There was up to 6 inches of rain
overnight in parts of northwestern Wisconsin. In Bayfield County an observer reported 5.50
inches of rain with 2 to 3 inches falling in just 3 hours. Three county/state roads in the county
were washed out, including STH 118 just west of US Hwy 63, CTH E and CTH F (each
requiring major repairs). STH 137 was closed due to high water. North Fish Creek at Moquah
in Bayfield County crested at a record 18.07 feet at 4 am, breaking the previous record of
16.73 feet on April 3, 2001. The creek rose 12 feet in a few hours. Flood stage is 12 feet.” In
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addition, numerous town roads were closed due to missing culverts and scouring and washing
of road beds rendering them impassable.
In October of 2005, flash flooding as a result of heavy rains again struck the county.
Preliminary damage estimates to the public sector were $345,000. The City of Washburn
documented twelve inches of rain in a 24 hour period near their water treatment plant. The
water treatment plant flooded, pumps failed and there was concern that debris may have
caused damage to the facility. Main roads were underwater throughout the county. Although
damage was significant throughout Bayfield County little damage was reported in
surrounding areas and throughout the state.
In June of 2012, flash flooding swept through northwestern Wisconsin and portions of
Minnesota. During the two day stretch, 8”-10” of water was dumped across the region. A
Presidential Declaration was issued for northern Wisconsin, with damages in Bayfield
County along climbing over $1 million. Many roads were washed out, resulting in difficult
travel and access.
The National Weather Service provides timely warning information concerning floods. When
severe weather conditions occur that might result in flooding or flash flooding in Bayfield
County, flash flood watch, flash flood warning or urban and small stream flood advisory
weather bulletins are broadcast by the National Weather Service out of Duluth. These
bulletins are disseminated over a number of telecommunication channels including NOAA
Weather Radio and the Emergency Alert System (EAS). Local media routinely monitor these
sources and rebroadcast the weather bulletins over public and private television and radio
stations. NOAA Weather Radio is available to any individual with a weather alert radio.
The following chart compiles information received from the National Weather Service of
Duluth and summarizing the recorded flash flooding events in Bayfield County. Their
damage estimates are based on initial assessment information received: You will note the
absence of any documentation for flash flooding during April of 2001 even though almost
$1.5 million in projects was awarded through Presidential Disaster Declaration #1369. There
has been other flash flooding damage to town roads in other years not a part of the National
Weather Service records. This has identified the need for more accurate reporting locally and
ongoing communication with the National Weather Service of Duluth related to the impact of
natural hazard events in our county.
It is important to note that while there are 299 structures that have been found to be in a
Bayfield County floodplain and 50-60 structures that are located in close proximity to Lake
Superior, many more structures are at-risk of flooding, particularly flash-flooding. A standard
homeowner’s insurance policy does not typically cover high water or runoffs unless one has
specific flood insurance. And while many properties in the County are not at risk of a lake
rising to the point of causing damage, many more are at risk of being damaged by heavy rain
and runoff events.
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Table 24
Major Flash Flood Events

FLASH FLOODING
YEAR

DATE

DAMAGE

1985 October 30Sept. 2
1999 July 5

$3,000,000
$500,000

1999 July 14

$1,500,000

2001 April 10

$1,400,000

2005 July 24

$300,000

2005 October 3–5

$345,000

2012 May 24

$250,000+

2012 May 27-28

$300,000+

2012 June 19-20

$1,000,000

AREA / DESCRIPTION

Heavy rain caused public and private property
damage.
Highways and bridges from Port Wing to Bayfield and
Washburn were flooded by heavy rain from slowmoving thunderstorms.
Heavy thunderstorm rains caused US Hwy 2 and
State Hwy 118 as well as numerous town roads to
flood and partially or completely wash out in the east
central portion of the county.
Heavy winter snowfall combined with heavy spring
rains while the ground was still frozen led to spring
flooding.
Heavy thunderstorm rains caused damage
throughout the central portion of the county.
Heavy thunderstorm rains caused damage
throughout the central portion of the county.
Heavy rain caused road washouts and closures. The
Town of Bell reported 5.3 inches of rain in three
hours.
Storms dumped several inches of rain from Port Wing
into the Bayfield area, causing public and private
damage.
Heavy rains caused damage throughout many of the
unincorporated areas of the County due to road
washouts.

Source: NOAA

PROBABILITY: Using the National Weather Service documentation together with
information available locally, it appears that there is a nearly 100% probability that Bayfield
County will experience flash flooding annually. However, the impact that this flooding has on
public or private lands or areas will vary. It is estimated that there is a 50% probability that
Bayfield County will experience flash flooding that will results in damage annually. The
strongest impact of that flooding is on the transportation infrastructure of local and
county/state roads impacting citizen’s ability to travel, preventing students from attending
schools, and creating distress to the tourist who is “trapped” in a community or unable to
travel to their destination. The deterrence to tourism in the area will ultimately have the most
impact.
VULNERABILITY: HIGH. Flooding is a high risk for Bayfield County. The preceding
floodplain maps clearly depict the number of small streams and rivers that become a deluge
after heavy rains as they move toward their home watersheds illustrating the potential for
flash flooding. This is especially true as the waters rush toward Lake Superior.
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There are few structures that would be damaged by flooding. Access to those structures and
the people who may in live in them may be impaired, however. Flooding impacts the
transportation infrastructure especially by the washing and scouring of gravel roads, scouring
shoulders, undermining blacktopped roads, as well as undermining and destroying culverts.
River flooding is routine during spring melt and heavy rains.
The Cities of Bayfield and Washburn, as well as Bayfield County participate in the National
Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). These entities all protect flood hazard areas by significantly
limiting development that can occur within these areas, by implementation and enforcement
of ordinances and maps. There are no properties within Bayfield County that are repetitive or
severe repetitive loss properties. The Village of Mason and the Red Cliff Band of Lake
Superior have not committed to participate in the NFIP, primarily due to a lack of resources.
Bayfield County has recently undergone an update of FEMA floodplain mapping. These new
maps have significantly reduced the number of structures that are located within mapped
floodplains. Under the old floodplain maps, there were 804 buildings located in the
floodplains. Now, there are 299 – a 63 percent reduction from the previous maps.
A flood analysis for Bayfield County was performed using HAZUS-MH MR3 in 2008. The
analysis estimated that 312 buildings would be damaged by a 100-year flood, resulting in
damage totaling approximately $76 million in building losses, and $133 million in total
economic losses. Based on current data, it was predicted that no critical facilities would
sustain moderate or substantial damage, or be unusable. In the event of a 100-year flood, it is
estimated that 308 households, or 382 people, would seek a temporary, public shelter.
The numbers produced by HAZUS are thought to be slightly inflated. The analysis is done
assuming development occurs evenly across Census blocks, when in fact, it does not,
particularly around water bodies. In several random areas that were selected, the estimate for
properties damaged were significantly higher than the number of properties actually in the
flood hazard boundary.
3.9

Thunderstorms
Thunderstorms are severe and violent forms of convection produced when warm moist air is
overrun by dry cool air. As the warm air rises, thunderheads (cumulo-nimbus clouds) form
and cause the strong winds, lightning, thunder, hail and rain associated with these storms. The
National Weather Service definition of a severe thunderstorm is a thunderstorm event that
produces any of the following: downbursts with winds of 58 miles per hour or greater (often
with gusts of 74 miles per hour or greater), hail ¾ inch in diameter or greater or a tornado.
The thunderheads formed may be a towering mass six miles or more across and 40,000 to
50,000 feet high. It may contain as much as 1.5 million tons of water and enormous amounts
of energy that often are released in the form of high winds, excessive rains and three violently
destructive natural elements – lightning, hail and tornadoes. Excessive rains or flooding and
tornadoes are covered separately in this document.
On the ground directly beneath the storm system, the mature thunderstorm is initially felt as
rain, which is soon joined by a strong downdraft. The downdraft spreads out from the cloud
in gusting, divergent winds and brings a marked drop in temperature. Even where the rain has
not reached the ground this cold air stream flowing over the earth’s surface is a warning that
the storm’s most violent phase is about to mature.
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A thunderstorm often lasts no more than 30 minutes in a given location because an individual
thunderstorm cell frequency moves between 30 and 50 miles per hour. Strong frontal systems
may spawn more than one squall line composed of many individual thunderstorm cells.
Thunderstorms may occur individually, in clusters or as a portion of a large line of storms
that may stretch across an entire area. Therefore it is possible that several thunderstorms may
affect a specific area in the course of a few hours.
Severe thunderstorms can cause injury or death and can also result in substantial property
damage. They may cause power outages, disrupt telephone service and severely affect radio
communications and surface/air transportation, which may seriously impair the emergency
management capabilities of the affected jurisdictions.
Lightning is a sudden and violent discharge of electricity from within a thunderstorm due to
a difference in electrical charges and represents a flow of electrical current from cloud-tocloud or cloud-to-ground. Nationally, lightning causes extensive damage to buildings and
structures, kills or injures people and livestock, starts untold number of forest fires and
wildfires and disrupts electromagnetic transmissions.
The general public perceives lightning as a minor hazard. However, lightning-caused
damage, injuries and deaths establish lightning as a significant hazard associated with any
thunderstorm. Damage from lightning occurs in four ways:
1. Electrocution or severe shock of humans and animals;
2. Vaporization of materials along the path of the lightning strike;
3. Fire caused by the high temperatures associated with lightning (10,000 to 60,000
degrees F); and
4. The sudden power surge that can damage electrical and electronic equipment.
Over the past ten years Bayfield County has incurred major damage to antennas, lines, and
radio equipment at tower sites on three separate occasions due to lightning strikes to those
towers. Insurance statistics show that two out of every 100 farms are struck by lightning or
have a fire that may have been caused by lightning each year. It is estimated that there are
between two and five lightning-caused fires per million acres of forested lands every year.
Based on those statistics Bayfield County projects damage due to lightning to homes and/or
communications infrastructure once every three years.
Hail is a product of strong thunderstorms. A hail storm is a weather condition where
atmospheric water particles form into rounded or irregular masses of ice that fall to earth.
Hail normally falls near the center of a moving storm along with the heaviest rain; however,
the strong winds at high altitudes can blow the hailstones away from the storm center,
causing unexpected hazards at places that otherwise might not appear threatened.
Hailstones normally range from the size of a pea to that of a golf ball, but sizes larger than
baseballs have occurred with the most severe storms. They form when subfreezing
temperatures cause water in thunderstorm clouds to accumulate in layers around an icy core.
When strong underlying winds no longer can support their weight, the hailstones fall
earthward. Hail tends to fall in swaths that may be 20-155 miles long and 5-30 miles wide.
The swath is not normally a large, continuous bombardment of hail, but generally consists of
a series of hail strikes that are produced by individual thunderstorm clouds traversing the
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same general area. Hail strikes are typically one-half mile wide and five miles long. They
may partially overlay, but often leave complete undamaged gaps between them.
Hail storms are considered formidable among the weather and climatic hazards to property,
crops and forested areas because they dent vehicles and structures, break windows, damage
roofs and batter crops and trees to the point that significant agricultural losses result as well
as increasing the risk of forest fire due to damaged trees. Those agricultural losses, both crops
and forested areas, have a major economic impact on Bayfield County.
OCCURRENCES: The following chart compiles information received from the National
Weather Service of Duluth and summarizes hailstorms in Bayfield County since 1996.
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Table 25
Hail Storms
YEAR

DATE

1996
1998
1999
1999
1999

September 10
August 23
June 5
July 14
July 30

.88
1.75
.75
1.75
1.00

Washburn and surrounding area
Iron River and surrounding area
Cable and surrounding area
Namakagon and surrounding area

2000
2001
2002
2002
2003
2004
2004
2006
2007
2007
2007
2007
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012

July 1
July 30
July 31
September 1
July 20
April 18
October 23
October 3
May 14
June 26
July 26
September 21
June 22
June 22
June 22
June 22
June 22
June 22
June 22
July 10
July 10
July 10
July 27
July 27
July 27
July 27
July 27
May 30
June 3
June 3
July 1
July 30
July 30
September 12
September 12
September 12
September 12
September 12
September 12
May 28
May 28
May 28
June 6
June 19

.75
.75
.88
1.00
1.50
3.00
.75
1.00
0.88
1.00
0.75
1.00
0.88
1.00
1.75
1.75
1.25
1.25
1.00
0.88
1.00
0.88
1.00
1.75
1.75
2.75
1.00
1.50
0.88
1.00
1.75
0.88
1.00
0.75
1.50
1.00
0.75
1.00
0.88
1.00
0.88
1.25
0.75
1.00

Bayfield and surrounding area
Grand View and surrounding area
Washburn and surrounding area
Port Wing and surrounding area
Bayfield and surrounding area
Namakagon and surrounding area
Washburn and surrounding area
Drummond area
Ashland area
Drummond
Iron River
Herbster
Barnes
Drummond
Drummond
Namakagon
Namakagon
Namakagon
Namakagon
Cable
Drummond
Drummond
Iron River
Ino
Iron River
Ino
Mason
Namakagon
Bayfield
Bayfield
Herbster
Barnes
Barnes
Iron River
Cable
Namakagon
Cable
Grand View
Namakagon
Herbster
Port Wing
Port Wing
Iron River
Cornucopia
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FUTURE PROBABILITY: Based on the information received from the National Weather
Service of Duluth it is probable that Bayfield County will experience at least one hail storm a
year or is 100% vulnerable to a minimum of one hail storm in the county annually. The
impact of these hail storms includes damage to county and federal forest lands, damage to
agricultural crops, damage to roofs of city, county, town, tribal and village governmental
buildings as well as damage to emergency and other public safety vehicles that might be
unsheltered and/or responding to emergencies at the time of the occurrence.
Damaging winds due to thunderstorms can be fatal. According the National Weather Service
Publication Storm Data, in the past 30 years, Wisconsin has experienced hurricane force
winds of 75 miles per hour or higher on 120 days or about four days per year on average.
Within the same time period there have been 17 days when winds at or above 100 miles per
hour have been documented. This means that winds similar to a Category 2 Hurricane are
experienced nearly one day every two years in Wisconsin.
OCCURRENCES: Throughout the month of July 1999, Bayfield County experienced an
unusual amount of thunderstorm activity. Most of the wind damage was to forested areas in
Bayfield County with a swath of trees destroyed that measured 5 miles wide and 15 miles
long. Town roads were blocked for days in some communities with widespread power
outages lasting several days. The damage to the infrastructure of local electrical companies
was significant with power lines, poles and transformers destroyed. One individual was killed
at a private camp near Drummond when a tree fell and struck the boy as he was running for
cover. The damaging winds and required debris removal was the major damage reported by
several towns requesting public assistance granted through Presidential Disaster Declaration
DR-1284.
The US Forest Service stated that downbursts and wind affected an estimated 92,000 acres of
forest throughout the area during this month long period. Within the affected area
approximately 12,000 acres of trees were nearly 100% down and another 30,000 acres were
moderately affected with up to 40% of trees mortally damaged. This damage had serious
consequences for a number of reasons. The downed trees created immediate debris problems
on area roads as well as a severe long-term fire hazard. Other long-term effects include the
spread of tree diseases that could affect the value of timber as an economic resource. Other
economic losses include lost tourism, increase expenses for clearing debris and increase
expense for firefighting activities.
In October 2005 several towns within Bayfield County again experienced damaging winds
that blocked federal and county highways for several hours with long term right-of-way
debris removal created. Town roads were blocked for several days in some communities with
widespread power outages lasting several days. The damage to the infrastructure of local
electrical companies was again significant with power lines, poles and transformers
destroyed. According to the National Weather Service “A large area of significant damaging
thunderstorm winds swept across northwestern Wisconsin.” The damage path was from
southeast of Minong in northeast Washburn County through Nelson Lake of northwest
Sawyer County then near Cable through Drummond to Ashland. Heavy damage in the
Chequamegon-Nicolet National Forest forced the closure of campgrounds and bike trails.”
The economic impact resulting from decreased tourism due to damage to the transportation
infrastructure as well as damage to campgrounds and other scenic areas would be felt
throughout Bayfield County. Long term power outages resulting from damage to poles, lines
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and transformers may affect our communications infrastructure as well as damage personal
property.
The following chart compiles information received from the National Weather Service of
Duluth and summarizes thunderstorm / damaging wind occurrences:
FUTURE PROBABILITY: According to the statistics gathered through the National Weather
Service/Duluth it appears that Bayfield County has a 100% probability of experiencing
damaging winds annually in some portion of the county. The chart above does not indicate
damaging winds during 2003 and 2004 and yet damaging hail was experienced in both those
years indicating accompanying strong thunderstorms. The impact of these thunderstorm
winds is felt most keenly in resulting power outages due to the resulting destruction to power
lines, power poles and transformers significantly impacting local and county infrastructure
with no back-up power.
VULNERABILITY: MEDIUM. Bayfield County experiences ten to twelve thunderstorm
days per year and is at high risk for damage due to strong thunderstorms and accompanying
damaging winds, hail, lightning and heavy rains. The resulting power outages will
significantly impact infrastructure with no back-up power. This includes emergency services
access to vehicles and communications.
Table 26
Thunderstorm / Damaging Winds
WIND
SPEED
(MPH)
50

YEAR

DATE

1996

August 7

1997

September 18

50

Port Wing area

1998
1998

May 15
May 15

50
60

Iron River area
Bayfield area

1998
1998
1999

June 1
June 1
June 6

55
50
50

Iron River area
Washburn area
Countywide

1999
1999
1999
1999

July 4
July 5
July 5
July 5

50
50
50
50

Bayfield area
Iron River area
Barnes area
Drummond area

1999
1999
2000
2001

July 5
July 25
August 14
August 8

50
50
50
52

Namakagon area
Moquah/Pilsen area
Barnes area
Bayfield area

2002
2005

June 25
August 9

50
60

Northern county
Southern county
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AREA EFFECTED

COMMENT

Countywide

Numerous trees blown down; wind speed is
estimated.
Thunderstorm winds flattened a pole barn and
uprooted trees.
Large trees blown down.
Many large trees blown down, some
damaging houses and taking down power
lines. Four sailboats were tipped over in their
cradles and damaged.
Power lines blown down.
Trees blown down; power lines damaged.
Eight-inch diameter trees and power lines
blown down.
Trees blown down.
Trees blown down.
Trees blown down.
Trees and power lines blown down; an
eleven-year-old boy was killed when struck by
a falling tree as he was heading for shelter at
the Chequamegon Boy’s Camp.
Trees and power lines blown down.
Large trees blown down.
Twelve inch diameter trees blown down.
Numerous trees blown down throughout the
area.
Trees blown down.
Trees down throughout area
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Table 26 (Continued)
Thunderstorms / Damaging Winds
WIND
SPEED
(MPH)
52

YEAR

DATE

AREA EFFECTED

COMMENT

2005

September 13

Southern county

Straight-line winds knocked down trees and
power lines from the Sawyer County line
through Cable, Drummond, Grand View,
Lincoln and Kelly.
Trees and power lines down.
Damaging winds.
Damaging winds.
Damaging winds and large hail.
Large tree limbs downed
Trees and limbs downed.

2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007

June 18
July 26
July 26
July 26
July 26
August 27

60
59
59
66
60
60

Bayfield
Port Wing
Port Wing
Port Wing
Washburn
Port Wing

2008
2008
2008
2008
2010

June 13
July 1
July 11
September 2
June 22

58
58
60
58
60

Drummond
Port Wing
Oulu
Iron River
Barnes

Trees downed.
Damaging winds.
Trees and power lines downed.
Trees downed.
Damaging winds, large hail, and funnel
clouds.

2010

June 22

58

Drummond

2010
2010

July 14
July 27

60
60

Barnes
Iron River

Damaging winds, large hail, and funnel
clouds.
Trees downed.
Trees downed trapping a camper, tornadoes,
large hail, and structural damage.

2010

July 27

60

Ino

Structural damage, including shingles off and
barn down, tornadoes and large hail.

2010

July 27

58

Benoit

2010

July 27

58

Ino

2010

October 26

53

Bayfield

2011

July 1

70

Mason

Roof blown off barn, structural damage,
including shingles off and barn down,
tornadoes and large hail.
2’ diameter tree downed, structural damage,
including shingles off and barn down,
tornadoes and large hail.
Tornadoes and large hail, power outages
county-wide.
Trees downed, straight line wind damage.

2011

July 1

81

Mason

Trees downed, straight line wind damage.

2011
2011
2011
2012

July 17
July 17
August 8
May 28

60
60
58
58

Grand View
Drummond
Herbster
Herbster

Trees downed, huge hail.
Trees downed, huge hail.
Trees downed.
75’ tall, 2’ diameter pine snapped off near
base.

2012

July 2

58

Iron River

Sporadic wind damage along most roads.

2012

July 2

58

Drummond

Sporadic wind damage along most roads.

Source: NOAA
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3.10

Tornadoes
DESCRIPTION: A tornado is a relatively short-lived storm composed of an intense rotating
column of air, extending from a thunderstorm cloud system. It is nearly always visible as a
funnel, although its lower end does not necessarily touch the ground. Average winds in a
tornado are estimated between 100 and 200 miles per hour. The following National Weather
Service definitions are included for standardization:




Tornado – A violently rotating column of air that is touching the ground.
Funnel cloud – a rapidly rotating column of air that does not touch the ground.
Downburst – a strong downdraft, initiated by a thunderstorm, which induces an outburst
of straight-line winds on or near the ground. They may last anywhere from a few minutes
in small-scale micro-bursts to period of up to 20 minutes in larger, longer macro-bursts.
Wind speeds in downbursts can reach 150 miles per hour, in the range of a tornado.

A tornado path averages four miles, but may reach up to 300 miles in length. Widths average
300-400 yards, but severe tornadoes have cut swaths a mile or more in width, or have formed
groups of two or more funnels traveling together. On the average, tornadoes move between
24 and 45 miles per hour, but speeds over land of up to 70 miles per hour have been reported.
Tornadoes rarely last more than a couple of minutes over a spot or more than 15 to 20
minutes in a ten-mile area, but their short periods of existence do not limit their devastation of
an area.
The destructive power of a tornado results primarily from its high wind velocities and sudden
changes in pressure. Wind and pressure differentials probably account for 90 percent of
tornado-caused damage. Since tornadoes are generally associated with severe storm systems,
they are usually accompanied by hail, torrential rain and intense lightning. Depending upon
their intensity, tornadoes can uproot trees, down power lines and destroy buildings. Flying
debris can cause serious injury and death.
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Table 27
Tornado Damage

Tornado Damage Scale (Enhanced Fujita Scale)
Scale
EF0
EF1
EF2
EF3

Wind
Speeds
65 to 85
mph
86 to 110
mph
111 to 135
mph
136 to 165
mph

Damage
Some damage to chimneys, TV antennas, roof shingles,
trees and windows.
Automobiles overturned, carports destroyed, trees uprooted
Roofs blown off homes, sheds and outbuildings demolished,
mobile homes overturned
Exterior walls and roofs blown off homes. Metal buildings
collapsed or are severely damaged. Forests and farmland
flattened.
Few walls, if any standing in well-built homes. Large steel
and concrete missiles thrown far distances.
Homes leveled with all debris removed. Schools, motels and
other larger structures have considerable damage with
exterior walls and roofs gone. Top stories demolished.

166 to 200
T EF4
mph
o
r EF5
> 200 mph
n
a
Tornadoes are classified according to the Enhanced Fujita scale – by the documented wind
speed and/or the damage they cause as follows: Downbursts are characterized by straight-line
winds. Downburst damage is often highly localized and resembled that of tornadoes. There
are significant interactions between tornadoes and downbursts and a tornado’s path can also
be affected by downbursts. Because of this, the path of a tornado can be very unpredictable,
including veering right and left or even making a U-turn.

OCCURRENCES: The National Weather Service of Milwaukee has documentation for seven
verified tornadoes in Bayfield County between 1844 and 2001. Little information was
available related to those tornadoes as this plan was under development. During public
meetings with town officials detailed information related to the 1926 tornado was reported
available. That information was researched through the Bayfield County Historical Society
and is highlighted here.
July 16, 1926 – The July 22, 1926 issue of the Washburn Times had this to say: “For velocity
the storm was one of the fiercest that has every visited Northern Wisconsin, and while the
path of the storm was not wide, yet the damage it did where it hit is almost unbelievable for
sturdy barns and homes were laid flat and trees more than a foot in diameter were twisted and
broken like so many pieces of straw.” The Ashland Daily Press of July 17, 1926 reported as
follows: “Houses were lifted from their foundations, carried into the air and dropped, and
spread broadcast, over the surrounding land, while barns were razed completely, silos were
twisted, trees were torn up by the roots and carried for many yards, telephone and telegraph
wires were rendered useless, cattle sheep, horses chickens and other farm animals were killed
or injured so seriously that it was necessary to kill them, railroad traffic was interrupted, a
bridge was town out, orchards were destroyed, and havoc in general was wrought by the
storm.” The first reported damage from the storm in Bayfield County was near Port Wing.
Both John Gidmark and Frank Fay, area farmers, “lost their fine barns, but other loses in that
locality were reported to be slight”. “Making another jump, the cloud again descended in the
vicinity of the Brink farm on the Barrens where it cut a path several feet wide through the
brush and timber…wrecking a school building in the west portion of the Town of Washburn.”
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The Washburn Times continued – “The Galligan farm is surrounded by a fine stand of oak
and maple timber, some measuring as much as two feet in diameter and here the trees were
laid flat in every direction, some torn up by the roots, while others were snapped and twisted.
The twister passed over the Galligan garage, leaving that building intact, while it laid flat the
barn, chicken coop and other buildings and when it arrived at the house it performed a most
peculiar stunt, tearing the main part of the house from the kitchen addition and leaving the
family, consisting of Mr. and Mrs. Galligan and four children uninjured. (Washburn Times,
July 22, 1926) Documentation related to the July 16, 1926 tornado includes the recording of
two deaths in Bayfield County and one just into Ashland County. Although injuries are
mentioned throughout the documentation there are no specific numbers given.
1960 – In conversation with residents of the Iron River area discussion ensued about the
tornado of the early 1960s. It was reported that the tornado damaged several homes along the
CTH A corridor and then proceeded to wipe out acres of trees on its path southward. A gravel
pit between Drummond and Barnes is now operating at a location that was reported to be
heavily wooded before that tornado.
2010 – On June 22, 2010, a funnel cloud was spotted several times in the Cable area.
Although no damage was determined to be a direct result of this funnel cloud, it was a
reminder of the severity and speed at which weather can strike.
Information related to the seven tornado events on record with the National Weather Service
was difficult to gather because there had been no central gathering point for information.
Ongoing research will continue with the Bayfield County Historical Society and the National
Weather Service related to these severe weather events in an attempt to compile concrete
documentation for future reference.
Although local folks are referring to the damaging wind event of October 2005 as a tornado,
the National Weather Service of Duluth has documented it as downbursts and straight line
winds.
FUTURE PROBABILITY: The National Weather Service has recorded four tornado events
in Bayfield County since 1982. Using those statistics one could predict that a tornado would
occur in Bayfield County approximately once every eight years.
VULNERABILITY: MEDIUM. Bayfield County has a medium vulnerability to tornadoes.
The vulnerability and level of concern is raised considerably when one considers that
resulting damage to the more populated areas of the county would overwhelm resources
almost immediately. Damage to our schools, public buildings, and communications towers
are only a few of the structures that would create the most severe impact on county
infrastructure. Potential loss of life, need for search and rescue, and resulting personal safety
concerns throughout the impacted area would add to our vulnerability. And perhaps our level
of vulnerability is greatest because local residents do not consider this area at risk for
tornadoes, relying on Lake Superior to protect them.
3.11
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A forest fire is an uncontrolled fire occurring in a forest or in woodlands, outside the limits of
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are being considered together.
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Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR) reports an average of more than 1,500
wildfires annually consuming an average of 2,658 acres of land on lands they protect.
Additional fires are reported on lands within the National Forest.
While most wildfires in Wisconsin are small in area, large fires can and do occur. In fact, the
largest and most devastating wildfire in U.S. history occurred in Wisconsin. In October of
1871, wildfire struck the area around Peshtigo in northeastern Wisconsin killing an estimated
1,500 people. The Peshtigo fire burned over 1,200,000 acres in Wisconsin and the Upper
Peninsula of Michigan before it was finally extinguished by late fall rains. This fire occurred
at the same time as the Great Chicago Fire which received much greater publicity.
Bayfield County is part of the longest contiguous tract of land in Wisconsin with fuel types
and topography that would support a wild fire beginning around the Grantsburg area
(northwestern Burnett County), cross southeastern Douglas County, enter Bayfield County in
the Town of Barnes and Hughes and continuing across the Bayfield peninsula. A map of the
fire occurrences throughout northwest Wisconsin would support that high hazard area. It is
for this reason that wildfires that occur only a few miles from the Bayfield County border are
significant to our risk assessment.
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Wildfires are capable of causing significant injury, death and damage to property. That
potential continues to rise each year as more and more residences and recreational properties
are built on forested lands creating the wildland-urban interface or WUI. The lake areas in the
Town of Barnes, Drummond and Iron River are particularly illustrative of wildland-urban
interface areas as the number of homes increases on forested lands surrounding those lakes.
Although the lakes themselves may provide a buffer area to a major wildland fire, the
increased population increases the risks of fire starts and need for aggressive interventions.
Wildfires also impact the economy of the affected area, particularly the logging and tourism
industries. Private and public campgrounds are located throughout the county, especially in
those highly forested areas of Barnes, Delta, Drummond, Hughes, Iron River, Barksdale and
Washburn. The income lost to area communities resulting from fire damage to campsites in
those towns would have long lasting effects.
3.11.1

Wildfire Factors
Wildfires can occur at any time of day, during any month of the year. The major wildland fire
season begins sometime in March and continues through November with the highest risk time
in Bayfield County being the months of April and May. Several factors influence the
susceptibility to wildfire.
Weather conditions are a significant contributing factor to wildfire susceptibility. In
Wisconsin wildfire weather hazards are generally the most severe during spring, following
snow melt and prior to the “green-up” of vegetation (trees completely leafed out and the
underbrush is green again). Rains during the spring season and new green growth lessen the
likelihood that wildfires will start and/or spread. Weather related risk is greatest when
multiple factors occur simultaneously.
Precipitation levels, temperature, relative humidity and wind speed are the primary factors
influencing wildfire risk. Precipitation levels strongly influence the moisture content of fuels.
Drought conditions and low relative humidity (a measure of the given temperature) can
desiccate these fuels, increasing their vulnerability to ignition. High temperatures also reduce
fuel moisture levels and tend to “preheat” fuels, allowing them to burn and spread faster.
Wind conditions are the most significant weather related factor contributing to wildfire.
Windy conditions dry fuels and increase oxygen levels. With a steady oxygen supply, fuel
and temperature become critical to sustaining a fire once it’s ignited. Winds also influence the
direction and rate of fire spread. In Wisconsin, wind direction almost always changes in a
clockwise rotation and winds tend to be the strongest in mid-afternoon.
Fuels are combustible materials comprised of both living and dead vegetation. Wildfire is
part of the natural disturbance regime which serves to reduce the amount of fuels present.
These fuels have been accumulating during at least the past 50 years due to fire suppression,
forest management and other wildland management policies and practices.
Fuel types vary in the ways they respond to fire, although all plants will burn if exposed to
enough heat. Jack pine and red pine are among the most flammable forest species found in
Bayfield County.
Wild fire fuels can also be described using vertical separation as ground, surface, ladder and
aerial fuels.
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Ground fuels are comprised of combustible materials lying beneath the surface including
roots, buried logs, deep duff and other organic matter. Ground fires, sometimes referred
to as “bog fires” burn ground fuels and tend to smolder rather than producing much
flame. These types of fires occur relatively infrequently.
Surface fuels include combustible materials lying directly above the surface such as logs,
stumps, logging slash, leaves, pine needles, grass and other vegetation. Surface fuels are
referred to as light and flashy fuels because they ignite easily and burn rapidly. Surface
fires consume surface fuels and are the most common type of wildfire occurring in the
mixed forests of Bayfield County. These fires are generally of low intensity and do not
kill mature trees, although some mortality may occur in moderate to severe surface fires.
Aerial fuels include both living and dead plant materials in the upper forest canopy. Fires
which burn through the canopy are referred to as “crown fires” which are the most
destructive and dangerous class of wildland fire. Crown fires are also generally the most
difficult fires to control. In catastrophic crown fires, tree mortality can be high. Given a
pathway, intense surface fires can spread to the aerial fuels to become crown fires.
Ladder fuels such as shrubs or small trees of intermediate height, act as ladders carrying
the flames from the forest surface up into the tops of trees.

Topography has a strong influence on wildfire behavior. Because heat rises, up sloping fire
spreads more quickly as pre-heated fuels readily ignite. It is also difficult to fight fires on
steeply sloping lands. Aspect also influences wildland fire risk as southern or southwestern
slopes generally have lower relative humidity and higher temperatures than those on north or
northeast slopes. Because of longer and more intense solar exposure, fuels along these slopes
may be drier. Consequently, fire hazard is often higher on south and southwest facing hills.
3.11.2

Causes of Wildfire
More than 90% of wildfires on lands protected by the DNR are caused by humans. And the
number one cause of wildfire is debris burning. In 2004, more than one-third of all wildland
fires in the state were caused by the burning of brush, debris and other “working” fires.
Outdoor burning is regulated by the state which authorizes these activities through the
issuance of burning permits. Illegal burning and failure to follow the requirements of a
burning permit cause numerous wildfires in Wisconsin.
Other human-related causes of wildfire in Bayfield County include equipment use, power
lines, smoking, campfires, and deliberately set fires (incendiary). Lightning is the primary
natural cause of wildfire.
OCCURRENCES: Forest lands make up 83% of Bayfield Counties total land area. Almost
35% of the forest is federal forest land, part of the Chequamegon-Nicolet National Forest.
More than 20% of the forest land is county held forest. The remaining 45% of forest lands are
held by Apostle Islands National Lakeshore, local municipalities, school districts, industry
and private individuals.
The Wisconsin DNR has taken the lead on mitigation efforts related to wild fire. These
efforts include memorandum of understandings with local fire departments for immediate
response to wild fire, increased availability of wild fire suppression equipment to local fire
departments through WDNR grant programs, increased staffing and equipment availability
through both the WDNR and US Forest Service during the higher risk periods. Recent fire
statistics from Wisconsin DNR illustrate the difference these mitigation efforts have made
especially related to number of acres burned.
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The following information related to significant fires impacting Bayfield County and acres
burned was obtained from the Wisconsin DNR.
Table 28
Severe Fires
Year
1929
1929
1929
1930
1930
1920
1931
1936
1936

Acres
8,450
9,800
3,730
9,200
3,000
1,000
1,887
5,720
32,460

Location
Towns of Tripp and Washburn
Towns of Bayfield, Bayview and Bell
Towns of Bayfield and Bayview
Towns of Clover and Port Wing
Town of Washburn
Town of Barnes
Town of Delta
Towns or Iron River, Tripp and Barksdale
Towns of Highland (Douglas County) and Hughes

Source: WDNR

The information for the years 2002 and 2003 was not available. Electronic files were
beginning to be maintained at the state level and the information for those specific years was
unavailable to this plan. We will continue to research that electronic availability or an
alternative source of information. Additional efforts will be made to integrate fire statistics
for the Chequamegon-Nicolet Forest as this plan is updated.
Table 29
Wildfires
Year

# of Fires

1995
14
1996
22
1997
26
1998
47
1999
12
2000
32
2001
19
2002
Not available
2003
Not available
2004
31
2005
16
2006
43
2007
32
2008
20
2009
30
2010
23
2011
17
Source: WDNR

Acres Burned
223
32
13
69
7
58
11

22
11
15
11
25
105
12
45

Acres Burned
Per Fire
16
1.5
0.5
1.5
0.6
1.8
0.6
n/a
n/a
0.7
0.7
0.3
0.3
1.3
3.5
0.5
2.6

It is important to note the importance of prescribed burns as a wildfire mitigation activity.
Prescribed burns are regularly used to mitigate potential wildfires by burning what would
otherwise have been fuel for potential wildfires. In addition, regulations and public
knowledge about the dangers or wildfires has grown significantly since the 1920s and 1930s,
when regulations began to discuss the importance of wildfire protection and regulation.
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May 4, 1988 – DEER PRINT LAKE FIRE: The Deer Print Lake Project Fire occurred just
across the border into Douglas County. Fire Headquarters and Staging were located in the
Town of Barnes in Bayfield County. The fire began at approximately 3:30 in the afternoon,
and was contained by 6:30 p.m. A change in wind direction and an increase in humidity aided
DNR crews in containing the fire. The fire had started in several locations due to molten
plastic dropping from equipment operating in the forest.
1995 – JACKMAN LAKE FIRE: The Jackman Lake Project Fire near Iron River was started
by the heat generated by a town pick-up truck parked in the grass as a large tree was moved
from the roadway. The fire spread southeast consuming just over 200 acres of wildland. The
DNR set up Fire Headquarters and Staging at the Iron River Fire Hall. All surrounding fire
departments were mobilized as several homes were very close to the path of the fire. Had the
wind shifted even slightly, many lake homes would have been destroyed.
May 3, 1999 – SAWDUST LAKE FIRE: The Sawdust Lake Fire occurred just north of US
Hwy 2 off Forest Road 241 on federal forest lands and was started by a power line blown
down in the high winds of the day. This fire threatened the Great Lakes Transmission
Pipeline Station #6, a multi-million dollar facility, but through use of air support and
aggressive fire lines put in by bulldozers, the fire was directed away from the station and
contained within several hours. Approximately 200 acres of forest land were consumed.
3.12

Impact of Blow Down Events
The US Forest Service developed the following description of the impact on wild fire of the
1999 blow down events. It is equally as applicable to the blow down of 2005 that was
experienced throughout the Cable, Drummond, and Grand View areas.
Unusually strong winds on July 5 and 27, 1999 [and September 13, 2005] caused widespread
tree damage throughout northwest Wisconsin. Thousands of large trees were wind-thrown
within Bayfield County. On July 30, 1999, another wind event occurred which was far more
concentrated in impact. Over an area roughly 5 miles wide and 15 miles long, approximately
one third of all mature trees were uprooted, broken, or mortally damaged. In many sites, total
blow-down is contiguous for hundreds of acres. Most of these severely impacted areas are
federal properties under the fire protection jurisdiction of the Forest Service. The impacted or
blow-down area is generally confined within 92,000 acres wherein there are quite variable
levels of storm impacts. Within this general area, approximately 12,000 acres contain nearly
100% downed trees. Approximately 30,000 acres were moderately affected with less than
40% of the trees mortally damaged. The balance of blow-down area contains scattered
patches of broken and uprooted trees. Approximately 6,400 acres of private lands, also under
the fire protection responsibility of the Forest Service are within this 92,000 acre area.
Sandy rich to moist soils supporting appreciable timber volumes characterize the general
area. The vast majority of the blow-down area has not been treated by fire or timber activities
in 50 years. On the approximately 7000 acres presently being considered for salvage, over 60
million board feet are damaged. Areas not considered for salvage have similar biomasses
foreboding extreme fire potential and resistance to control.
Analysis for timber salvage is underway. After salvage operations within the areas, fire
potential will soon return to normal levels.
FIRE BEHAVIOR – The large quantity of foliage, twigs and limbs of the fallen and uprooted
trees will markedly change fire behavior as compared to pre-storm conditions. To illustrate,
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prior to the wind events the affected areas typically offered 2 to 6 tons of available fuel per
acre on a typical high fire danger, spring day. This fuel condition, under canopy, under
moderate winds, typically produced fires that spread at 3 to 10 feet per minute with flame
lengths of 1 to 3 feet. Under similar weather conditions, the severely impacted areas will, in
contrast, offer 12 to 18 tons of available fuel per acre producing fires that will spread at 7 to
20 feet per minutes with flame lengths 6 to 12 feet.
Drought, or long periods of low humidity, will further exacerbate the difference between
normal fire behavior for this area and the extreme fire potential of the blow-down area
creating conditions in which the larger fuels will actively burn. Such conditions will increase
the available fuel load to 20 to 30 tons per acre. On a typical, high fire danger day these
conditions will yield a fire spreading at 2 to 25 feet per minute, producing flame lengths of 15
to 25 feet and generating over 3000 BTUs per square foot. Fires of this intensity can quickly
develop massive convection columns, which in turn cause variable and gusty winds – further
intensifying fire activity. This situation sets up a momentum feedback dynamic, which leads
to fires of far greater intensity and speed than would otherwise be indicated by the ambient
weather. These atmospheric/fire synergies can create exceptionally dangerous environments
for firefighters.
HUMAN SAFETY and URBAN INTERFACE – As a result of the storm damage, significant
public safety concerns will arise from wild fires in the vicinity. Scattered throughout the
moderately and severely impacted areas are numerous private parcels, many with residences
or vacation homes. A preliminary analysis of these private homes that are under increased
risk of loss due to fuel accumulation on federal forest lands has been completed. The analysis
determined that, as a result of the storm damage, 309 structures are under a moderate to very
high risk of loss from wild fire originating from the Forest Service protection lands.
Additionally, approximately 180 additional structures fall into a low to moderate category of
wild fire risk. Most of the private parcels within have suffered storm damage. There is a great
deal of concern that we will experience a higher than normal fire occurrence as literally
hundreds of residents are involved in cleaning up their storm debris this spring.
In addition to the threat of private structure losses, there is great concern over the potential for
panic and public confusion in the event of a conspicuous fire. Evacuation of residents in this
vicinity will be a risky operation as many residences are remote with low standard egress.
Many structures do not have telephone service and several are located well behind locked
gates. The University of Wisconsin/Pigeon Lake campus with cabins and outdoor labs is
within the impact area and will at times house numerous students without available
transportation.
The impacted areas contain numerous camping and fishing sites considerable distances from
roads. These recreation sites are particularly popular on warm dry weekends in the spring and
early summer. Dispersed recreationists in these areas could be in extreme danger if not
appropriately briefed on how to immediately find fire-safe environments.
Firefighter safety is also of concern. The expected fire intensity in the moderately to severely
impacted areas will require extreme caution and professional preparation to insure firefighter
safety is not compromised.
ECONOMIC RISK – Under normal spring conditions for this area, the dead limbs and
branches under 3 inches in diameter will cure by mid-April. Without successful initial attack,
a fire occurring on a typical high fire day, with the severely impacted area, will grow to over
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150 acres within a few hours. A fire of this size will cause extensive and expensive mop-up
problems. Residual smoke may cause safety and/or visibility problems for nearby
communities and highways. A fire of this size, in this fuel type, will cost $100,000 to
$250,000 in suppression and mop-up expenses and may significantly affect sensitive soil and
plant resources.
Under the same scenario, but on a typical high to extreme fire danger day, an ignition will
grow to 500 acres within a few hours. Roads, backfires, and air tankers will be ineffective in
stopping the spread due to abundant spotting and high fireline intensity. The fire will continue
to grow until it burns out of the severely impacted area or weather conditions moderate.
Suppression costs would likely be in excess of $700,000 and we would expect significant
damage to a variety of sensitive natural resources. Moreover, such a fire will cause
considerable safety problems for local residents and visitors.
The Chequamegon-Nicollet National Forest conducted a comprehensive economic analysis
consistent with the National Fire Management Analysis System (NFMAS). In modeling the
effect of the blow-down, the Forest created a new fire management analysis zone and
modeled the historical weather and fires that occurred within this zone. This analysis
determined that 1.9 fires per year can be expected to occur within this blow-down area. The
model further determined that the Forest can expect an average annual fire loss of 510 acres
within the blow-down area with their current suppression resources. This loss represents a
3028% increase over the historic, or pre-blow-down, average.
This NFMAS model has two conspicuous shortcomings. First there is no allowance for
economic loss of private resources. The only loss to a burned area considered is the loss of
timber. Secondly, the NFMAS model considers only the historic fire frequency. In the case of
the blow-down areas, a prudent fire professional would expect increased fire starts, over the
historical frequency, arising from the increased use of chainsaws and debris burning from
private residences cleaning up their properties.
3.12.1

Community Wildfire Protection Plan – Barnes and Drummond
Recent wildfire events in the State of Wisconsin and across the country have heightened the
awareness of the destructive potential of wildfire. A planning project for the Towns of Barnes
and Drummond within Bayfield County was initiated after a series of investigative actions
and initiatives set forward by federal, state and local resource management agencies, county
and local government and local emergency response personnel in response to an expressed
need to reduce the risks to life, property and infrastructure from the potential effect of
wildfire. A planning team prioritized the identified at-risk areas and prioritized them
according to the amount of public lands, fire history, fuel model types and housing density. A
GIS model was developed and analyzed resulting in Barnes and Drummond receiving the
highest priorities.
A steering committee was created in May of 2005 and was the principal body directing plan
development. The committee included representatives from local jurisdictions, WDNR, US
Forest Services and Bayfield County. Representatives from the Northwest Wisconsin
Regional Planning Commission (NWRPC) facilitated committee meetings and drafted a plan
narrative. The result of these efforts is a Barnes and Drummond Community Wildfire
Protection Plan (CWPP) as defined by the federal Health Forests Restoration Act of 2003
(HFRA) and is designed to give the communities of Barnes and Drummond, local fire
departments, Bayfield County, the WDNR, and the US Forest Service the information and
tools necessary to reduce the potential risks to the community from the devastating effects of
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wildfire. Several of the mitigation actions related to wild fire are a direct result of that
planning process.
FUTURE PROBABILITY: Bayfield County will continue to experience wild fires. Based on
the history of wild fire, Bayfield County can expect one large wild fire or forest fire requiring
resources from throughout the region every five to seven years.
VULNERABILITY: MEDIUM. All of Bayfield County is at medium risk for significant
wildfire, especially wildfire. Forest fires are very possible, and indeed probable, in the higher
risk pine areas throughout our county, especially in the towns of Barnes, Delta, Drummond,
and Hughes and continuing into the Bayfield peninsula area of Barksdale, Washburn, and
Bayview.
3.13

Winter Storms
DESCRIPTION: A variety of weather phenomena and conditions can occur during winter
storms. For clarification, the following are National Weather Service approved descriptions
of winter storm elements:
Heavy snowfall – the accumulation of six or more inches of snow in a 12-hour period or eight
or more inches in a 24-hour period.
Blizzard – the occurrence of sustained wind speeds in excess of 35 miles per hour
accompanied by heavy snowfall or large amounts of blowing or drifting snow.
Ice storm – an occurrence where rain falls from warmer upper layers of the atmosphere to the
colder ground, freezing upon contact with the ground and exposed objects near the ground.
Freezing drizzle/freezing rain – the effects of drizzle or rain freezing upon impact on objects
that have a temperature of 32 degrees Fahrenheit or below.
Sleet – solid grains or pellets of ice formed by the freezing of raindrops or the refreezing of
largely melted snowflakes. This ice does not cling to surfaces.
Wind chill – an apparent temperature that describes the combined effect of wind and low air
temperatures on exposed skin.
Winter storms can vary in size and intensity to include heavy snowstorms, blizzards, freezing
rain, sleet, ice storms and blowing and drifting snow conditions. Extremely cold temperatures
accompanied by strong winds can result in wind chills that cause bodily injury such as
frostbite and death.
Much of the snowfall in Wisconsin occurs in small amounts of between one and three inches
per occurrence. Heavy snowfalls that produce at least eight to ten inches accumulation
happen on the average only five times per season. Bayfield County receives most of its snow
during early and late season storms with a seasonal average that exceeds 100 inches of
snowfall.
True blizzard events are rare. However, blizzard like conditions often exists during heavy
snowstorms when gusty winds cause the severe blowing and drifting of snow.
Both ice and sleet storms can occur at anytime throughout the winter season from October
into April. If a half-inch of rain freezes on trees and utility wires, extensive damage can
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occur, especially if accompanied by high winds that compound the effects of the added
weight of the ice.
Winter storms present a serious threat to the health and safety of affected citizens and can
result in significant damage to property. Heavy snow or accumulated ice can cause the
structural collapse of infrastructure, down power lines or isolate people from assistance and
services.
OCCURRENCES: The winter season in Bayfield County runs from November to March.
However, severe winter storms have occurred as early as October and as late as the latter half
of April.
Several heavy snowfalls were recorded in Bayfield County during the winter season of 2001.
The first heavy snow occurred November 26-28 covering much of the county with 12 – 20
inches of snow. A February 24-25 storm covered much of the county with 20 inches of snow.
A series of lake-effect snowfalls from Lake Superior left accumulations of 1 to 4 feet
throughout the area. Those accumulations attributed to flooding events throughout the county
when heavy rains fell before complete snowmelt in mid-April.
On January 4-5, 1997 a strong winter storm moved north from southern Wisconsin to
producing a variety of precipitation types. Bayfield County experienced heavy snowfalls with
33 inches recorded in Cornucopia and 30 inches near Bayfield.
On December 18-19, 1996 Bayfield County felt the effects of a lake effect snowstorm along
Lake Superior’s south shore. North winds blowing across Lake Superior resulted in over two
feet of lake effect snow across northern Bayfield County. Some of those recorded amounts
were 22 inches in Cornucopia and 14 inches near Bayfield.
That same year, on December 22-23, 1996 Bayfield County’s south shore of Lake Superior
received lake effect snowfalls of 22 inches in Cornucopia and 12 inches near Bayfield. Gusty
north winds of 20 to 30 miles per hour and temperatures from -10 to -20 degrees caused
dangerous wind chills and blowing and drifting snow.
The winter of 1996-1997 brought record snowfalls to the area. The concern for collapse of
several structures throughout the area diverted local resources to assist with clearing roofs of
large buildings that usually weather the winter season with few concerns.
October 31 – November 2, 1991, still referred to as the “Great Halloween Snowstorm”, was a
major early-season snowstorm the struck late Halloween afternoon and continued into the
early morning hours of November 2. This storm dumped over 30 inches of snow in Bayfield
County. Snowfall rates occasionally ranged from 1 to 2 inches an hour. Strong northwesterly
winds created 6 to 10 foot drifts. The storm closed schools and businesses, and shut down
transportation systems-some for several days. Although the warnings related to this storm
were issued by the National Weather Service citizens were largely not prepared due to their
unwillingness to consider a heavy snowstorm possible so early in the winter season.
In the event of severe winter weather, the National Weather Service posts winter weather
bulletins. These bulletins consist of advisories, watches and warnings that are issues
concerning expected winter weather conditions. Some are used to alert the public of
situations such as snow, winter weather, freezing rain or drizzle and blowing snow advisories.
Others are used to warn the public of more serious weather situations which could pose a
threat to life and property: winter storm watch and winter storm, heavy snow, blizzard, ice
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storm and sleet warnings. There are also bulletins that are not associated with precipitation
but are used to alert and warn life freeze, wind and wind chill advisories and wind chill
warnings. These bulletins are disseminated over a number of telecommunications channels
including the NOAA Weather Radio and the Emergency Alert System. These weather
information sources are routinely monitored by local media which rebroadcast the weather
bulletins over public and private television and radio stations.
FUTURE PROBABILITY: Using documentation from the National Weather Service together
with information available locally it is projected that Bayfield County will experience at least
one major winter storm annually.
VULNERABILITY: HIGH. All of Bayfield County is at high risk for winter storms with
major storms predicted to occur each year in the future. The South Shore area bordering Lake
Superior often receives heavier snowfall than other parts of the county due to “lake effect”
snowfall that often doubles the amount of snowfall in the northern half of the county.

4.0

Mitigation Strategies
Hazard analysis and risk assessment help communities to determine and make decisions
regarding those hazards that that present the most risk to impact their communities. This also
enables communities to determine what actions might be taken to reduce the impact of those
hazards, and what resources will be needed.
Hazard mitigation refers to any sustained action or actions taken to reduce or eliminate the
long-term risk to human life and property from hazardous conditions. This section describes
the mitigation goals and actions planned by Bayfield County and the local jurisdiction
participants for each of the hazards identified in the Risk Assessment. The intention is to
reduce or avoid long-term vulnerability to identified hazards. These mitigation strategies
were developed, reviewed, and prioritized by the LEPC. Each mitigation action was assigned
a priority rating by LEPC members, with 1 being low, 2 being medium, and 3 being high. A
total score was then determined for each action.
The hazards are presented in the order given in the Risk Assessment of this plan. This list
does not preclude other natural or man-made hazards that can occur in the County.
Costs and effort included with the actions contained in this plan are general estimates based
on information available at the time of plan development. In addition, the LEPC weighed
estimated costs versus projected benefits when prioritizing the action items. These estimates
should be considered useful for preliminary planning purposes and may change with action
implementation.
This plan update includes the mitigation strategies that were in the previous edition of the
plan. Strategies that have been completed are identified by using italicized text.
Several new mitigation strategies deserve discussion. Throughout LEPC discussions, it was
identified that, of all the hazards, public information is key. That being said, several projects
were identified to further the County’s mitigation efforts. Implementation of these projects
will hinge significantly on available funding. Many of the action items that only require staff
time will be taken up at the committee level in the next year or two. Other prioritized action
items will be to address vulnerable populations, including elderly and visiting populations
who are unfamiliar with the unique weather patterns of the area, and to address large
vulnerable populations, such as campgrounds and county fairgrounds for emergency shelters.
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First, the Town of Bell is spear-heading a coordination effort with several other townships in
the area to look at potentially purchasing a road compactor. Several roads that have been
reconstructed in recent years have been compacted prior to paving. Compaction has caused
them to hold-up to heavy rain events and avoid washouts much better than similar roads that
were not compacted.
The Town of Bell encompasses several miles of Lake Superior shoreline. The Siskiwit River
flows into the Siskiwit Bay and the Cornucopia-Bell Marina in Lake Superior. When the area
receives heavy rain events, runoff will collect at the mouth of the river and make the harbor
impassible due to large silt deposits. For this reason, the Town would like to see silt
catchments installed in the Siskiwit River to avoid the problems rain events cause in the
harbor. The Town of Bell has had to dredge the harbor and mouth of the river twice in the last
two years, and seven times in the last ten years. These can run from $126,000 to $178,000,
while routine dredging, which should occur every 3-5 years, is approximately $30,000 to
$50,000. A dredging done with a hydraulic dredge could be a potential 20-year solution, but
would cost an estimated $400,000.
Several roads throughout Bayfield County were closed this June due to floods. State Highway
13 in the Town of Bell floods very easily. Some local residents joke that this will flood “from
a heavy dew.” The Towns of Bell and Clover (Highway 2) would like to complete culvert
assessments to identify where improvements can be made such to mitigate the road closures.
Several communities, as well as Bayfield County, are interested in exploring storm shelters in
local parks and the Bayfield County Fairgrounds. For most of the communities looking to do
this, consideration is being given to incorporating safe-room features into restrooms or other
facilities to make them multi-purpose.
Several other new mitigation strategies that Bayfield County is considering are:
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First Call Notification System
High wave warning notification system additions to other beaches.
Back-up generation for highway/courthouse. Connect annex generator to courthouse
phone system.
Improved secondary notification system for Firefighters and EMS.
Purchase of a sand-bagging machine.
Back-up paging and dispatch system.
Mobile Command Unit access (via shared or regional agreement).
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Bayfield County Pre-Disaster Mitigation Plan
Mitigation Actions – Table 4.1 01-2013
GOAL

MITIGATION ACTION

PRIORITY

ESTIMATED
COST

MANAGEMENT
AGENCY

TIME
TABLE

HIGH

Within budget

Emergency
Management

Ongoing

HIGH

Within budget

Emergency
Management

Annual

HIGH

Within budget

Emergency
Management

Annual

HIGH

Within budget

Emergency
Management
Sheriff’s Department

POTENTIAL FUNDING
SOURCES

COMMENTS

ALL HAZARDS - Risk Rating: HIGH
1. TIMELY AND
ACCURATE
WARNING/
NOTIFICATION OF
PUBLIC

A. Promote use of NOAA
weather radios by all citizens.
B. Training for county
departments in use of NOAA
radios
C. Mailing to municipal officials
encouraging adoption of NOAA
radio as warning mechanism
D. Training for county
dispatchers in notification of NWS

E. Explore warning capabilities of
Red Cliff public access television

F. Explore warning capabilities of
City of Washburn public access
radio and television
G. Ensure local cable television
providers capability for warning
override
H. Explore unique warning
challenges within the casino.
I. Siren evaluation for City of
Washburn
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Annual Budgets

Annual Budgets

Annual Budgets/FEMA
Ongoing
Annual Budgets

Unknown

Red Cliff Tribal Admin
Bayfield Co
Emergency
Management

MEDIUM

Unknown

City of Washburn
Admin
Bayfield Co
Emergency
Management

2014,
Annual

HIGH

Unknown

Emergency
Management

2014,
Annual

LOW

Within budget

MEDIUM

Annual Budgets/FEMA

Annual

Annual Budgets
In conjunction with severe
weather public information
campaign and planning.
Annual Budgets

Red Cliff Public Safety
Committee

Ongoing

HIGH

Unknown –
depends on
location.

K. Identify other warning sources
– Daily Press Alerts, weather
channel alerts, etc.
Identify other warning sources.

LOW

Staff Time for
identification.

L. Research and purchase
telephone emergency notification
system

MEDIUM

M. Develop contact lists with
other non-profits to utilize their
resources for information
dissemination.

MEDIUM

Contacts have been made
with no resolution.
Unknown what is required.

Annual Budgets
No siren is warranted at
this time.

COMPLETED

J. Develop storm shelters.

In conjunction with severe
weather public information
campaign
In conjunction with severe
weather public information
campaign
In conjunction with severe
weather week and tornado
drill
In conjunction with severe
weather public information
campaign and planning.
This may require an
override capability.

LEPC, Campgrounds,
local jurisdictions

2014-15

LEPC

Ongoing

$5-10,000

Emergency
Management, local
partners

2013-14

Staff Time

LEPC, Non-profits

2014

Capital Improvement
Planning, Annual
Budgets, FEMA
Staff Time

Capital Improvement
Planning, Annual
Budgets, co-op
agreements
Staff Time, Annual
Budgets

Multiple uses countywide
Schools, community
shelters, etc.
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2. PUBLIC
EDUCATION

A. Develop capability to use
county website related to types of
hazards, including prevention and
preparedness actions. To include
active links to NWS and other
warning and information sources.
B. Develop display boards

3. POLICY
DEVELOPMENT

C. Participate in community
meetings to present prevention
and preparedness information
D. Develop preparedness
programs for Red Cliff and City of
Washburn public access radio
and television
E. Increase fire department
participation in fire prevention and
safety public education
F. Increase ambulance personnel
accessibility to public education
resources and increase
prevention public education
efforts
G. Develop a brochure
describing local hazards and
personal/family prevention and
preparedness activities
H. Develop handout to include
with tax statements related to
personal/family preparedness
I. PIPELINE MAPPING –
EMERGENCY RESPONDERS
MAP BOOKLET
A. Research the state public
works mutual aid plan for
applicability.
B. Develop and update a
template that contains procedures
for requesting mutual aid.
C. Work with local jurisdictions to
develop a template for emergency
operations plans.
E. Encourage emergency service
agencies (fire, police, ambulance) to
develop emergency contacts for
and/or communications capability
with local road crews to assure
emergency response capabilities
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Annual Budgets
$500

Emergency
Management

Ongoing

HIGH

$1,000

Emergency
Management

2013-14

HIGH

$1,500

Emergency
Management

Ongoing

MEDIUM

Within budget

Emergency
Management

Ongoing

HIGH

$1,000

Fire Association

Ongoing

HIGH

Software purchase may be
required
Provide additional
redundancy to county
website.

Annual Budgets
Annual Budgets, Staff
Time

LCD projector required.

Annual Budgets

Annual Budgets

Annual Budgets
HIGH

$1,000

EMS Council

Work in conjunction with
current Injury Prevention
efforts in DHFS and RTAC

Ongoing

Annual Budgets
MEDIUM

$1,200

LEPC

Ongoing

$1,000

LEPC

2014

Make application through
HMEP program for
possible grant funds

Annual Budgets
LOW

COMPLETED

Continue to update.
Staff Time

LOW

Time

Emergency
Management

2013-14

HIGH

Time

LEPC

2014,
Ongoing

HIGH

Time

Local Jurisdictions,
Emergency
Management

Ongoing

Staff Time

Staff Time

Annual Budgets

HIGH

Fire Association
EMS Council
Sheriff/Police Chiefs

Ongoing

BAMUN installed in public
safety radios; newsletter
outreach to elected officials
related to BAMUN TOWN
and BAMUN Countywide;
ongoing outreach needed.
2011 – radio frequencies
installed.
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4. EMERGENCY
OPERATIONS
CENTER
IMPROVEMENTS

A. Develop mobile dispatch console
to manage communications
for/during major events.

HIGH

$20,000

B. Establish telephone and CAD
capability

HIGH

$2,500

C. Purchase/ four big screen TVs
and establish TV access

HIGH

$4,000

D. Assure radio transmit and
receive capability

HIGH

Time

E. Totally diversify 911 Network.

HIGH

Unknown

*A. Develop Emergency Action
Plan (EAP) for the Middle Eau
Claire Lake Dam

MEDIUM

$6,000 $12,000

*B. Assure development of EAP for
Drummond/Rust Flowage Dam

MEDIUM

Unknown

*C. Review and exercise EAP for
Murray Dam

MEDIUM

Within
budgets

*D. Review and exercise EAP for
Drummond Lake Dam

MEDIUM

Within
budgets

*E. Review and exercise EAP for
Namakagon Dam

MEDIUM

Within
budgets

MEDIUM

Unknown

*A. Work with DNR to assure
accurate dam inventory

HIGH

Within
budget

*B. Include dam location
descriptions in inventory

HIGH

Within
budget

Emergency
Management,
Sheriff’s Dept, EMS
Emergency
Management,
Sheriff’s Dept, EMS
Emergency
Management,
Sheriff’s Dept, EMS
Emergency
Management,
Sheriff’s Dept, EMS
Emergency
Management,
CenturyLink

2014

Capital Improvement
Plan, Annual Budgets

2014

Capital Improvement
Plan, Annual Budgets

2014

Capital Improvement
Plan, Annual Budgets

PIO function during major
events – to monitor outside
information/media, provide
briefings and status updates

Staff Time
2014

2013

Capital Improvement
Plan, Annual Budgets

DAM FAILURE
Risk Rating: LOW
1. ASSURE
WARNING AND
RESPONSE
COORDINATION

*F. Develop EAP for Iron River Dam
*G. Develop consistent signage
related to symptoms of dam failure
and point of contact; post at dams.
2. ASSESS SMALL
DAM RISKS
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Bayfield County
Administration and
2014
Emergency
Management
Emergency
Management contact
2014
WDOT
Bayfield County Clerk
Emergency
Annually
Management
Town of Delta
Bayfield County Clerk
Emergency
Annually
Management
Town of Drummond
Town of Namakagon
Emergency
Annually
Management
COMPLETED
Emergency
Management
Emergency
Management
Emergency
Management
All jurisdictions

Capital Improvement
Plan, Annual Budgets

Dam Failure Analysis
completed in 2011.

Annual Budgets

Annual Budgets

Annual Budgets

Review annually to ensure
points of contact are
updated.

Annual Budgets

Annual Budgets, FEMA
2015

Ongoing
Ongoing

Contingent on funding.
Annual Budgets, Staff
Time
Annual Budgets, Staff
Time
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EROSION: COASTAL
Risk Rating: LOW
1. PROMOTE
NATURAL
VEGETATION TO
CONTROL
EROSION

2. PROTECT
COASTAL
RESOURCES

Gully erosion
Slumping

A. Identify partners and develop
education materials for public.

$2,500

B. Review and continue to update
ordinance language for erosion
control and site planning for all
development

MEDIUM

Within
budgets

C. Consider contracting for a
regional building inspector and/or
engineer to ensure all development
is sustainable.

LOW

$100,000

A. Discourage land uses that
negatively impacts the quality and
quantity of coastal waters and/or
wetlands

B. Restrict or limit development in
areas with sensitive coastal
wetlands

C. Continue to protect the Lake
Superior shoreline within Red Cliff
Tribal boundaries with “protected”
status.
D. Evaluate the need for the use of
engineering practices and land
management tools.
*E. City of Washburn – Evaluate
effectiveness of rock walls in
prevention of erosion
*F. Evaluate developing a buy-out
program for structures in or around
floodplains, and other deteriorating
structures.
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MEDIUM

HIGH

HIGH

LOW

LOW

Within
budgets

Within
budgets

Bayfield County and
all jurisdictions
bordering Lake
Superior
Zoning – Bayfield
County, City of
Bayfield, City of
Washburn, and Red
Cliff
Bayfield County, City
of Bayfield, City of
Washburn
Bayfield County
Zoning
City of Bayfield Zoning
City of Washburn
Zoning
Red Cliff Zoning
Bayfield County
Zoning
City of Bayfield Zoning
City of Washburn
Zoning
Red Cliff Zoning

Unknown

Red Cliff Tribal Zoning
/ Administration

Unknown

Bayfield County
Zoning
All jurisdictions
bordering Lake
Superior

Currently being completed.

LOW

Time

Bayfield County, local
jurisdictions, LEPC

Ongoing

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time, Coastal
Management Grant

Research Coastal
Management Grant
availability

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time
Ongoing

2015

Capital Improvement
Plan, Annual Budgets

Annual funding required;
implementation dependent
upon funding availability

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time
Ongoing

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time
Ongoing

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time
Ongoing

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time
Ongoing

Ongoing
2014 –
Ongoing if
developed.

In the 1990’s, if
undeveloped along
coastline, areas became
“protected” and
development is not allowed.
Research Coastal
Management Grant and
other grant resources for
possible funding

Currently being
completed.
Annual Budgets, Staff
Time
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EROSION: INLAND
Risk Rating: MEDIUM
1. PROTECT
RESOURCES

Land Slumping

A. Old US 2 near Fish Creek –
prevention of slumping banks.

HIGH

Unknown

Town of Pilsen

B. Field erosion – Education for
area farmers related to field
planting design to decrease erosion

MEDIUM

Unknown

Extension, Land
Conservation, etc

2015

C. Ondossagon Rd – prevention of
slumping of banks

HIGH

Unknown

Town of Barksdale

2014

D. Siskiwit River – sediment
control.

HIGH

Unknown

Town of Bell

2013-14

*E. Culvert Assessments to
determine blocked and/or damaged
culverts

HIGH

Unknown

BAHWY
BA Land Conservation

2013-14

F. Red Cliff – Blueberry Rd
slumping of banks

HIGH

Unknown

Red Cliff Band of Lake
Superior Chippewa

2013-14

G. Red Cliff – Rowley Rd where it
crosses the Raspberry River
slumping/erosion of banks around
existing culverts.

HIGH

Unknown

Red Cliff Band of Lake
Superior Chippewa

2013-14

MEDIUM

Within
budget

LOW

Within
budget

MEDIUM

Within
budget

MEDIUM

Time for
Identification

2015

Annual Budgets,
Capital Improvement
Plan, Grant Funding
Annual Budgets, Grant
Funding

As funding available.

Annual Budgets,
Capital Improvement
Plan, Grant Funding
Annual Budgets,
Capital Improvement
Plan, Grant Funding
Annual Budgets,
Capital Improvement
Plan, Grant Funding
Annual Budgets,
Capital Improvement
Plan, Grant Funding
Annual Budgets,
Capital Improvement
Plan, Grant Funding

EXTREME TEMPERATURES
Risk Rating: MEDIUM
1. INCREASE
PUBLIC
AWARENESS

A. Coordinate efforts with hospital
and public health related to media
information on heat waves

B. Participate in Heat Awareness
Day campaign
C. Coordinate efforts with hospital,
public health and others related to
media information on hazards
associated with extreme cold
D. Identify and/or develop cooling
locations the public may access
during times of extreme
heat/humidity
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Emergency
Management, ADRC
and/or Aging Unit
Emergency
Management
Emergency
Management, ADRC
and/or Aging Unit

Public Health

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

2013,
Ongoing

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time
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FLOODING
Risk Rating: HIGH
1. DECREASE
IMPACT OF
FLOODING

2. EVALUATE
LAND USE
ACTIVITIES
IN JOINT
PLANNING
EFFORTS

*A. Incorporate floodplain
management into comprehensive
planning.
*B. Evaluate current floodplain
zoning ordinances and revise as
necessary
A. Schedule periodic
town/city/regional “planning
summit” to identify, discuss and
resolve infrastructure issues that
impact Lake Superior
B. Identify impact of land use
activities on neighboring
municipalities
C. Work cooperatively with
jurisdictions adjacent to Lake
Superior to control and reduce
stormwater runoff
D. Review county permitting
process to include impacts of
building and clear-cutting on
adjoining communities that border
Lake Superior
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MEDIUM

Within
budgets

All jurisdictions

Ongoing

MEDIUM

Within
budgets

Bayfield County
Zoning

Ongoing

MEDIUM

Within
budgets

MEDIUM

Within
budgets

MEDIUM

Within
budgets

MEDIUM

Within
budgets

Emergency
Management
City of Bayfield,
Towns of Bayfield and
Russell, Red Cliff
Tribal
City of Bayfield,
Towns of Bayfield and
Russell, Red Cliff
Tribe, Zoning
City of Bayfield, City
of Washburn, Towns
of Bayfield, Bayview
and Russell, Red Cliff
Tribe, Zoning
Bayfield County
Zoning Committee
with input from area
communities

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time
Annual Budgets, Staff
Time

Ongoing

Ongoing

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time
Ongoing

Potential projects identified
may require engineering
and additional funding

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time
Ongoing
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3. FUTURE
INFRASTRUCTURE/
EQUIPMENT
NEEDS

A. Identify locations and study
condition of existing water and
sewer systems

B. Analyze impact of projected
development on existing water and
sewer systems

C. Examine existing sewer
systems in City of Bayfield and
City of Washburn for breaches
*D. Develop a stormwater
management plan for the City of
Bayfield
*E. Evaluate and revise
stormwater management plan for
the City of Washburn
F. Develop a hydrology/soil study
for the areas adjacent to Lake
Superior to determine areas of
concern
G. Purchase a compactor to be
shared among communities in
order to compact the surface of
existing roadways.
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HIGH

Within
budgets

MEDIUM

Unknown

MEDIUM

Unknown

All jurisdictions
bordering Lake
Superior, WDNR,
regional planning
agency
All jurisdictions
bordering Lake
Superior, WDNR,
regional planning
agency
City of Bayfield
City of Washburn,
WDNR

Annual Budgets for
Utilities
Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Developer Impact and
Permit Fees, Annual
Budgets for Utilities

Engineering may be
required

Capital Improvement
Planning, Annual
Budgets

Engineering may be
required

COMPLETED

COMPLETED

COMPLETED

HIGH

Unknown

Town of Bell, Bayfield
County Highway
Departments

2014

Co-op of communities,
Capital Improvement
Planning
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4. REDUCE POINT
SOURCE
POLLUTION

A. Develop a work group to identify
regional threats to Lake Superior
water quality

B. Maintain a mercury reduction
program
C. Develop alternatives and
provide public education related to
practices that negatively impact
water quality

HIGH

Unknown

Bayfield County and
all jurisdictions

Ongoing

D. Encourage review of work
practices at marinas to assure no
public health hazards.

MEDIUM

Unknown

Bayfield County
Public Health, WDNR,
and all jurisdictions

Ongoing

MEDIUM

Unknown

Private and public
marina
owners/operators,
WDNR

2014-15

MEDIUM

Within
budgets

WDNR

Ongoing

H. Continue participation in the
Northwest Household Cleansweep
Program
A. Work with FEMA to upgrade
Flood Insurance Rate Maps
(FIRM).
B. Assess problems in designated
floodplains to determine what
steps can be taken to minimize
current and future problems.

WDNR regulates private
marina.

2014

Unknown

F. Review marinas’ environmental
policy agreements and assure
compliance
G. Evaluate need for policy to
prevent discharge of household
hazardous chemicals into
waterways
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Within
budgets

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time

MEDIUM

E. Consider need for on-land
containment system for cleaning of
boats at local marinas

5. ENHANCE
HYDROLOGY DATA

MEDIUM

Bayfield County,
WDNR, jurisdictions
bordering Lake
Superior, NPS,
USCG, and private
marina operators
Bayfield County
Public Health, Red
Cliff Public Health,
WDNR

Ongoing

Annual Budgets – new
budget item

Grant Funding – USDA,
Rural Development,
WDNR, Coastal Grants,
EPA, FEMA?
Grant Funding – USDA,
Rural Development,
WDNR, Coastal Grants,
EPA, FEMA?
Grant Funding – USDA,
Rural Development,
WDNR, Coastal Grants,
EPA, FEMA?
Annual Budgets, Staff
Time

Mercury reduction
program established
since last plan.
Joint effort with public
education related to use of
natural vegetation and
erosion control

WDNR regulates private
marinas.
WDNR regulates private
marinas.

COMPLETED

HIGH

Currently
budgeted

Bayfield County
Administration,
Emergency
Management,
Extension

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time
Ongoing

Partnership with other
counties to provide safe
disposal of household
chemicals

COMPLETED
Public Education
Grants?
MEDIUM

Unknown

All jurisdictions

Ongoing

Need for residents to
understand how water
moves
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6. SPECIFIC
PROJECTS

A. Rowley Rd / Red Cliff – Bridge
construction on Rowley Rd and
Raspberry River; clear ditches and
install riprap.

MEDIUM

$200,000

B. Emil Rd / Red Cliff – no
solution identified.

LOW

Undetermined

*C. NFIP Participation
consideration

LOW

Unknown

*D. City of Bayfield – Replace
stormwater collection
system/culvert that passes under
State Highway 13.
*E. Village of Mason – Evaluate
impact of erosion on the White
River through the Village.
*F. Village of Mason – Improve
erosion of the White River
*G. Dredging of Cornucopia harbor
H. LiDAR (Light Detention and
ranging) maps for entire county.
*I. Evaluate developing a buy-out
program for structures in or around
floodplains, and other deteriorating
structures.
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Red Cliff Band of
Lake Superior
Chippewa
Red Cliff Band of
Lake Superior
Chippewa
Red Cliff Band of
Lake Superior
Chippewa

Ongoing

2015

Annual Budgets,
Capital Improvement
Plan, Grant Funding

Annual Budgets,
Capital Improvement
Plan, Grant Funding
FEMA, Budgets

Ditch lines erode and wash
to creek; effects fish
population of Raspberry
River.
Tribe will apply for federal
highway funds.
Repeated flooding.
Engineering will be
required.

Ongoing
Stormwater infrastructure
and collection system is
very old and in need of
upgrade to prevent future
failure.

COMPLETED

COMPLETED
HIGH

Unknown

Village of Mason

HIGH

$400,000

Town of Bell

MEDIUM

Undetermined

LOW

Time

County – Land
Records
Bayfield County, local
jurisdictions, LEPC

2015
Ongoing
2015+
2014 –
Ongoing if
developed.

Capital Improvement
Plan, Budget, FEMA?
Annual Budgets,
Capital Improvement
Plan
Capital Improvement
Plan
Annual Budgets, Staff
Time

Project completion on hold
due to funding.
Hydraulic dredge – 20-year
solution.
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SEVERE THUNDERSTORMS / DAMAGING WINDS / HAIL / LIGHTNING / TORNADOES
Risk Rating: HIGH
1. REDUCE
DAMAGE, LOSS OF
LIFE, AND
DESTRUCTION OF
PROPERTY

A. Provide information to the
public emphasizing personal
responsibility for planning for self
and family
B. Encourage identification of
shelter areas in public buildings

C. Participate in Tornado
Awareness Week

D. Provide annual access to
SKYWARN weather spotter
training
E. Evaluate need for shelter plans
in public facilities

F. Post consistent materials at
campgrounds that identify local
radio stations/access to weather
information and general safety
reminders
G. Encourage access to back-up
power for access to emergency
vehicles in case of power outages
H. Work toward generator backup power at all county radio towers
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HIGH

$1,000

MEDIUM

Within
budgets

HIGH

Within budget

HIGH

Within budget

MEDIUM

HIGH

HIGH

Within budget

Bayfield County
Emergency
Management, LEPC,
media, Extension and
Public Health
Bayfield County
Emergency
Management,
Schools
Bayfield County
Emergency
Management,
Dispatch
Bayfield County
Emergency
Management, NWS
Bayfield County
Emergency
Management,
facilities

$1,000

Bayfield County
Emergency
Management and
Tourism

Variable

Bayfield County
Emergency
Management, all
jurisdictions

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Annually

Ongoing

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time, Public
Education Grants?

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time

Annual Budgets,
FEMA?
Annual Budgets, Staff
Time

FEMA?
Ongoing

Ongoing

Develop pamphlets,
presentations and news
release

Schools, libraries, local
government buildings

Work with campground
hosts to assure accurate
information provided.
Prioritize county/city
campgrounds

Annual Budgets,
Capital Improvement
Plan, Grant Funding

COMPLETED
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A. Identify emergency fuel sources
2. REDUCE IMPACT
OF LONG-TERM
POWER OUTAGES

3. PROVIDE
SHELTER

B. Encourage each jurisdiction
provide generator back-up to at
least one building
C. Identify fresh water sources to
be used by the public during power
outages
D. Maintain viable communications
links between emergency services
and utilities in order to accurately
assess a situation, provide
accurate public information, and
coordinate response.
E. County Courthouse Generator
to provide continuity of
government services.
F. Generator back-up for Iron
River Community Center
G. Identify potential charging areas
with generator back-up for
electronic devices.
A. Explore requirements for Great
Lakes Visitors Center to
incorporate HVAC into generator
back-up in order to provide a
reception center during power
outages
B. Encourage American Red
Cross update of shelter facilities
throughout the county.
C. Construct saferoom at the
Bayfield County Fairgrounds
D. Construct saferoom at local
campgrounds

Staff Time
HIGH

TIME

HIGH

VARIABLE

HIGH

TIME

LEPC
Emergency
Management, Local
Jurisdictions
Emergency
Management, Local
Jurisdictions
PD/Sheriff’s Dept.,
EMS, Emergency
Management

2013

Ongoing
2013,
Ongoing

HIGH

UNKNOWN

Ongoing

HIGH

$100,000

Emergency
Management, County
Board

2014

HIGH

$80,000

Town of Iron River

2014

HIGH

TIME

LEPC

2014

Annual Budgets,
Capital Improvement
Plan, Grant Funding
Staff Time

Annual Budgets,
Capital Improvement
Plan, Grant Funding

County shops? Washburn
IGA? CenexAshland/Sanborn?
Shelter?
Access to emergency/town
vehicles?

Continued and constant
improvements.

Annual Budgets,
Capital Improvement
Plan, Grant Funding
Annual Budgets,
Capital Improvement
Plan, Grant Funding
Staff Time

Grant Funding
BAEM
USFS

2013

TIME

BAEM / LEPC

2014

HIGH

UNKNOWN

County Board

2014

HIGH

UNKNOWN

Local Jurisdictions,
Campground Owners

Ongoing

HIGH

UNKNOWN

HIGH

Staff Time

Grant Funding,
Capital Improvement
Plan
Grant Funding,
Annual Budgets,
Local Campgrounds

WILD FIRE
Risk Rating: MEDIUM
1. REDUCE
HAZARDOUS
FUELS

Mitigation Plan
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A. Work with power companies to
improve powerline right-of-way
maintenance to include right-ofway
B. Work with Town of Barnes to
mitigate large fuel loading in the
Town.

MEDIUM

Unknown

WDNR, USFS,
Bayfield County
Forestry

Ongoing

MEDIUM

Unknown

WDNR, USFS, Town
of Barnes, County
Forestry

Ongoing

Power companies,
staff time, annual
budgets.
Staff Time
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2. IDENTIFY FIRE
PRONE PROPERTY

3. IMPROVE
DRIVEWAY
ACCESS

A. Assure defensible space
assessment for privately owned
parcels
B. Form a defensible space
working group among towns,
WDNR and USFS
C. Develop an education plan for
homeowners

5. EDUCATION
PROGRAMS FOR
ADULTS

6. STATE FOREST
FIRE LAWS
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Unknown

WDNR, USFS

Ongoing

MEDIUM

Within
budgets

WDNR, USFS

Ongoing

MEDIUM

Unknown

WDNR, USFS

Ongoing

D. Complete structure point
mapping for entire county
A. Consider marking accessible
driveways for easy identification
during wild fire events
B. Encourage countywide and/or
town specific driveway ordinance

4. EDUCATION
PROGRAMS FOR
CHILDREN

Annual Budgets
LOW

Encourage towns to develop
driveway ordinances that allow for
access of emergency vehicles
A. Work with Drummond School
District Administration to develop
activity oriented curriculum for
annual fire education program.
B. Integrate wildfire prevention
education into “Fire Prevention
Week” outreach efforts
A. Identify existing or develop
adult education initiatives
B. Provide educational materials
with the WDNR hazard
assessment packets.
C. Continue to seek opportunities
for presentations at adult group
meetings.
A. Continue aggressive
enforcement of state forest fire
laws.
B. Explore further restrictions on
burning permits.
C. Continue aggressive origin and
cause determination
D. Provide origin and cause
determination training to local fire
departments

Additional personnel may
be required

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time
Annual Budgets, Staff
Time, Public
Education Grants?

COMPLETED
NOT UNDER CURRENT CONSIDERATION

Bayfield County
Zoning, Fire
Departments, Towns
Bayfield County
Zoning, Fire
Departments, Towns

Ongoing

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time

Ongoing

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time

HIGH

Within
budgets

HIGH

Within
budgets

HIGH

Unknown

Fire Departments,
WDNR, USFS

Ongoing

HIGH

Within
budgets

Fire Departments

Ongoing

MEDIUM

Within
budgets

WDNR

Ongoing

MEDIUM

Within
budgets

WDNR

Ongoing

MEDIUM

Within
budgets

WDNR

Ongoing

HIGH

Within
budgets

WDNR

Ongoing

WDNR

Ongoing

WDNR

Ongoing

WDNR, local fire
departments

Ongoing

MEDIUM
HIGH
MEDIUM

Within
budgets
Within
budgets
Within
budgets

Marking of driveways may
assist homeowners in
value of an ordinance

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time, Public
Education Grants?
Annual Budgets, Staff
Time, Public
Education Grants?
Annual Budgets, Staff
Time, Public
Education Grants?
Annual Budgets, Staff
Time , Public
Education Grants?
Annual Budgets, Staff
Time, Public
Education Grants?

Research low cost and
free-of-charge educational
materials.

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time
Annual Budgets, Staff
Time
Annual Budgets, Staff
Time
Annual Budgets, Staff
Time
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7. PROVIDE
EFFECTIVE AND
SAFE
SUPPRESSION

A. Identify local fire department
equipment and training needs.

B. Develop plans for presuppression strategies
C. Improve communications
infrastructure by installing paging
and radio repeater on the existing
Drummond Xcel tower
D. Increase availability of water
sources by improving existing
water points and/or installing dry
hydrants
E. Review structural protection
zone mapping and revise
emergency responder map book
as necessary.
F. Establish fire breaks for
developing housing

G. Continue to establish forest
roads in Barnes for fire fighting.

AFG Grants, Training
Budgets

HIGH

Variable

All jurisdictions

Ongoing

MEDIUM

Within
budgets

Fire departments,
WDNR, USFS

Ongoing

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time

Ongoing

Capital Improvement
Planning, Annual
Budgets, Grant
Funding – WDNR?

Volunteer Fire Assistance
Grants
Forest Fire Assistance
Grants

COMPLETED

HIGH

$20,000

Fire Departments,
WDNR, USFS

Explore grant possibilities
for partial funding through
Fire Association and
WDNR

COMPLETED

HIGH

Unknown

Red Cliff Band of
Lake Superior
Chippewa

2014,
Ongoing

HIGH

Unknown

WDNR, Bayfield
County Forestry

2013

Capital Improvement
Planning, Annual
Budgets, Grant
Funding
Capital Improvement
Planning, Annual
Budgets, Grant
Funding

WINTER STORMS
Risk Rating: HIGH
1. REDUCE DEATH
AND PROPERTY
DAMAGE

A. Increase public awareness of
winter storm hazards and available
warning systems.
B. Recommend that individuals
and families prepare emergency
supplies for both homes and
automobiles
C. Encourage citizens not to travel
in winter storm conditions LAW

D. Continue to clear roadways as
quickly as possible for emergency
response purposes
E. Participate in annual winter
awareness campaign

HIGH

Within
budgets

HIGH

Within
budgets

MEDIUM

Within
budgets

HIGH

Variable

MEDIUM

Within budget

Emergency
Management and all
jurisdictions
Bayfield County
Emergency
Management and all
jurisdictions
Local media, Bayfield
County Highway,
Emergency
Management and
Sheriffs Departments
Bayfield County
Highway and
jurisdictional road
crews
Bayfield County
Emergency
Management

Ongoing

Ongoing

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time
Annual Budgets, Staff
Time

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time
Ongoing
Annual Budgets
Ongoing

Ongoing

Annual Budgets, Staff
Time

*Action items with an asterisk are related to NFIP
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5.0

Plan Maintenance and Approval Process

5.1

Plan Adoption
The Bayfield County All-Hazard Mitigation Plan will be considered to be in effect upon its
approval and adoption by the Bayfield County Board of Supervisors, and its approval by
Wisconsin Emergency Management (WEM) and FEMA. The plan will also be reviewed and
adopted by the Cities of Bayfield and Washburn, the Village of Mason, and the Red Cliff
Band of Lake Superior Chippewa. The record of these adoptions and copies of each
resolution will be added to this plan as Annex B.
Following adoption by the County Board, the plan will be distributed to each town with a
resolution they may use to adopt the plan as well. A list of jurisdictions, as well as the date of
adoption will be included in the annex as well.

5.2

Plan Implementation
Bayfield County’s Emergency Management Director will work with municipalities and
implementation partners to develop detailed implementation strategies, identify required and
available resources, assign specific staff roles and responsibilities, and initiate work on each
mitigation strategy. Work on the individual strategies will proceed according to their plan
priority ranking, available funding, and more detailed cost-benefit analyses. Adopting
jurisdictions will be responsible for implementing specific plan elements, as indicated in the
plan, and determined through future coordination discussions. As appropriate, adopting
jurisdictions will update other existing related plans to reflect elements and strategies of this
plan. The plan will be addressed annually by the LEPC, and updates will be provided via the
Bayfield County newsletter.
All jurisdictions will utilize local tools and resources to carry out the intent of this plan.
Through local ordinances, participating jurisdictions have established policies and programs
to prevent development of property that is either located in risky places, or would have
negative impacts on the surrounding environment. Significant restrictions include building
along shorelines, within wetlands, and near floodplains, as well as on steep slopes. In
addition, there are local zoning regulations in place to ensure neighboring land uses are
compatible with each other, and work to minimize potential impacts. The local jurisdictions
have personnel in multiple departments; each specialized in carrying out responsibilities.
When appropriate, these departments will be called upon to carry-out tasks related to hazard
mitigation.
In particular, the Cities of Bayfield and Washburn, and the Village of Mason will utilize
zoning codes, their stormwater utilities, water and sewer systems, local taxing authority, and
applying for grants from FEMA, the WDNR, WEDC, USDA-Rural Development, and other
funding agencies to implement the actions presented. They will also utilize planning for
scheduling and budgeting for large capital improvements. Capital Improvement Plans (CIPs)
may be employed to make budgeting easier. Collaborative purchases and efforts may also be
explored as effective yet cost-saving strategies. User fees on water, sewer, and storm sewer
systems are also collected and revenues may be utilized to fund improvements to these
systems to avoid disasters. Red Cliff will utilize their land use regulations, grants, user fee
systems for utilities to implement the action items of this plan.
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Tribal Capabilities
Several specific projects have been identified with Red Cliff in the new Mitigation Strategies
table. Two road improvements were selected due to the frequency of road washouts, and
housing fire breaks will aid in protecting the people and property that have located at these
sites. Other strategies identified within Section 4 of the plan update are priorities a bit lower.
Bayfield County’s Emergency Management Director will work with Red Cliff personnel to
develop detailed implementation strategies, identify required and available resources, assign
specific staff roles and responsibilities, and initiate work on each mitigation strategy. Work
on the individual strategies will proceed according to their plan priority ranking, available
funding, and more detailed cost-benefit analyses.
The Red Cliff tribal government will comply with all applicable Federal statutes and
regulations in effect with respect to the periods for which it receives grant funding. This plan
will be amended by the Red Cliff tribal government necessary to reflect changes in tribal or
Federal laws and statutes as required.

Capability
The Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa has multiple divisions that are responsible
for carrying out specific functions. These individuals assisted in supplying information
necessary to complete the drafting of this planning document. The following Red Cliff
divisions are responsible for the following actions:






Treaty and Natural Resources Division, Tribal Preservation Officer – preservation,
protection, enhancement, and sustainable management of natural resources.
Health Services (Jacob Maas) – promote the health and wellness of the community.
Human Services – provide assistance and guidance to resources available, including
FEMA.
Public Works (Ed Sindelar) – infrastructure maintenance and upkeep.
Planning (Jeff Benton) – orderly development and management of lands, resources and
people.

The following diagram, as offered by Red Cliff, illustrates the chain of command and order of
operation within the tribal government.
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Chairperson
Vice
Chairperson
Executive
Council
Secretary
Treasurer
Tribal Council At-Large
Tribal Administration
Divisional Leadership Succession
IT/MIS

Education

Family
Services

Health
Services

Human
Services

Treaty and Natural
Resources
Environmental Wardens

Public Works
Water

Highway

Protective Services
Police

Fire

EMS

Divisional Leadership Succession Continued
Red Cliff Housing Authority
Legendary Waters Resort and Casino
The identified divisions and agencies are responsible for both ensuring that disasters do not
impact local residents, and responding when they do. The fire and ambulance services are
shown in maps in Section 3 of the plan. Red Cliff does regulate land use, and has adopted
floodplain development regulations that significantly restrict the development that can occur
in flood hazard areas. In addition, those areas that are identified as flood hazard areas are
zoned as “Preservation”, further limiting any development that could otherwise have occurred
on these properties. Funding for implementing mitigation strategies will likely come from
local sources, the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) and FEMA.
Additional tools that the Red Cliff tribal government has at their disposal to help integrate
and implement the intent of this plan are local ordinances. Red Cliff has in place a flood
damage reduction ordinance. Red Cliff also has a setback ordinance that requires
development to be placed at least 150 feet from lakeshores and at least 150 feet from
floodplains. In 2011, the Lake Superior flood stage was determined to be 605 feet. Red Cliff
tribal government added five feet to this when determining setbacks to provide added safetymeasures.
Throughout the planning process, several references were made during various discussions
about the informal networks that existing among individuals, families and communities.
When disaster strikes, jurisdictional boundaries begin to fade, and people pull together to
respond with resilience. While the tribe does not have all the tools necessary for any job, they
rely on and coordinate extensively with Bayfield County. The Red Cliff Band does not have
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emergency management staff per se, however they are in regular and direct contact with
Bayfield County’s personnel.
5.3

Plan Evaluation and Updating
The Bayfield County All-Hazard Mitigation Plan will have a complete review at least every
five (5) years to identify and include significant changes that would affect the mitigation
strategies identified in the plan. The plan will be evaluated to ensure that increased
development, increased exposure to particular hazards and the development of new
mitigation capabilities or techniques, as well as changes to federal and/or state legislation are
incorporated into the implementation of, and revisions to, the plan.
Although the entire plan will be reviewed every five years, Bayfield County will strive to
review individual pieces of the All-Hazard Mitigation Plan more frequently to ensure that the
plan reflects existing conditions.









The Planning Process will be scheduled for review annually by the LEPC to document
changes to the planning process.
The Planning Area information will be updated when new data becomes available, or
with updates to area Comprehensive Plans. This will be scheduled for review at least
every five years.
The Risk Assessment section will be reviewed by Bayfield County Emergency
Management and the LEPC annually. Revisions will be forwarded to Wisconsin
Emergency Management.
Mitigation Strategies will be reviewed, updated and re-approved annually by the LEPC.
If strategies are updated, Wisconsin Emergency Management will be notified and
updated.
The Plan Maintenance section will be reviewed every five years in conjunction with plan
revisions.

The plan will also be reviewed by the LEPC following any major public sector damage
sustained due to natural disaster or a disaster declaration to revise the plan to identify and
document the storm events, as well as to reflect additional mitigation strategies or revisions to
priorities identified in the plan.
Throughout the ongoing plan maintenance, the public will have the opportunity to provide
input and feedback on the plan. Copies of the plan will be made available to the public
electronically. A minimum of one public hearing will be held during each five-year
evaluation and update. These hearings will provide the public with a forum for which they
may express concerns, opinions or ideas about natural hazard planning and identified
mitigation strategies.
Bayfield County Emergency Management will review the plan every five years and will
monitor progress of all mitigation projects and will update those strategies in plan updates.
Newly identified mitigation needs will be addressed through the development of additional
goals, objectives, or strategies, as applicable. If changes in implementation priority are
deemed necessary, the rationale will be documented.
All jurisdictions within Bayfield County are included in the Bayfield County All-Hazard
Mitigation Plan. Many of these communities have developed comprehensive plans. This plan
provides goals and actions closely related to the goals, objectives and strategies of
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jurisdiction comprehensive plans. Bayfield County will work with local communities to
incorporate recommended mitigation actions through existing programs. Jurisdictions are
responsible for implementing their own mitigation actions; however Bayfield County will
provide support and assistance for doing so to the extent they are able.
Revisions and updates will be distributed for review and approval to the Bayfield County
Emergency Management Department, municipalities, and implementation partners. Plan
revisions will be made available to the general public for review and comment during the
plan updating process. Public comment on revisions and updates also will be solicited
through public outreach efforts that may include open houses, public meetings, press releases,
websites or displays at community events.
The Bayfield County Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC) will have oversight of
the Bayfield County All-Hazard Mitigation Plan. As described previously, the LEPC is
comprised of representatives from government agencies, including the County, the Cities of
Bayfield and Washburn, the Village of Mason, and Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior
Chippewa, and various towns located throughout the County. Other LEPC representatives
include emergency responders, media representatives, utility representatives, and concerned
citizens. LEPC meetings are always posted as announcements at the courthouse and are open,
with public attendance and input invited. Committee members may monitor the status of
mitigation projects by evaluating implementation actions and processes, identifying those that
have worked well, difficulties encountered, and making suggestions for revisions to the
mitigation strategies as necessary. This process will require significant coordination with
LEPC and other jurisdictions and agencies identified in the mitigation strategies.
The reviewed and updated plan will be submitted to the Bayfield County Board of
Supervisors, WEM and FEMA for approval every five years.
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Annex A
Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Components

Planning Process
From the onset of the Bayfield County All-Hazard Mitigation Plan update, extra efforts have
been made to incorporate information pertaining to the Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior
Chippewa (Red Cliff) into the plan. Representatives have been invited and asked to
participate in all of the LEPC meetings. When a representative was unable to attend the
LEPC meetings, often times one-on-one meetings would be set up and held between the
Bayfield County Emergency Management Coordinator (Jan Victorson) and a Red Cliff
representative, often times Jacob Maas.
The first county planning committee meeting took place on January 4, 2012 with a defined
goal of updating Bayfield County’s All Hazard Mitigation Plan. The Local Emergency
Planning Committee or LEPC served as the oversight committee for the development of the
Bayfield County Hazard Mitigation Plan. The LEPC is a committee appointed by the County
Board that includes representation from jurisdictions within the county, including response
agencies, elected officials, and community groups. The listing of the membership of the
LEPC follows:
Verne Gillis, Chair, Town of Kelly
Robert P. Miller, Vice-Chair, Bayfield County Fire Association & Mason Fire Dept.
Jan Victorson, Information Coordinator, Bayfield County Emergency Management
Paul Susienka, Bayfield County Sheriff
Mike BeBeau, Xcel Energy
Terri Kramolis, Bayfield County Public Health
Carrie Linder, Human Services/Aging and Disability Resource Center
Jacob Maas, Red Cliff Tribal Environmental Health
Gary Victorson, Bayfield County EMS Council, Iron River Ambulance, Bayfield County
Coroner
Jim Whyte, Memorial Medical Center
Mark Scribner, CenturyLink
Mark Abeles-Allison, Bayfield County Administrator, Mitigation Planning Committee
Scott Galetka – Land Records Administrator, Mitigation Planning Committee
Scott Kluver, City of Washburn
Tom Kovachevich, City of Bayfield
John Nedden-Durst – North Country Independent Living
Dennis Pocernich – County Board
Alan Ralph – The Bottom Line
Scot Eisenhauer – Iron River Police Department
Bill Sloan – Town of Bell, Mitigation Planning Committee
The LEPC reviewed portions of the plan, assisted in development of the risk assessment
matrix and finalized the rating of those identified risks. Throughout the course of the past
year, the LEPC has met several times, typically at least once per month, to discuss updates to
the plan, including demographics, event occurrences, vulnerability and risk assessment
modifications, and updating the mitigation strategies.

The All Hazard Mitigation Plan Update was presented about and discussed at several
meetings of the Bayfield County Unit of the Wisconsin Towns Association. Several
participating towns had recently completed Comprehensive Plans, and information from these
was taken into consideration where appropriate in this plan update. The Towns Association
was used to provide ongoing information and updates to elected officials throughout the
development of the All Hazards Mitigation Plan and planning process.
As the planning process continued to evolve, individual communities and representatives
were sought after for participation and information on matters that directly impacted them.
LEPC meeting invitations were widely distributed, and as always, these meetings are open to
the public, with input from the public welcome. When these meetings were not convenient
for those parties whose information was vital to the plan update, individual meetings or
discussions were held to gather this information.
The Bayfield County Fire Association met almost monthly throughout the planning process
and provided input related to risk analysis and mitigation strategies. Key representatives also
served on the Bayfield County LEPC and provided valuable input to the plan update,
particularly as it related to vulnerabilities and mitigation strategies.
Other groups or committees that have offered input throughout the planning process
including filling out and/or discussing the risk assessment matrix are EMS service providers,
the Sheriff’s Department, Emergency Management and Child Support Committee to the
Bayfield County Board of Supervisors, Bayfield County Highway Committee, and individual
fire and ambulance departments.
Members of the Red Cliff Band of Lake have been consulted throughout the update of this
plan. Public tribal members include the entire Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa
members. LEPC meetings were posted and open to the public for comment. In addition,
comments and information passed through tribal elders is incorporated into the plan,
particularly with regard to sacred places, and potential projects.
Integration
Existing plans were reviewed and incorporated into the All-Hazard Mitigation Plan as
appropriate. Part II – Defining the Planning Area – draws on information developed for
Comprehensive Plan adopted by the Bayfield County Board of Supervisors in 2012, with
additions as necessary. Twenty-eight of the twenty-nine jurisdictions within the county have
adopted Land Use Plans. Information from those plans also was integrated into the Mitigation
Plan as appropriate. The All-Hazard Mitigation Plan will augment the current County, Town,
City and Tribal Land Use Plans already in place. We also look for portions of the Mitigation
Plan to be incorporated into other plans as the applicability is identified.
A listing of Red Cliff plans and documents that provided information for the Bayfield County
All Hazard Mitigation Plan follows:






Emergency Operations Plan
Integrated Resource Management Plan 2006-2016
Red Cliff Early Childhood Center – Full- Community Assessment, 2011-2012
Land Use Plan
Long-Range Transportation Plan

Red Cliff has been completing their Emergency Operations Plan concurrently to the
completion of the Bayfield County All-Hazard Mitigation Plan update. This has assisted the
integration of these two planning documents.
Additional tools that the Red Cliff tribal government has at their disposal to help integrate
and implement the intent of this plan are local ordinances. Red Cliff has in place a flood
damage reduction ordinance. Red Cliff also has a setback ordinance that requires
development to be placed at least 150 feet from lakeshores and at least 150 feet from
floodplains. In 2011, the Lake Superior flood stage was determined to be 605 feet. Red Cliff
tribal government added five feet to this when determining setbacks to provide added safetymeasures.
During the planning process, Red Cliff and Bayfield County had a meeting with FEMA
representative Joan Tweedale, Hazard Mitigation Grants and Planning Group Supervisor, to
discuss specific steps to ensure the plan update would meet tribal requirements. In addition,
two Red Cliff representatives, as well as Bayfield County Emergency Management attended
the Tribal Hazard Mitigation Workshop, hosted jointly by FEMA, Wisconsin Emergency
Management (WEM) and Minnesota Homeland Security and Emergency Management
(HSEM), which discussed specific elements of tribal mitigation plans. This planning process
has been coordinated using FEMA’s hazard mitigation guidance, with projects and strategies
identified that would be compatible with FEMA’s Hazard Mitigation Grant Program.
Throughout the planning process, discussions revolved around utilizing FEMA programs for
carrying out potential projects. FEMA programs that were considered include the National
Flood Insurance Program, which the Red Cliff Band participates in, FEMA Hazard
Mitigation Assistance Grants (HMGP, PDM and FMA), floodplain mapping, and FEMA’s
Response and Recovery programs. Depending on the projects being considered, the
appropriate programs will be reviewed and considered.

Risk Assessment
Red Cliff has many of the same risks as the rest of Bayfield County. Red Cliff representatives
were present during the discussions of the natural hazard events that have the potential for
impacting the reservation. Recent hazard events that have impacted the reservation have been
heavy rain events in May and June of 2012 that closed multiple roads.
Much of the Red Cliff reservation lies along the southern coast of Lake Superior, making it
vulnerable to coastal erosion, which has presented itself as a problem throughout the coastline
of Bayfield County. In addition, these areas are also within flood hazard zones, along with
areas following Raspberry and Sucker Creeks, and Sand River. These areas are all designated
as Preserved areas in the Red Cliff Reservation Zoning District Map.
Other hazards, such as those related to temperatures, tornadoes, and precipitation events, have
an equal chance of impacting any area within the reservation area.
Members and elders of the Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa have several unique
cultural beliefs. Members do not like to discuss prior disasters or historical events. Therefore,
data at the County-level is available, however, personal experiences that can account for
additional hazard events is not available.
The Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior have several cultural and sacred sites scattered
throughout their reservations. These are historically important, and to some members of the

tribe, considered critical facilities. These sites are not identified within this plan, nor are they
routinely identified to non-tribal persons, however information pertaining to their location
and significance is maintained through the Tribal Council. There are also trained tribal
observers that ensure these sites are protected and mitigated.
One protected and special area is Frog Bay Tribal National Park. This is the first Tribal
National Park in the US. Frog Bay consists of approximately 88 acres and is located just to
the northeast of Frog Bay Road. The Bayfield Regional Conservancy holds a conservation
easement on the entire property that preserves its forest, beach and ravines by restricting
subdivisions, logging and other development.

Vulnerability
Red Cliff is vulnerable to many hazards. However, for the most part, Red Cliff is largely
undeveloped amid the areas marked as flood hazard zones. Otherwise, the Tribe is susceptible
and vulnerable to the same hazards as Bayfield County.

Mitigation Strategies
Red Cliff representatives were included in the discussions of the hazard mitigation strategies
for the plan update. The hazard mitigation strategies have been updated in Section 4 of this
plan. In addition, Red Cliff has identified several that are both included in the table in Section
4, but merit further mention here as well.








Rowley Road – this road has been subject to slumping/in-land erosion due to heavy rain
events. As assessment of this facility and the associated stormwater conveyance system
should be completed to determine appropriate improvements to eliminate continued
slumping.
Blueberry Road – this road has been subject to slumping/in-land erosion due to heavy
rain events. As assessment of this facility and the associated stormwater conveyance
system should be completed to determine appropriate improvements to eliminate
continued slumping.
The Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa has seen an influx of new housing
recently. Reservation lands are heavily wooded, thus having an abundant fuel source for
wildfires. To protect the new housing, the tribe would like to work with residents to
install fire breaks to protect the investments that are being made.
One of the ongoing goals that has been, and continues to be implemented, is the
protection of land along the Lake Superior coastline. In the 1990’s, areas that had not
been developed along Lake Superior became “protected” areas and became subjected to
strict setbacks. Development is not allowed within these protected areas along the Lake
Superior shoreline.

Implementation
The above-referenced specific projects have been ranked as the top priority projects for Red
Cliff. The two road improvements were selected due to the frequency of road washouts, and
the housing fire breaks will aid in protecting the people and property that have located at
these sites. Other strategies identified within Section 4 of the plan update are priorities a bit
lower.
Bayfield County’s Emergency Management Director will work with Red Cliff personnel to
develop detailed implementation strategies, identify required and available resources, assign
specific staff roles and responsibilities, and initiate work on each mitigation strategy. Work
on the individual strategies will proceed according to their plan priority ranking, available
funding, and more detailed cost-benefit analyses.

The Red Cliff tribal government will comply with all applicable Federal statutes and
regulations in effect with respect to the periods for which it receives grant funding. This plan
will be amended by the Red Cliff tribal government necessary to reflect changes in tribal or
Federal laws and statutes as required.

Capability
The Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa has multiple divisions that are responsible
for carrying out specific functions. These individuals assisted in supplying information
necessary to complete the drafting of this planning document. The following Red Cliff
divisions are responsible for the following actions:







Treaty and Natural Resources Division, Tribal Preservation Officer – preservation,
protection, enhancement, and sustainable management of natural resources.
Health Services (Jacob Maas) – promote the health and wellness of the community.
Human Services – provide assistance and guidance to resources available, including
FEMA.
Public Works (Ed Sindelar) – infrastructure maintenance and upkeep.
Planning (Jeff Benton) – orderly development and management of lands, resources and
people.

The following diagram, as offered by Red Cliff, illustrates the chain of command and order of
operation within the tribal government.

Chairperson
Vice
Chairperson
Executive
Council
Secretary
Treasurer
Tribal Council At-Large
Tribal Administration
Divisional Leadership Succession
IT/MIS

Education

Family
Services

Health
Services

Human
Services

Treaty and Natural
Resources
Environmental Wardens

Public Works
Water

Highway

Protective Services
Police

Fire

EMS

Divisional Leadership Succession Continued
Red Cliff Housing Authority
Legendary Waters Resort and Casino
The identified divisions and agencies are responsible for both ensuring that disasters do not
impact local residents, and responding when they do. The fire and ambulance services are
shown in maps in Section 3 of the plan. Red Cliff does regulate land use, and has adopted
floodplain development regulations that significantly restrict the development that can occur
in flood hazard areas. In addition, those areas that are identified as flood hazard areas are
zoned as “Preservation”, further limiting any development that could otherwise have occurred
on these properties. Funding for implementing mitigation strategies will likely come from
local sources. The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), U.S. Department of Transportation
(DOT)/Federal Highway Administration, and Emergency Relief for Federally Owned Roads
(ERFO) may be available for mitigation projects related to the Red Cliff road infrastructure.
The Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa contingency funds may be contributed as
matching funds to potential grants for identified projects based on Tribal Council approval.

Additional tools that the Red Cliff tribal government has at their disposal to help integrate
and implement the intent of this plan are local ordinances. Red Cliff has in place a flood
damage reduction ordinance. Red Cliff also has a setback ordinance that requires
development to be placed at least 150 feet from lakeshores and at least 150 feet from
floodplains. In 2011, the Lake Superior flood stage was determined to be 605 feet. Red Cliff
tribal government added five feet to this when determining setbacks to provide added safetymeasures.
Throughout the planning process, several references were made during various discussions
about the informal networks that existing among individuals, families and communities.
When disaster strikes, jurisdictional boundaries begin to fade, and people pull together to
respond with resilience. While the tribe does not have all the tools necessary for any job, they
rely on and coordinate extensively with Bayfield County. The Red Cliff Band does not have
emergency management staff per se, however they are in regular and direct contact with
Bayfield County’s personnel.
Should the Red Cliff Band become a recipient of grant funding, the Tribal Council would
consider the acceptance of the funding proposed. If funds are to be accepted, the Tribal
Council would accept grant funding through adoption of a resolution. Grant administration
duties would then be assigned to the appropriate department, based upon where the funds
were coming from, and what projects were being funded. As seen in the above Order of
Operation Diagram, grant administration duties for potential hazard mitigation grants would
likely be assigned to the Health Department, Natural Resources Department, Public Works
Department or Protective Services Department.

Maintenance and Monitoring
At some point in the near future, Red Cliff may wish to develop their own All-Hazard
Mitigation Plan. In fact, there has been some interest expressed in doing so already. Until that
point, they will continue to be a participant in Bayfield County’s plan updates. As such,
Bayfield County will work with tribal representatives to maintain and update their
information when it is warranted. Red Cliff has, and will continue to have an open seat on
Bayfield County’s LEPC, where their information and input is always welcome and will be
considered and incorporated into future plan updates. Bayfield County will continue to
maintain their plan as described in Section 5.0.
The Bayfield County All-Hazard Mitigation Plan will have a complete review at least every
five (5) years to identify and include significant changes that would affect the mitigation
strategies identified in the plan. The plan will be evaluated to ensure that increased
development, increased exposure to particular hazards and the development of new
mitigation capabilities or techniques, as well as changes to federal and/or state legislation are
incorporated into the implementation of, and revisions to, the plan.
Although the entire plan will be reviewed every five years, Bayfield County will strive to
review individual pieces of the All-Hazard Mitigation Plan more frequently to ensure that the
plan reflects existing conditions.



The Planning Process will be scheduled for review annually by the LEPC to document
changes to the planning process.
The Planning Area information will be updated when new data becomes available, or
with updates to area Comprehensive Plans. This will be scheduled for review at least
every five years.







The Risk Assessment section will be reviewed by Bayfield County Emergency
Management and the LEPC annually. Revisions will be forwarded to Wisconsin
Emergency Management.
Mitigation Strategies will be reviewed annually by the LEPC, Bayfield County Board of
Supervisors, and the Bayfield County Unit of the Towns Association to update strategies
and priorities.
The Plan Maintenance section will be reviewed every five years in conjunction with plan
revisions.

The plan will also be reviewed by the LEPC following any major public sector damage
sustained due to natural disaster or a disaster declaration to revise the plan to identify and
document the storm events, as well as to reflect additional mitigation strategies or revisions to
priorities identified in the plan.
Throughout the ongoing plan maintenance, the public will have the opportunity to provide
input and feedback on the plan. Copies of the plan will be made available to the public
through local libraries and county offices. The plan may also be obtained electronically. A
minimum of one public hearing will be held during each five-year evaluation and update.
These hearings will provide the public with a forum for which they may express concerns,
opinions or ideas about natural hazard planning and identified mitigation strategies.
Bayfield County Emergency Management will review the plan every five years and will
monitor progress of all mitigation projects and will update those strategies in plan updates.
Newly identified mitigation needs will be addressed through the development of additional
goals, objectives, or strategies, as applicable. If changes in implementation priority are
deemed necessary, the rationale will be documented.
Revisions and updates will be distributed for review and approval to the Bayfield County
Emergency Management Department, municipalities, and implementation partners. Plan
revisions will be made available to the general public for review and comment during the
plan updating process. Public comment on revisions and updates also will be solicited
through public outreach efforts that may include open houses, public meetings, press releases,
websites or displays at community events. During this process, Bayfield County will work to
ensure that Red Cliff representatives are both involved with the update, as well as ensuring
that the representatives are communicating with and gathering input from the public living on
the reservation, as well as the Tribal Council. This will likely be done through Tribal Council
meetings, as well as community-wide events.
The Bayfield County Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC) will have oversight of
the Bayfield County All-Hazard Mitigation Plan. As described previously, the LEPC is
comprised of representatives from government agencies, including the Red Cliff Band of
Lake Superior Chippewa. LEPC meetings are always posted and are open, with public
attendance and input invited. Committee members may monitor the status of mitigation
projects by evaluating implementation actions and processes, identifying those that have
worked well, difficulties encountered, and making suggestions for revisions to the mitigation
strategies as necessary. This process will require significant coordination with LEPC and
other jurisdictions and agencies identified in the mitigation strategies.
The previous method used for tracking and implementing mitigation strategies seemed to be
effective. However, limited funds contributed to only implementing a portion of the projects
identified. The implemented projects are identified in Section 4.

Incorporation
The Bayfield County All-Hazard Mitigation Plan was developed while the Red Cliff
Emergency Operations Plan was being created. Information from these two separate
processes were used to incorporate the plans into each other. In addition, tribal regulations
were reviewed during the creation of this plan to ensure that the mitigation plan could be
incorporated and adhered to. As other tribal plans are created or updated, appropriate
information contained in the Bayfield County All-Hazard Mitigation Plan will be
incorporated into the planning procedures of these documents.
Many committees have some personnel overlap within the Red Cliff organization. It will be
helpful to have cross-committee representation to discuss and incorporate elements of
planning documents into one another.
Committee meetings and Tribal Council members are open to the public. In addition, LEPC
meetings where the Bayfield County All-Hazard Mitigation Plan is discussed and developed
are all open to the public. Public input at these meetings is appreciated.

Annex B
Meeting Documents

Bayfield County
LEPC - Local Emergency Planning Committee
Meeting Minutes – January 4, 2012
The meeting was called to order by Verne Gilles, chair of the committee.
Members in attendance:
Verne Gilles, Town of Kelly;
Terri Kramolis, Public Health;
Carrie Linder, Human Services;
Bob Miller, Mason Fire;
John Nedden-Durst, North Country Independent Living;
Dick Reese, Citizen;
Patti Rantala, County Board;
Mark Scribner, CenturyLINK;
Paul Susienka, Sheriff;
Jan Victorson, Emergency Management.
Guests in attendance:
Nancy Brown, Emergency Management;
Mark Abeles-Allison, County Administrator;
Todd Ochsner, SEH Inc.
Mike BeBeau, Scot Eisenhauer, Gary Victorson and Jim Whyte had conflicts that prevented their
attendance.
ELECTION OF OFFICERS:
CHAIR – Verne Gilles asked Jan Victorson to chair the meeting for the election of Chair. Verne Gilles
was nominated. Nominations were requested three times.
Motion made by Bob Miller, seconded by Terri Kramolis, to cast a unanimous ballot for Verne Gilles
as Chair. Motion carried. Verne took over the duties of Chair.
VICE-CHAIR – Bob Miller was nominated. Nominations were requested three times.
Motion made by Paul Susienka, seconded by Terri Kramolis, to case a unanimous ballot for Bob Miller
as Vice-Chair. Motion carried.
BYLAWS – The proposed bylaws were reviewed. Discussion related to LEPC purpose – Article II,
Section 2 – to include specific wording about oversight of the countywide pre-disaster mitigation plan
and process. Consensus to develop appropriate wording, send out to committee members, and take
action at an upcoming meeting.
MINUTES – A motion was made by Paul Susienka, seconded by Carrie Linder, to approve the
minutes of the November 1, 2011 meeting as presented. Motion carried.
RESPONDER TRAINING – Mark Scribner and Bob Miller will continue to work on training for fire
departments related to telephone facilities housing batteries with sulfuric acid. Jan is gathering
information related to fire department inspectors.
PUBLIC EDUCATION – Carrie Linder reported that she hoped to have winter awareness information
to the newspaper by the end of the week. The focus will continue to be education and preparedness
toward independence.
RISK and VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT – Jan made contact with the Rural Domestic
Preparedness Consortium that offers training throughout the country for delivery of a course entitled
“Risk and Vulnerability Assessment for Rural Communities”. It seemed appropriate due to discussions
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at the last LEPC meeting as well as updating the countywide hazard mitigation plan. The course is
scheduled for March 2nd in the EOC. Registration materials will be forthcoming. This appears to be a
great educational opportunity that we could share throughout the region. Discussion related to
potential outreach especially to our private sector partners.
HMEP GRANT – Jan informed the committee that the 2012 edition of the emergency responders map
book that includes pipeline routes through the county was funded by the HMEP (Hazardous Materials
Emergency Preparedness) grant. Full reimbursement was received.
MITIGATION PLAN – Todd Ochsner of SEH, Inc. introduced himself and his role as consultant to the
LEPC in the mitigation plan revision process. He outlined the steps toward revision of the plan:
• Review the required revisions from the approved plan
• Follow the plan maintenance sections of the approved plan
• Evaluate, review, analyze and update each section of the plan (state/federal guidance)
• Address any data deficiencies identified in the approved plan
• Formally adopt by participating jurisdictions
• State/federal adoption process
Questions we will need to answer:
o Are the goals and objectives still current?
o Is the risk assessment still current?
o Data on disasters that have occurred since the approved plan
o Are there any new hazards?
o Are there any data deficiencies?
o Are there revisions to mitigation actions/strategies? Implementation problems?
The timeline for the project is completion by December 2012. Todd suggested a meeting schedule of
at least one meeting a month, a minimum of eight meetings, with the kick-off/orientation meeting as
the next meeting.
Discussion about additional partners to bring to the meeting including zoning, highway, land records,
village, tribe and cities as well as state and federal agencies who understand local hazards.
NEXT MEETINGS – The next meetings were scheduled as follows:
Wednesday, January 25th – 1:00 PM in the EOC
Wednesday, March 7th – 1:00 PM in the EOC
A light lunch at 12:30 will precede each meeting.
The membership was encouraged to register for and attend the “Risk and Vulnerability Assessment
for Rural Communities” to be held at the EOC on March 2nd. Registration is limited.
ADJOURNMENT – Motion made by Paul Susienka, seconded by John Nedden-Durst, to adjourn the
meeting. Meeting adjourned.
Action items

Assigned

Review existing mitigation plan
Identify additional partners for the mitigation planning process; invite to meetings
Develop public information materials related to winter
Develop education program related to presence of sulfuric acid at telephone
facilities
Compile list of fire inspectors throughout the county
Contact possible media representative for membership
Make revision and forward bylaws to membership

All
Todd, Jan
Carrie and Jan
Bob and Mark
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Bayfield County
LEPC - Local Emergency Planning Committee
Meeting Minutes – January 25, 2012
The meeting was called to order by Verne Gilles, chair of the committee. An attendance sheet was
circulated for all to sign. All were asked to introduce themselves to the group.
Members in attendance:
Michael BeBeau, Xcel Energy;
Verne Gilles, Town of Kelly Chair;
Scott Kluver, City of Washburn Administrator;
Tom Kovachevich, City of Bayfield Public Works;
Terri Kramolis, Bayfield County Public Health;
Carrie Linder, Bayfield County Human Services;
Jacob Maas, Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa;
Bob Miller, Mason Fire;
Mark Scribner, CenturyLINK;
Paul Susienka, Sheriff;
Jan Victorson, Emergency Management.
Guests in attendance:
Mark Abeles-Allison, County Administrator;
Nancy Brown, Emergency Management;
Holly Hemingway, Land Records;
Todd Ochsner, SEH Inc.
Scott Galetka, Karl Kastrosky, John Nedden-Durst, Patti Rantala, Dick Reese, Gary Victorson and Jim
Whyte notified Jan of conflicts that prevented their attendance.
MINUTES – A motion was made by Paul Susienka, seconded by Terri Kramolis, to approve the
minutes as distributed. Motion carried.
MITIGATION PLAN – Todd Ochsner of SEH, Inc. reviewed his role as consultant to the LEPC in the
mitigation plan revision process. The plan is currently focused on natural hazards. The goal of the
plan is to reduce future losses. Public input will be requested throughout the plan development.
Discussion related to hazards identified by the group including winter storms, ice safety, dams, and
forest fires.
Part 1 of the plan was reviewed. This portion of the plan outlines how public input was requested and
obtained. Page 1-8 has a list of plans. Other plans that may be included include the Public Health
Plan. Portion of that plan discuss mitigation and preparedness efforts more specific to public health
issues.
Todd will update the demographics information included in Part 2 of the plan and review with the
group. The membership identified critical facilities that may not be included in the current plan
including The Lakes Clinic and the new assisted living facility in Iron River; The Oaks assisted living
facility in Washburn; Fogarty Clinic in Cable; Richard Gurnoe Building/Red Cliff. Carrie Linder
volunteered to research licensed day care facilities throughout the county.
Other resources that were identified included completion of revised flood mapping by FEMA,
evacuation shelter sites, and community access TV stations in the City of Washburn and Red Cliff.
NOAA weather radio is the only source of public warning currently in place.
Other issues to be explored included notification of campgrounds, mass power outage, access to
back-up power, current reliance on devices that require electricity to be operational, 9-1-1 system
failure, vulnerability of communications infrastructure, schools, nursing homes, etc.
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Todd requested that the membership review Part 3 – Risk Assessment before the next meeting.
BYLAWS – A motion was made by Carrie Linder, seconded by Terri Kramolis, to approve the LEPC
Bylaws as presented with the additional change related to the county website being a posting source
for information.
TRAINING – The Risk and Vulnerability Assessments for Rural Communities course being sponsored
by the LEPC and presented through the Rural Domestic Preparedness Consortium is scheduled for
Friday, March 2nd in Washburn. Jan encouraged all to register.
RESPONDER TRAINING – Mark Scribner and Bob Miller will continue to work on training for fire
departments related to telephone facilities housing batteries with sulfuric acid. They have been in
contact with Norvado related to participating in the training and conducting tours of their buildings.
They also recognize that response decisions could damage expensive equipment unnecessarily.
NEXT MEETING – The next meeting of the LEPC was scheduled for 1:00 PM, Wednesday, March 7th.
[Note: Due to a scheduling conflict the meeting date was changed to Monday, March 12th.]
A light lunch at 12:30 will precede the meeting.
ADJOURNMENT – Motion made by Paul Susienka, seconded by Bob Miller, to adjourn the meeting.
Meeting adjourned.
Action items

Assigned

Review Part 3 of existing mitigation plan
Identify additional partners for the mitigation planning process; invite to meetings

All
Todd, Jan

Develop education program related to presence of sulfuric acid at telephone
facilities
Compile list of fire inspectors throughout the county
Contact possible media representative for membership
Make revision and forward bylaws to membership

Bob and Mark
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Bayfield County
LEPC - Local Emergency Planning Committee
Meeting Minutes – March 12, 2012
The meeting was called to order by Verne Gilles, chair of the committee. An attendance sheet was
circulated for all to sign. All were asked to introduce themselves to the group.
Members in attendance:
Verne Gilles, Town of Kelly Chair;
Scott Kluver, City of Washburn Administrator;
Tom Kovachevich, City of Bayfield Public Works;
Terri Kramolis, Bayfield County Public Health;
Jacob Maas, Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa;
John Nedden-Durst, North Country Independent Living;
Patti Rantala, County Board;
Mark Scribner, CenturyLink;
Paul Susienka, Sheriff;
Jan Victorson, Emergency Management.
Guests in attendance:
Nancy Brown, Emergency Management;
Kristi Jensch, City of Washburn;
Todd Ochsner, SEH Inc.
MINUTES – A motion was made by Scott Kluver, seconded by Mark Scribner, to approve the minutes.
Motion carried.
TRAINING – The committee reviewed the “Risk and Vulnerability Assessment in Rural Communities”
training that was held on March 2nd. Forty people were in attendance with a good cross-section of
officials from local, county and tribal jurisdictions as well as public and private utilities were present.
The course provided a good background to conducting a risk assessment of hazards facing Bayfield
County and a good catalyst for future planning. It might have been helpful to have more specific
examples, more time to actually conduct a risk assessment on examples to add to the experience.
RISK ASSESSMENT – Discussion of potential risks/hazards that make Bayfield County vulnerable
included: protection of Lake Superior, school shootings, car bomb, intentional or unintentional fire;
panic/public reaction, large events.
Each participant was asked to review Table 3.1 from the current plan and rank each column as low,
medium or high. Each participant was also asked to identify other hazards. These will be discussed at
the next meeting.
LUNCH – There was consensus to no longer provide lunch for attendees. Snacks would be
welcomed.
NEXT MEETING – The next meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, April 18th – 1:00 PM in the EOC.
ADJOURNMENT – A motion was made by Paul Susienka, seconded by Terri Kramolis, to adjourn the
meeting.
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Bayfield County
LEPC - Local Emergency Planning Committee
Meeting Minutes – April 18, 2012
The meeting was called to order by Verne Gilles, chair of the committee. An attendance sheet was
circulated for all to sign. All were asked to introduce themselves to the group.
Members in attendance:
Verne Gilles, Town of Kelly Chair;
Scott Kluver, City of Washburn Administrator;
Tom Kovachevich, City of Bayfield Public Works;
Terri Kramolis, Bayfield County Public Health;
Carrie Linder, Bayfield County Human Services;
Jacob Maas, Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa;
John Nedden-Durst, North Country Independent Living;
Paul Susienka, Sheriff;
Gary Victorson, EMS and Coroner;
Jan Victorson, Emergency Management.
Guests in attendance:
Mark Abeles-Allison, County Administrator;
Nancy Brown, Emergency Management;
Scott Galetka, Land Records;
Karl Kastrosky, Planning and Zoning;
Todd Ochsner, SEH Inc.
Scot Eisenhauer, Bob Miller, Patti Rantala, and Mark Scribner, notified Jan of conflicts that prevented
their attendance.
The agenda for the meeting identified the risk assessment table as the focus of the meeting.
Table 3.1 of the current Mitigation Plan was reviewed hazard by hazard with discussion related to
each.
NEXT MEETING – The next meeting was scheduled for Thursday, May 10th – 1:00 PM.
The meeting was adjourned.
Note: The following ideas are some of the possible mitigation projects mentioned:
• Ordinance and/or set-back regulations (coastal erosion)
• LIDAR flight of entire county (to assess impact on properties from dam failure)
• Cooling/warming centers during times of extreme temperature
• Shelter designation for housing, for storm protection
• Education/outreach to home delivered meals, managed care, senior centers, etc.
• Fog – rumble strips, centerline reflectors
• Education as to changing weather patterns – both personal preparedness and planning efforts
• Fire breaks – housing in Red Cliff
• Planning for large events
Other risks identified:
• Pipeline spill
• Epidemic
• Water supply contamination
• Large events
• MCI (Multiple-casualty Incident) – could result from several natural hazards
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Bayfield County
LEPC - Local Emergency Planning Committee
Meeting Minutes – May 10, 2012
The meeting was called to order by Verne Gilles, chair of the committee. An attendance sheet was
circulated for all to sign. All were asked to introduce themselves to the group.
Members in attendance:
Scot Eisenhauer, Iron River Police Department;
Verne Gilles, Town of Kelly Chair;
Scott Kluver, City of Washburn Administrator;
Carrie Linder, Bayfield County Human Services;
Jacob Maas, Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa;
John Nedden-Durst, North Country Independent Living;
Dennis Pocernich, County Board and Town of Barksdale;
Mark Scribner, CenturyLink;
Paul Susienka, Sheriff;
Gary Victorson, Iron River EMS and Coroner;
Jan Victorson, Emergency Management.
Guests in attendance:
Mark Abeles-Allison, County Administrator;
Nancy Brown, Emergency Management;
Scott Galetka, Land Records;
Todd Ochsner, SEH Inc.
Bob Miller and Patti Rantala notified Jan of conflicts that prevented their attendance.
MINUTES – A motion was made by John Nedden-Durst, seconded by Mark Scribner, to approve the
minutes of the March 12th and April 18th meetings. Motion carried.
The agenda for the meeting identified the mitigation actions table as the focus of the meeting.
Todd Ochsner did an overview of the mitigation plan review process. He also stated that the mitigation
program may be cut at the federal level.
Table 4.1 of the current Mitigation Plan – Mitigation Actions – was reviewed identifying completed
mitigation actions, expanding others and creating new action items. Points of discussion are
documented on Table 4.1 dated 04-10-2012.
NEXT MEETING – The next meeting was scheduled for Thursday, June 14th – 1:00 PM.
ADJOURNMENT – A motion was made by Gary Victorson, seconded by John Nedden-Durst to
adjourn the meeting. Motion carried. The meeting was adjourned.
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Bayfield County
LEPC - Local Emergency Planning Committee
Meeting Minutes – August 16, 2012
The meeting was called to order by Verne Gilles, chair of the committee. An attendance sheet was
circulated for all to sign.
Members in attendance:
Verne Gilles, Town of Kelly;
Tom Kovachevich, City of Bayfield;
Terri Kramolis, Bayfield County Public Health
Carrie Linder, Bayfield County Human Services
Jacob Maas, Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa;
Scott Kluver, City of Washburn;
Jan Victorson, Emergency Management.
Guests in attendance:
Brad Henschel, SEH Inc.
Brad Henschel of SEH, Inc. was introduced to the membership. He has assumed the duties of Todd
Oschner and will be serving as consultant as we continue to the mitigation plan revision process.
Members of the committee introduced themselves.
Jan Victorson updated the committee on the storm/flooding events of the summer.
MITIGATION PLAN
The quarterly report on the mitigation planning grant was filed July 15, 2012.
PART 2 – Brad distributed a draft revision of Part 2 (Demographics) to the Mitigation Plan based on
2010 census information. It was reviewed, observations shared and suggestions made. There was a
consensus that Brad incorporate suggested revisions, research income demographics and forward an
updated copy to Jan for distribution to committee members before the next meeting.
PART 3 – Brad distributed a draft revision of Part 3 (Risk Assessment) with some updates included.
Ongoing updates will be incorporated with the intent of careful review at the next meeting.
PART 4 – Mitigation strategies will be reviewed at the next meeting.
PART 1 – The committee reviewed a survey instrument Brad introduced and discussed whether or
not it would be useful in gathering planning information from the public. There was a consensus to
consider use of the survey instrument to evaluate potential mitigation actions after the plan is
completed.
TIMELINE – Jan shared the importance of completing the plan by end of year with approval no later
than April 2013. An approved plan is required in order for local jurisdictions to receive mitigation
dollars that will be available due to the presidential declaration.
OTHER BUSINESS
Local jurisdictional planning – Jan updated the committee on emergency operations planning taking
place in local jurisdictions throughout the county.
WISCOM Radio Grant – Jan has filed close-out paperwork on the WISCOM radio grant requesting
reimbursement of $332,000.
NEXT MEETING – The next meeting was scheduled for Thursday, September 27 – 1:00 PM.
Agenda items will include:
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•
•
•

Approval of revised Part 2 – Demographics
Review of revised Part 3 – Risk Assessment
Documentation of Mitigation strategies

ADJOURNMENT – The meeting was adjourned.
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Bayfield County
LEPC - Local Emergency Planning Committee
Meeting Minutes – September 27, 2012
The meeting was called to order by Verne Gilles, chair of the committee. An attendance sheet was
circulated for all to sign.
Members in attendance:
Verne Gilles, Town of Kelly;
Tom Kovachevich, City of Bayfield;
Carrie Linder, Bayfield County Human Services
Mark Scribner, CenturyLink
Bill Sloan, Town of Bell
Paul Susienka, Sheriff
Gary Victorson, Iron River Ambulance / Bayfield County Coroner
Jan Victorson, Emergency Management.
Guests in attendance:
Mark Abeles-Allison, Administrator
Brad Hentschel, SEH Inc.
Brad Hentschel of SEH, Inc. was re-introduced to the membership. He reported documenting the
discussion of the last meeting and making revisions to Part 2/Demographics of the plan. An updated
draft of Part 2 was distributed to those present. The committee reviewed and discussed Part 2.
Consensus to accept Part 2/Demographics with recommended revisions.
Part 3/Risk Assessment was presented. Documentation for the last five years has been added. The
committee reviewed, discussed and suggested revisions to Part 3.
Consensus to accept Part 3 with recommended revisions.
Part 4/Mitigation Strategies was presented and reviewed. The strategies/projects identified in the
original plan were reviewed. Additional projects were identified and discussed.
Consensus to focus the next meetings on development of the mitigation strategies portion of the plan.
TIMELINE – Jan shared the importance of completing the plan by end of year with approval no later
than April 2013. An approved plan is required in order for local jurisdictions to receive mitigation
dollars that will be available due to the presidential declaration.
OTHER BUSINESS
Jan Victorson updated the committee on the storm/flooding events of the summer.
NEXT MEETING – The next meeting was scheduled for Thursday, October 25th – 1:00 PM.
Agenda items will include:
• Documentation of completed Mitigation strategies
• Review of Part 4/ Mitigation Strategies
ADJOURNMENT – The meeting was adjourned.
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Bayfield County
LEPC - Local Emergency Planning Committee
Meeting Minutes – October 25, 2012
The meeting was called to order by Bob Miller, Vice-chair of the committee. An attendance sheet was
circulated for all to sign.
Members in attendance:
Scott Kluver, City of Washburn
Tom Kovachevich, City of Bayfield;
Carrie Linder, Bayfield County Human Services
Bob Miller, Mason Fire Department
Bill Sloan, Town of Bell
Paul Susienka, Sheriff
Jan Victorson, Emergency Management.
Guests in attendance:
Nancy Brown, Emergency Management
Brad Hentschel, SEH Inc.
Brad Hentschel distributed the draft of mitigation strategies. Each strategy/project was reviewed and
evaluated. Additional projects were added.
Mark Abeles-Allison and Verne Gilles had shared information with Jan Victorson before the meeting.
That information was included in discussions.
OTHER BUSINESS.
Additional hazards not covered by the plan were also reviewed.
Consensus to review the mitigation strategies table as developed by Brad at the November meeting.
OTHER BUSINESS
Jan Victorson updated the committee on the storm/flooding events of the summer.
NEXT MEETING – The next meeting was scheduled for Thursday, November 15th – 1:00 PM.
Agenda items will include:
• Review/approval of Part 4/ Mitigation Strategies
ADJOURNMENT – The meeting was adjourned.
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Bayfield County
LEPC - Local Emergency Planning Committee
Meeting Minutes – November 15, 2012
The meeting was called to order by Bob Miller, Vice-chair of the committee. An attendance sheet was
circulated for all to sign.
Members in attendance:
Verne Gilles, Town of Kelly
Scott Kluver, City of Washburn
John Nedden-Durst, North Country Independent Living
Bill Sloan, Town of Bell
Paul Susienka, Sheriff
Jan Victorson, Emergency Management.
Guests in attendance:
Nancy Brown, Emergency Management
Brad Hentschel, SEH Inc.
The meeting was called to order by Verne Gilles, chair of the committee.
Brad Hentschel distributed the draft of mitigation strategies. Each strategy/project was reviewed and
discusssed. Additional projects were added.
A copy of the complete plan will be sent to committee members as well as county department heads
for review and comment before the December meeting. We hope to approve the plan for submission
to Wisconsin Emergency Management at that meeting.
OTHER BUSINESS.
Additional hazards not covered by the plan were also reviewed.
Planning for agencies that may be involved in an ice rescue on Lake Superior has been scheduled for
November 28th. Agencies are being encouraged to bring/display large equipment used for ice rescue.
A tabletop exercise related to water rescue (scenario: kayakers) on Lake Superior is scheduled the
evening of December 11th in the EOC.
Consensus to review the mitigation strategies table as developed by Brad at the November meeting.
The Ashland-Bayfield Counties Unit of the Wisconsin Towns Association (WTA) is scheduled to meet
on Monday, November 26th. Jan will attend the meeting, review the mitigation plan, and ask for
comments and input. She will also request that she and Brad be invited to do a more in depth review
of the plan at the January WTA meeting.
NEXT MEETING – The next meeting was scheduled for Thursday, December 11th – 1:00 PM.
Agenda items will include:
• Review/approval of Bayfield County Mitigation Plan
ADJOURNMENT – The meeting was adjourned.
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Bayfield County
LEPC - Local Emergency Planning Committee
Meeting Minutes – December 11, 2012
The meeting was called to order by Jan Victorson. An attendance sheet was circulated for all to sign.
Members in attendance:
Tom Kovachevich, City of Bayfield;
Scott Kluver, City of Washburn;
Jacob Maas, Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa;
Bill Sloan, Town of Bell;
Jan Victorson, Emergency Management.
Guests in attendance:
Mark Abeles-Allison, Administrator
Brad Hentschel, SEH Inc.
Brad Hentschel of SEH, Inc. discussed progress on the revised mitigation plan. The draft plan was
distributed by email to planning team members. Copies of the plan were made available to members
present.
PART 1 – Reviewed and updates discussed. The LEPC membership and other planning team
members will be revised in order to be current.
PART 2 – The demographics section of the plan was once again reviewed. Annex A will include
information specific to Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa in order to assure compliance with
the FEMA requirements for tribal information in a multi-jurisdictional plan.
PART 3 – The Risk Assessment portion of the plan was reviewed. The risk assessment table was
recalculated to identify low, medium and high risk hazards. Inland erosion was added as an identified
risk.
PART 4 – The Mitigation Strategies portion of the plan was reviewed. Table 4-1, Mitigation Actions,
still needs to be updated to include newly identified projects.
PART 5 – The Review and Maintenance portion of the plan was reviewed with the LEPC identified as
the reviewing entity.
Consensus to approve the plan as presented with identified changes.
A final copy of the plan will be distributed to committee members based on discussions at today’s
meeting. If additional changes are identified during that review, a LEPC meeting will be called.
MITIGATION PROJECTS
Several local jurisdictions have submitted requests for mitigation projects to Wisconsin Emergency
Management. An approved plan is required in order for local jurisdictions to receive mitigation dollars
that became available with the presidential declaration.
NEXT MEETING – The next meeting will be called as questions arise on the plan revision.
ADJOURNMENT – The meeting was adjourned.
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Annex C
Adoption Resolutions

